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Abstract
The eukaryotic cell cycle primarily consists of five phases, namely a resting state, G0, and
four cycling phases G1, S, G2 and M phase, with cells progressing in this order before
dividing into two cells back in phase G1. Understanding how a drug affects the cell cycle
can give insight into the drug’s mechanism of action and may assist research into po-
tential treatment strategies. The pentacyclic acridinium salt RHPS4 (3,11-difluoro-6,8,13-
trimethyl-8H-quino[4, 3, 2− kl] acridiniummethosulfate) is an attractive agent because it
is potentially cell-cycle specific and inhibits the activity of telomerase, an enzyme known
for its role in cellular immortalisation in human cancer. The precise mechanism of action
of the drug on the cell cycle dynamics, however, remains unclear.
We have devised experiments, collected experimental data and formulated a mathemat-
ical model describing the cell cycle dynamics of cancer cells and their time- and dose-
dependent modulation by RHPS4 to investigate how the compound affects cells in each
stage of the cell cycle. In addition to a control case, in which no drug was used, we
treated colorectal cancer cells with three different concentrations of the drug and fitted
simulations from our models to experimental observations. We have shown that the
model is “identifiable”, meaning that, at least in principle, the parameter values can be
determined from observable quantities. Our fitting procedure also generates information
on the sensitivity of parameters in the model. We found that RHPS4 caused a marked
concentration-dependent cell death in treated cells, which is well modelled by allowing
the rate parameters corresponding to cell death to be sigmoidal functions of time. Since
the drug uptake into the nucleus is rapid (saturation within 5 hours), the observed delay
effect of 5 days of the compound is unexpected and is a novel finding of our research into
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this compound. Our results show that, at low concentrations, RHPS4 primarily affects
the cells in the G2/M phase, and that the delay decreases at larger doses. We propose
that secondary effects lead to the induction of observed cell death and that changes in
the molecular structure of the non-coding DNA sequences at chromosome ends, called
telomeres, might be a precursor of delayed cell death.
We therefore investigated the dynamics of telomere length in different conformational
states, that is, t-loops, G-quadruplex structures and those being elongated by telomerase.
By formulating differential equation models we studied the effects of various levels of
telomerase and RHPS4 concentrations on the distribution of telomere lengths and anal-
ysed how these effects evolve over large numbers of cell generations. As well as calculat-
ing numerical solutions, we use quasicontinuum methods to approximate the behaviour
of the system over time, and predict the shape of the telomere length distribution. We
showed that telomere length maintenance is tightly regulated: too high levels of telom-
erase lead to continuous telomere lengthening, and large concentrations of RHPS4 lead
to progressive telomere erosion. Our results suggest different effects of RHPS4 depen-
dent on the drug concentration used: low concentrations reduce telomere length, but do
not impair the equilibrium of the system, and high concentrations destabilise the system
leading to chromosome degradation and senescence and/or cell death. Moreover, our
models predict a positively skewed distribution of telomere lengths at equilibrium, and
our model predictions are in good agreement with experimental data.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction and literature review
1.1 Introduction
Among human diseases, cancer is the leading cause of death worldwide according to
the World Health Organisation [149]. Incidence data derived from population-based can-
cer registries estimate that around 7.6 million people died of cancer worldwide in 2008,
which makes about 0.1% of the world’s total population and accounts for around 13% of
all deaths and nearly 60% of all diagnosed cancer [63]. Cancer is characterised by rapid
and uncontrollable cell division, which can lead to the invasion of surrounding tissue,
but also to metastasis at distant sites by spreading through the bloodstream or lymphatic
system. The most common cancer types are female breast, lung, prostate, cervix, stom-
ach and colorectal cancer, to mention just a few, with the latter comprising 1.2 million
new cases and 608,700 deaths, estimated in 2008. Viral infections account for the devel-
opment of a large proportion of liver cancer (by the hepatitis B virus) and cervical cancer
(by the human papillomavirus), where viruses transform normal cells into tumour cells
by the activation of so-called oncogenes (genes that lead to cell transformation when mu-
tated), with vaccinations now being available to prevent these infections. The causes of
most of the many other cancer types, however, are not well understood, and genetic de-
fects, environmental and lifestyle factors, such as environmental pollutants, radiation,
diet and cigarette smoking, are considered to be the potential risk factors of cancer. The
effectiveness of cancer treatment is therefore often limited, with surgery, radiation and
chemotherapy being the typical treatment strategies, but these can cause considerable
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side effects and are often only able to prolong a patient’s lifespan instead of eradicating
all cancer cells.
Chemical signals control cell proliferation in normal cells and when cells become over-
crowded some of them are “told” to die. There is a strictly coordinated series of processes
that facilitate cell replication, known as the cell division cycle, which includes the precise
replication of the DNA and division of cells into two daughter cells. Most cells cycle
and divide a limited number of times, a discovery first made by growing normal human
fibroblasts in culture (60-80 population doublings) about 50 years ago [55]. The limited
number of divisions is referred to as the Hayflick limit [56]. On reaching the Hayflick
limit, cells cease proliferation permanently and enter a state called replicative senescence
in which they are still alive but do not grow. Irreversible functional changes at protective
structures located at the ends of chromosomes, known as telomeres, are responsible for
the limited lifespan of a cell. Telomeres are eroded during each replication, marking the
ageing of cells and eventually triggering irreversible cell cycle exit. Cancer cells, however,
are able to avoid this natural limit, displaying reduced sensitivity to signals that control
the cell cycle.
In 2009, Elizabeth H. Blackburn, Carol W. Greider and Jack W. Szostak were awarded
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for their discovery of the role of telomeres,
the previously unknown enzyme telomerase (catalysing the elongation of chromosomal
telomeres), and its role in chromosome protection. Telomerase was found to build the end
of chromosomes, protecting them from degradation and thus delay cellular senescence.
Stem cells and most cancer cells express telomerase and have the potential to divide in-
definitely without any significant erosion of telomeres. This discovery has stimulated the
development of new strategies for cancer therapy, with telomeric structures and telom-
erase being new targets for drug design. The DNA of cells is relatively exposed during
cell division, making cells that actively progress through the cell cycle good targets for
drugs. There is increasing research in this area and various compounds are being inves-
tigated with the aim of understanding how they interact with telomeres and the enzyme
telomerase in the cell.
Modern experimental techniques generate a vast amount of data that have to be inter-
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preted for useful systematic information to be extracted. Mathematical models can be a
useful means for integrating different types of experimental data to predict the mecha-
nism of action of compounds [148]. In this thesis I aim to enhance the understanding of
how a potential anti-cancer drug affects cell cycle dynamics and the processes of telomere
length maintenance in cancer cells.
1.2 Cell cycle dynamics, senescence and apoptosis
This Chapter provides some basic concepts of the biological cell cycle model that can be
found in the standard literature, for example the book by Alberts [4], and some concepts
of the function of telomeres in cell replication. It also includes a literature review of
mathematical models of the cell cycle and telomere dynamics.
1.2.1 Biological background
The cell cycle is the essential series of events by which all living beings reproduce and
primarily replicate and segregate their genome into two identical daughter cells. Unicel-
lular organisms, such as bacteria and yeast, create new organisms each time cells divide,
whereas multicellular organisms require a long and complex series of cell divisions to
become a coherent system of tissues and different cell types. We distinguish between
prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea), which are organisms that lack a distinct nucleus or
any other organelles (membrane-bound specialised subunits of a cell), and eukaryotes,
such as yeast, plant and animal cells, which possess nuclei containing the cell’s genetic
material, and on which we henceforth focus.
The eukaryotic cell cycle is the mechanism that ensures accurate duplication of DNA,
organelles, and other cellular material, and the precise division of these copies into two
genetically identical daughter cells. These processes define the two major phases of the
cell cycle, the synthesis (S) phase and the mitotic (M) phase. The typical cell cycle time
is about 24 hours. Chromosome duplication occurs during the S phase, which takes
about 10-12 hours in a typical mammalian cell. After the S phase, cell division, which
is subdivided into mitosis (chromosome segregation and nuclear division) and cytokine-
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sis (cytoplasmic division), occurs during the M phase, and requires typically less than
one hour. Cells have extra gap phases, a G1 phase between the M phase and the S phase,
and a G2 phase between the S phase and mitosis, where they double their number of pro-
teins and organelles and grow in size. The G1, S, G2 phase together are called interphase,
which occupy about 23 hours of a 24-hour cycle. The length of the G1 phase is variable
as its main purpose is to monitor the internal and external environment of the cell and
to check whether it is suitable for the cell to commit to DNA synthesis. If conditions are
unfavourable for replication, cells may enter a specialised resting phase (quiescence), also
known as the G0 phase, which can last for several days up to even several months when
signals for cells to resume proliferation are missing. Most somatic cells are usually found
in the G0 phase, and they return to G1 when cellular conditions are favourable or else
they die. A schematic of the cell cycle is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: The basic phases of the eukaryotic cell cycle.
To determine the phase of a cell within the cell cycle, we can measure its DNA content
(which doubles during the S phase), by using fluorescent binding dyes and a flow cy-
tometer, which allows for a rapid and automatic analysis of a large number of cells. An
example of a histogram plot of DNA content is shown in Figure 1.2. A quantitative model
is used to determine the number of cells in each phase of the cell cycle, which assumes
that the population of cells is separated into compartments consisting of cells in either
the G0/G1 phase or the G2/M phase, or at a certain stage of DNA replication within the
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S phase. The fluorescence intensity of cells in each compartment is assumed to be dis-
tributed normally with the mean intensity of those in the G2/M phase twice as high as
those in the G0/G1 phase. Cells in the S phase have several mean fluorescence intensi-
ties that are located between the mean intensities of the G0/G1 and G2/M compartment.
It is also possible to use flow cytometry to determine the length of the G0/G1, S, and
G2/M phases by synchronising the initial cell population at some point in the cell cycle
and, after release from synchrony, following the progression of the population through
the cycle. Similarly, S phase cells can be visualised by adding the artificial thymidine
analog bromo-deoxyuridine (BrdU) to cell culture, which is incorporated by the cell into
newly synthesised DNA, and by subsequent staining of these molecules with anti-BrdU
antibodies.
Figure 1.2: DNA content analysed by flow cytometry using a DNA binding dye. The histogram shows the
fluorescence intensity of a typical cell population and indicates the associated cell cycle phases.
The order of cell-cycle events is controlled by a regulatory network of proteins, known as
the cell-cycle control system, which consists of biochemical switches initiating cell cycle
events and once an event is launched, its progression is irreversible. Three checkpoints
regulate key cell-cycle transitions. The first of which is known as Start (in yeast), or the
restriction point (in mammalian cells), when the cell commits itself to cell-cycle entry and
chromosome replication. The two subsequent checkpoints are the G2/M checkpoint, where
the cell triggers the early mitotic events, and themetaphase-to-anaphase transition or Finish,
where the control system triggers the separation of sister chromosomes and completion
of mitosis and cytokinesis. In case of problems that affect the cell cycle, the checkpoints
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can block further progression through the cycle until the problem has been resolved.
Core controllers of the cell-cycle control system are cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks),
which trigger major cell cycle events once they are activated. Cdk activity is cyclic and is
regulated by binding of proteins known as cyclins to form cyclin-Cdk complexes. Cyclins
undergo a cycle of synthesis and degradation and bind different Cdks at different stages
of the cell cycle, each of the cyclin classes stimulating certain events in the cell cycle. The
cyclin levels and cyclin-Cdk complexes associated with their specific time point of activ-
ity in the cell cycle are illustrated in Figure 1.3. More information on regulatory networks
of cell cycle control can be found in the reviews from Aguda [2] and Schafer [120], and
more quantitative discussions are presented by Novak and Tyson [93] and Tyson and
Novak [138].
Figure 1.3: Cyclical changes of Cdk activity, which are dependent on cyclin protein levels, are indicated
together with their time point of activity controlling certain events in the cell-cycle. The metaphase-to-
anaphase transition is initiated by a separate regulatory protein called APC/C.
The replication capacity of somatic cells is usually limited and cells undergo a permanent
cell-cycle arrest after several divisions. This state is called replicative senescence and is
primarily triggered by the activation of the gene p53. Activation of p53 then triggers
the gene expression of p21, which is a Cdk inhibitor, and thus induces cell cycle arrest.
The expression of p53 and p21 is only transient and other Cdk inhibitors, such as the
G1 cell-cycle inhibitor p16, are upregulated later, which causes cell proliferation to halt
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with cells being in a G0/G1 state. Cell viability is not affected at this stage and cells
are still metabolically active and can survive for a long period of time. Dimri et al. [42]
discovered that the enzyme β-galactosidase displays abnormal behaviour associatedwith
senescent cells, a feature that they used to detect senescent cells and distinguish them
from cells in other phases of the cell cycle. The behaviour is termed senescence-associated
β-galactosidase (SA β-gal) activity, where the enzyme β-galactosidase is normally active
at pH 4 in human, but in senescent cells is often found to be active at pH 6.
Cells die through several different mechanisms, but the one most relevant to the work in
subsequent Chapters is controlled cell death called apoptosis (Figure 1.4). This form of cell
death can occur at any point during the cell cycle and is characterised by morphological
changes such as cell shrinking, cytoplasmic and nuclear condensation, chemically altered
cell surface, cleavage of the nuclear chromatin and splitting of the cell into membrane-
enclosed debris called apoptotic bodies. Cells dying by apoptosis do so by phosphoryla-
tion of p53 (but not p21) and do not elicit inflammatory responses, but are engulfed and
digested by phagocytes, specialised white blood cells that protect the body by ingesting
dead cells in living organisms. A discussion of different forms of eukaryotic cell death
and their terminology has been given by Fink and Cookson [45].
Apoptotic cell death can be measured by the characteristic features these cells display.
For example, nuclear and cytoplasmic condensation and cellular fragmentation can be
observed by light and electron microscopy. Furthermore, DNA fragmentation, which is
considered a biochemical characteristic of apoptosis, can be detected as a ladder pattern
of chromosomal DNA fragments by the use of gel electrophoresis. Another technique
is labelling the ends of DNA strand breaks in the so-called TUNEL (Terminal deoxynu-
cleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP Nick-End Labelling) technique, which are then vi-
sualised by standard microscopy techniques. The change of the plasma membrane is
detected experimentally by labelling cells with Annexin V, and another dye, trypan blue
(which we use in our tissue culture experiments in Chapter 4), which does not colour
viable cells, but is taken up by dead cells whose membrane has become permeable.
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of the morphological changes of apoptotic cells, taken from the free encyclopaedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apoptosis.
1.2.2 Mathematical modelling of cell-cycle dynamics
Several mathematical models have been developed to describe the different phases of the
cell-cycle and their transition dynamics, including cell death. In particular, some models
have been established describing the dynamics of tumour cell populations that are treated
by certain anti-cancer drugs. A selection of these models is given below.
Panetta and Adam [102] designed a two-compartment ordinary differential equation
(ODE) model of cycling and resting cells, which incorporates chemotherapeutic effects
of a cell cycle-specific drug and includes some constraint equations for the effect of the
drug on other non-cancerous cells. The simulations obtained from the model identify an
appropriate period and dose of the drug to balance cell kill of cancer cells and normal
cycling tissue cells. The general model is shown in Figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5: A two-compartment model of cycling (X1) and resting (X2) cells including cell loss of rate η from
the X1 compartment and of rate γ from the X2 compartment. Cells double with rate α and cells transfer from
X1 to X2 with rates µ and β, respectively. Chemotherapeutic effects are described by additional cell loss of
rate g(t), being a function of time t, from the compartment of cycling cells.
The system of ODEs describing the effect of a cell cycle-specific drug on cancerous cells
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is given by
d
dt
 X1
X2
 =
 α− µ− η − g (t) β
µ −β− γ

 X1
X2
 . (1.2.1)
Here, X1 is the mass of cycling tumour cells with growth rate α and X2 is the mass of
resting tumour cells; µ and β are the transition rates between cycling and non-cycling
cells; natural decay is given by the rates η and γ for cycling and noncycling cells, respec-
tively. All parameters are assumed to be constant and positive. The chemotherapeutic
effects together with the decay of the drug can be modelled, for example, by a piece-
wise continuous function of the form g (t) = h e−γ(t−nτD) for n τD ≤ t < (n+ 1) τD with
n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where h is a cell kill parameter, γ the decay of the drug and τD the period
between administrations of the drug.
In contrast to the deterministic model of Panetta and Adam [102], Smith andMartin [126]
considered slowly proliferating cells, where the population of quiescent cells introduces
a large variation in the duration of the G0/G1 phase. The probabilistic model partitions
the intermitotic phase into a phase of a fixed length of time containing S/G2/M cells,
and a state in which cells stay for a random time and transfer to S/G2/M with a certain
probability.
Sherer et al. [124] used a partial differential equation (PDE) model that incorporates age-
dependent transition rates between the phases of the cell cycle and describes the number
density of cells in each phase as a function of time t and age τ (the time since the last tran-
sition from a preceding cell-cycle phase). The model shown in Figure 1.6 is derived from
three compartments, representing the G0+G1 phase, the S phase and the G2+M phase.
DNA histograms of the total cell population provide data to estimate the corresponding
transition rate functions. Analysis of the age density is facilitated by labelling a propor-
tion of S-phase cells with BrdU, which is incorporated into newly-synthesised DNA at
time point t = 0. One subsequently observes both labelled and unlabelled subpopu-
lations of cells in the S phase over time. The underlying assumption of this method is
that the total cell population grows in a balanced fashion, that is, the population den-
sities of the single compartments maintain a constant ratio to one another. The three-
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compartment model is described by the following PDEs
∂ni (τ, t)
∂t
+
∂ni (τ, t)
∂τ
+ Γi ni = 0, i = 1, . . . , 3, (1.2.2)
where ni (τ, t) denote the number densities of cells within the three cell compartments,
and Γi (τ) is the transition rate of cells that have spent a period of time τ in the ith com-
partment since entering it; cell loss is neglected in this model. Data of human leukaemia
cells were fitted by the model, where the best fit suggested a bimodal transition age prob-
ability distribution for cells in the G0/G1 phase.
Figure 1.6: A three-compartment model describes the transitions of cells from the ith compartment (i =
1, 2, 3) as age-dependent rate functions Γi (τ). The illustration has been taken from Sherer et al. [124].
Reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
Basse et al. [13], by contrast, assume constant model parameters but include loss terms for
cell death from each compartment of a four-compartment model describing the growth
of human tumour cells and their response to the anticancer drug paclitaxel which arrests
cells in the mitotic phase. The four compartments shown in Figure 1.7 correspond to the
phases of constantly proliferating cells, that is the G1, S, G2 and M phase. The indepen-
dent variables of the associated system of ODEs with one PDE are time t, age τS of cells
in the S phase, and the relative DNA content x of cells. This set-up of model equations
accounts for the process of DNA synthesis and enables the simulation of steady-state
distributions of the DNA content in cell populations, which can be compared to experi-
mental measurements from flow cytometry DNA analysis.
In a later work, Basse et al. [15] considered a similar model as follows. We will use
the model formulation involving temporal ordinary and partial differential equations in
11
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Figure 1.7: A cell cycle diagram of an unperturbed cell population consisting of four phases (G1, S, G2, M)
with transition rates k1, k2 and b. The S phase, which is defined by DNA synthesis, is represented by an
age-structured compartment (rectangular box) in this model. Loss terms have been neglected. The diagram
is taken from Basse et al. [15]. Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media.
Chapter 2.4, which is given by the system
d n1 (t)
dt
= 2 kM1 nM (t)− k1S n1 (t) , (1.2.3)
∂ nS (t; τS)
∂ τS
+
∂ nS (t; τS)
∂ t
= 0 , (1.2.4)
d n2 (t)
dt
= nS (t; τS)
∣∣∣
τS=TS
− k2M n2 (t) , (1.2.5)
d nM (t)
dt
= k2M n2 (t)− kM1 nM (t) , (1.2.6)
with the initial condition for the S phase being
nS (t; τS)
∣∣∣
τS=0
= k1S n1 (t) . (1.2.7)
Here, n1 (t), n2 (t), nM (t) are the numbers of cells in the G1, G2 and M phase at time t,
respectively; k1S, k2M, kM1 are the respective transition rates between the single phases;
nS (t; τS) is the number density of cells having spent τS hours in the S-phase at time t; and
TS is the time after which cells transfer from the S phase to the G2 phase. Death rates are
neglected in this model. Experimental data from 11 different human tumour cell lines
unperturbed by cancer therapy were compared in vitro to gain insight into why some
human cancer patients respond differently to cancer therapy while having similar initial
profiles.
A more general model of Basse and Ubezio [12] considers the exposure of human tu-
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mour cell populations to cancer therapy and can be used to examine the effects of dif-
ferent therapies, such as radiation therapy, the administration of the drug paclitaxel and
the S-phase specific compound camptothecin, and combination treatments. The model
allows for a user-defined number of phases and time-dependent transition rate func-
tions, with a PDE system, similar to that of Sherer et al. [124], which describes the cell
cycle. A further extension, which incorporates interactions between drugs and tumour
microenvironments can be found in Venkatasubramanian et al. [139]. Cell-cycle progres-
sion, drug and nutrient diffusion, intracellular metabolism, cellular drug effects and drug
pharmacokinetics are combined in a multi-compartment model, where the cell cycle is es-
sentially described by six compartments (Figure 1.8) and modelled by coupled nonlinear
PDEs, ODEs and algebraic equations consisting of functions of time and populations of
cells in three-dimensions. Also, cell cycle transition rates are functions of the cellular en-
ergy production, which in general increase with increasing cellular energy production,
whereas transition rates to quiescence and cell death increase with decreasing cellular
energy production.
Figure 1.8: A six-compartment model of a cell population is shown, which comprises either dead cells or
cells in the different phases of the cell cycle, G0, G1, S, G2, and M. Each line signifies a transition from one
cell phase to another and transition rates between the cell cycle phases are denoted by µfromto . Cell cycle
transition rates are dependent on the intracellular energy metabolism, where transitions µ to the phases of
cycling cells increase with increasing cellular energy production, and transitions µˆ to quiescence (G0) and
cell death increase with decreasing cellular energy production. The diagram is redrawn and adapted from
Venkatasubramanian et al. [139] with permission from Elsevier.
Additionally, mathematical models on the cell-cycle control system can be found in Tyson
[137], Novak and Tyson [94] and, in relation to molecular pathways involved in cell
growth, in Yang et al. [153]. Modelling of cell cycle regulation together with general
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principles of mathematical modelling are reviewed in Fuss et al. [46]. More cell-cycle
models can be found in Basse et al. [14], who describe the impact of DNA degradation
of apoptotic cells arrested in mitosis (by the drug paclitaxel) on flow-cytometric DNA
distribution profiles in melanoma cells (skin cancer), and in Sherer et al. [123] and Basse
et al. [16], who deal with the effects of chemotherapy and radiation on cancer cell-cycle
dynamics, respectively.
1.3 Telomeres and the end-replication problem
A cell’s DNA molecules are packed inside the nucleus into long polynucleotide chains,
where a pair of tightly connected DNA chains forms a chromosome. Chromosomes are
complemented with other proteins to build up a compact structure called chromatin.
During the S phase of the cell cycle, the cell replicates its chromosomes by separating
the paired DNA strands and using each as a template for polymerisation to make a
new DNA strand, called the primer strand, containing a complementary sequence of
nucleotides. Nucleotides form the basic subunits of the DNA, and a nucleotide consists
of a sugar-phosphate molecule with a nitrogen-containing side group, or base, attached
to it. The sugar-phosphate molecules make up the backbone of the DNA structure, hold-
ing the polynucleotide chain together in the shape of a double helix. The nucleobases are
of four types, adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T). The bases of the
existing strand bind successively to bases of the strand being synthesised by weak hydro-
gen bonds and according to a strict rule defined by the complementary structures of the
bases: T pairs only with A, andG onlywith C. Figure 1.9 illustrates the nucleotide-pairing
mechanism and the structure of the DNA helix.
DNA replication is initiated by special initiator proteins that pry the two DNA strands
apart at positions, called replication origins, at which the DNA is first synthesised. DNA
helicases (special enzymes) open up the quite stable DNA double helix ahead of the lo-
calised region of replication, referred to as a replication fork, which moves progressively
along the parental DNA double helix. The replication forks are formed in pairs and cre-
ate a replication bubble as theymove in opposite directions away from the common point
14
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Figure 1.9: Nucleotide pairing and the structure of the DNA double helix.
of origin (Figure 1.10), stopping only when they collide head-on with a replication fork
moving in the opposite direction or when they reach a chromosome end. There are many
replication forks in an average-size human chromosome, containing about 150 million
nucleotide pairs, moving simultaneously on each chromosome, but their replication ori-
gins are never at the end of DNA strands due to the specialised structure of chromosomes
(see below). A multienzyme complex containing primase and DNA polymerases synthe-
sises the DNA of newly formed daughter strands at the replication forks. First, the en-
zyme DNA primase synthesises a short RNA primer on the DNA strand, which is about
10 nucleotides long, and DNA polymerases then extend the primer by polymerisation of
free nucleotides into DNA. The chemical structure of RNA is very similar to DNA, and
a strand of RNA can form base pairs with a strand of DNA as long as the nucleotide
sequences are complementary.
Figure 1.10: Initiation of DNA replication at replication origins, leading to the formation of replication bub-
bles.
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Due to the the general structure of nucleotides and their corresponding binding mecha-
nism, DNA polymerases can synthesise only in 5’-to-3’ direction of a DNA strand - the
notation of the direction of a DNA strand derived from the numbering of carbon atoms
in the sugar of a nucleotide. The two DNA strands in a DNA helix are, however, oriented
in an antiparallel way, hence the growth of both strands cannot proceed in the same way.
Indeed, one of the two DNA strands grows piecewise in 5’-to-3’ direction (the one that
grows opposite to the overall direction of DNA chain growth), the pieces of DNA known
as Okazaki fragments, which are 100-200 nucleotides long in eukaryotes. A replication
fork therefore has an asymmetric structure, consisting of one DNA daughter strand that
is synthesised continuously, known as the leading strand, and the other daughter strand
that is synthesised discontinuously, known as the lagging strand (see Figures 1.10 and
1.11). The synthesis of the leading strand slightly precedes the synthesis of the lagging
strand.
Figure 1.11: The asymmetric progression of DNA replication.
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DNA polymerase enzymes require a previously formed base-paired 3’ end of a primer
strand to synthesise new DNA, therefore a special mechanism is needed at the lagging
strand to synthesise a completely new fragment at a site further along the template
strand. RNA primers are produced by DNA primase at intervals of 100-200 nucleotides
in eukaryotes, which can then be elongated by DNA polymerases at the 3’ end to begin
Okazaki fragments. To produce a continuous DNA chain from the many DNA fragments
made on the lagging strand, nucleases participate in the removal of the old RNA primer
and a DNA polymerase replaces the RNA primer eventually with DNA, whenever an
Okazaki fragment has been completed. The 3’ end of the new DNA fragment is joined
to the 5’ end of the previous one by an enzyme called DNA ligase (see Figure 1.12). The
newly replicated DNA copies are then attached to one another by a centromere, a spe-
cialised DNA sequence holding together the identical sister chromatids (consisting each
of a template strand and a primer strand), facilitating the controlled separation and dis-
tribution of daughter chromosomes into daughter cells in the M phase.
Figure 1.12: The mechanisms of the lagging strand synthesis.
During each replication, the cell encounters a special problem at the 3’ end of the linear
chromosome, called the end-replication problem, as there is no place for an RNA primer to
be attached at the very end of the DNA strand to start an Okazaki fragment and, there-
fore, the terminal RNA primer cannot be replaced by DNA after its removal. In bacteria,
chromosomes are of circular shape, which solves the problem. Eukaryotes, in contrast,
solve it by having specialised nucleotide sequences at the end of linear chromosomes,
that are protected by specialised protein complexes. These structures are called telomeres
and contain short tandem repeats, which are similar in various organisms. The sequence
of the repeat unit is GGGTTA inmammalian cells and the majority of eukaryotes, and hu-
man telomeres contain around 10-15 kilobasepairs at birth. The telomeric strand that con-
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stitutes the 3’-end is generally rich in guanosine and devoid of cytosine, the two strands
of the telomeric DNA are hence referred to as the G- and C-strands. The single-stranded
3’-protrusion of the G-strand is known as the 3’ overhang, which varies between 50-500 nu-
cleotides inmammalian cells and is considerably shorter inmost other eukaryotes. About
3 base pairs are lost at the 5’ end of the lagging strand due to the end-replication problem
on each round of cell division, because the last RNA primer is degraded by enzymes and
cannot be changed to DNA. However, human and mouse telomeres shorten by about
50-200 base pairs during each replication and the average telomere length in human cells
decreases by roughly 2-4 kilobases during their lifetime. Furthermore, 3’ overhangs have
been found to be present at both strands of chromosome ends, with overhangs of the
leading strand having about half the length of the overhangs of the lagging strand. A
more likely explanation (see Palm and de Lange [101], for example) of the intensive and
double-sided telomere shortening is postreplicative processing of the 5’ ends by a nucle-
ase (Figure 1.13). C-strand resection also explains an observed correlation [60] between
the rate of telomere shortening and the length of the 3’ overhangs in human cell lines.
This progressive telomere erosion has been designated the reason why a normal mam-
malian somatic cell can divide only a finite number of times in vitro (50-80 divisions),
with the maximum number often being referred to as the Hayflick limit [56]. The cell then
triggers a permanent growth arrest and enters the senescent phase when it can no longer
undergo the process of cell division. It is, however, not yet clear whether it is the average
telomere length [85] or the length of the shortest telomere [58] that is critical for the onset
of cell cycle arrest in a cell.
1.4 DNA damage repair and telomere capping
Ageing of cells is hallmarked by the accumulation of damage and insufficient repair that
occur continually in the DNA caused by stress. These stresses are caused by not only
environmental influences, such as chemical substances and radiation of various sorts,
but also reactive oxygen species, which are produced by mitochondria and increased
by mutations in mitochondrial DNA. Oxidative stress, containing free radicals, causes
18
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Figure 1.13: Telomere replication and resection of the 5’ end by a nuclease. The illustration is adapted from
Verdun and Karlseder [140] with permission from Macmillan Publishers.
accidental lesion in the DNA, which interferes with transcription and DNA replication of
the cell leading to mutations, cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis (reviewed by von Zglinicki
et al. [142]).
DNA repair is a set of processes which ensures that only a few damages accumulate as
mutations in the DNA sequence. DNA damage often occurs in the form of DNA strand
breaks, and we distinguish between single- and double-strand breaks. The repair ma-
chinery is elicited by a signalling pathway known as DNA damage response with the
central protein kinases ATM (ataxia telangiectasia mutated) and ATR (ataxia telangiec-
tasia and Rad3-related) kinases. The ATM and ATR kinases associate with the site of
damage, where ATMprimarily senses double-strand breaks and ATR responses to single-
strand breaks, and their activation causes phosphorylation of various target proteins that
eventually initiate cell-cycle arrest.
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The cell’s DNA repair machinery can replace the damaged nucleotides of one strand by
using the other strand as a template for DNA synthesis if only one DNA strand is dam-
aged. DNA double-strand breaks, in contrast, require more sophisticated repair mech-
anisms and can introduce genome rearrangements and mutations. Typical mechanisms
for the repair of double-strand breaks are direct joining of the two double-strand ends
(nonhomologous end joining), and the use of a homologous chromosome (homologous
recombination), or a sister-chromatid in the late-S/G2 phase, as a template for the fill-in
of the gap caused by the DNA breakage.
A specific protein complex named shelterin (or telosome) caps and protects chromosome
ends in order to avoid inappropriate DNA damage repair at telomeres which are likely to
be recognised by the cell as double-strand breaks. The shelterin complex in mammalian
cells consists of the six proteins TRF1, TRF2 (Telomeric Repeat binding Factor 1 and 2, re-
spectively), POT1 (ProtectionOf Telomeres 1), TIN2 (TRF1- and TRF2-InteractingNuclear
protein 2), TPP1 (TIN2 and POT1 interacting Protein 1) and Rap1 (Repressor/Activator
Protein 1), which are exclusively associated with telomeric DNA, and prevent telomeres
from being recognised as DNA damage throughout the life-span of a cell. The proteins
TRF1 and TRF2 bind directly to double-stranded telomeric DNA and also recruit TIN2
and Rap1, which lacks DNA binding activity, while POT1 binds to the single-stranded
DNA. POT1 can form a complex with the protein TPP1, which is assumed to be crucial
for the recruitment of POT1 to telomeres, where TIN2 bridges TPP1 and TRF2, joining
the shelterin components of the single-stranded and the double-stranded telomeric DNA.
DNA repair at telomeres can result in chromosome aberrations, such as chromosome fu-
sions or rings, due to inadequate repair. Inhibiting or deleting different shelterin proteins
has revealed how telomeres protect themselves fromDNA repair mechanisms. Depletion
of TRF2 or TPP1 results in activation of the ATM kinase pathway, while removal of POT1
proteins from telomeres in mouse cells gives rise to DNA damage response mediated by
the ATR kinase independent of ATM [54].
Insufficiently protected telomeres are detected by the DNA repair machinery, form telom-
ere dysfunction-induced foci (TIFs), which are the origins of the telomeric DNA damage
signal, and are processed by the cell. Telomeres that are insufficiently protected are recog-
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nised by the cell as DNAdouble-strand breaks and are predominantly repaired by end-to-
end joining of chromosomes, mainly established by nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ),
or by homologous recombination (HR), which is also known as homology-directed repair.
The first mechanism involves the loss of G-overhangs due to chromosome end-processing
of the chromosome ends that are to be joined and subsequent ligation of the processed
chromosome ends. The fusion of several chromosomes can create long trains of chromo-
somes, which leads to cell senescence or the initiation of apoptosis pathways in the cell.
The second mechanism involves three types of HR that have been observed at telomeres.
T-loop HR starts from a loop-like structure and abscises the circular part of the telomere
by recombining terminal with internal telomeric DNA, leaving a telomeric circle and a
shortened telomere (see Figure 1.14a). The mechanism of Telomere Sister Chromatid Ex-
changes (T-SCE) is similar to HR of double-strand breaks in coding DNA sequences. T-
SCE occurs at sister telomeres after chromosome replication, where the duplicated chro-
mosome ends intersect, recombine and segregate again, which typically leaves one short-
ened and one elongated telomere (Figure 1.14b). The junction formed between the four
DNA strands of two homologous chromosomes is referred to as Holiday junction (HJ).
Telomere length changes depend on the location of the cross-over at either telomere and
may affect the proliferative capacity of the cell population. Finally, recombination with
interstitial sites is a less common type of HR in human and mouse, but more frequent in
other animals that possess larger amounts of telomeric repeat sequences at chromosomal
internal sites. This type of HR, which produces extrachromosomal DNA in the form of
telomeric rings that may even contain the centromere, is similar to T-loop HR, but with
the strand invasion occurring at interstitial telomeric sequences (Figure 1.14c). The differ-
ent types of recombination mentioned above are reviewed in greater detail in Palm and
de Lange [101].
The shelterin component TRF2 has been shown not only to prevent the activation of ATM
kinases, but also to be involved in a second mechanism for telomere protection, namely
the formation of a loop structure hiding the single-stranded terminal DNA from being
detected as DNA damage. TRF2 is believed to facilitate coiling of the duplex structure
such that the protruding single-stranded overhang can tuck its end into the telomeric
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Figure 1.14: Three different types of homologous recombination: (a) T-loop HR, (b) T-SCE and (c) recom-
bination with interstitial sites (see text for more information). The illustrations are adapted from Palm and
de Lange [101]. Reprinted with permission from Annual Reviews.
duplex DNA and form a so-called t-loop [52]. The G-overhang then forms base pairs with
the C-strand of the invaded double-stranded DNA and a smaller displacement D-loop
is established by the displaced, single-stranded G-strand at the site of invasion (Figure
1.15). It has been found that TRF2 preferentially binds to the junction between single-
and double-stranded DNA at the 3’-end of the telomere, and Stansel et al. [130] suggest a
model in which t-loop formation is mediated by interaction of the TRF2 complex bound
to that junction with another TRF2 complex bound to an internal site of the telomeric
duplex DNA. The circular part of t-loops, however, can vary in size between different
organisms (0.3-50 kilobases in eukaryotes) and also within an individual cell and the size
does not seem relevant for its function.
The strand invasion of the G-overhang provides the chromosome ends with a structure
which distinguishes them from the ends of broken DNAmolecules. The t-loop is held to-
gether by shelterin proteins, where POT1 specifically binds to the single-stranded telom-
eric DNA in the D-loop, which is necessary for maintenance of the telomeric cap. In-
hibition of either POT1 or TRF2 causes reduction or loss of 3’ overhangs, chromosome
fusions, senescence and apoptosis [154]. The replication fork might dissolve the t-loop
structure during DNA replication, however it is not yet known whether t-loops switch
into an open state during the S phase or persist throughout the cell cycle. Reviews of
the function of shelterin in telomere protection, including the formation and function of
t-loops, are given by de Lange [39], Palm and de Lange [101] and de Lange [40].
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Figure 1.15: Shelterin complex and t-loop structure at the telomeric end. From de Lange [40]. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS.
Another functional structure capping chromosome ends, known as the G-quadruplex, has
been discovered by Henderson et al. [59]. A single-stranded, telomeric G-rich DNA se-
quence can spontaneously fold into a 4-stranded structure which involves repeating pat-
terns of three G-quartet formations that are planar, hydrogen bonded arrangements of
four guanine bases (Hoogsteen base-paired guanines) as illustrated in Figure 1.16. The
G-quartets stack to produce the G-quadruplex with a negatively charged channel run-
ning through the centre of the planes of quartets. This channel stabilises the structure
via positively charged metal ions such as sodium (Na+) and potassium (K+) which are
co-ordinated in it. The twelve guanines, making up the G-quadruplex, form four back-
bones which can be connected repeatedly in various ways dependent on the telomeric
sequence and choice of metal ion. The human telomeric sequence forms an intramolec-
ular G-quadruplex in vitro which can appear with parallel and anti-parallel orientation
of the DNA strands involved, and an example with anti-parallel orientation is shown in
Figure 1.16. The three stacked G-quartets are connected by two lateral loops and a cen-
tral diagonal loop, together comprising four backbones forming the parallel edges of this
loop-like configuration.
Schaffitzel et al. [121] employed single-chain antibody fragment probes that are specific
for G-quadruplex DNA to show that G-quadruplexes form in vivo. In their experiments
with ciliated protozoa stylonychia (a species of eukaryotic microorganisms containing two
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Figure 1.16: G-quadruplex folding topology with three G-quartets, stacked and stabilised by a positively
charged metal ion with antiparallel orientation of the DNA strands. The illustrations stem from Moon and
Jarstfer [91]. Reprinted with permission from Frontiers in Bioscience.
nuclei, a macronucleus and a micronucleus) G-quadruplex staining occurred everywhere
in the macronucleus, but not in the macronuclear replication band, the area where chro-
mosomes replicate, indicating that G-quadruplexes unfold for telomere synthesis to allow
for DNA base-pairing. In some human cell lines, POT1 might play a role in the destabili-
sation of G-quadruplexes at telomere ends [156]. For reviews of G-quadruplex structures
in vitro and in vivo, see Lipps and Rhodes [81] and König et al. [72]. More general reviews
on telomere structures and their function in chromosome-end protection can be found in
Oganesian and Karlseder [96] and Xu [152].
Cells that have become critically short, however, and thus unprotected, are recognised
by the DNA damage response machinery of the cell, typically leading to irreversible cell
cycle arrest or apoptosis. Those cells which pass this point in cell replication by inactiva-
tion of p53 continue dividing and lose all their protective telomeric DNA until they enter
a state called crisis, causing enormous genomic instability, carcinogenesis and eventually
cell death: see Greenberg [51] for a review.
1.5 Telomerase and telomere length regulation in cancer cells
The enzyme telomerase can counteract the continuous erosion of telomeres due to the
end-replication problem, thus inhibiting telomere uncapping which occurs when telom-
eres become too short. Telomerase is a specialised RNA-protein complex that mainly con-
sists of TERC (Telomerase RNA Component) with a template region for copying telom-
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eric repeat sequences, and the catalytic protein TERT (Telomerase Reverse Transcriptase),
which catalyses the 3’-end extension of linear chromosomes. The enzyme telomerase re-
quires the telomeric G-overhang for telomere elongation. TERC recognises and anneals
to the overhang and serves as a substrate for the synthesis of telomeric repeat sequences
which are added to the telomeric overhang in 5’-to-3’ direction (see Figure 1.17). The
complementary, lagging strand is then filled in by DNA polymerases using the telomeric
extensions as a template, as is conventional in DNA replication. TERC is generally, and
independently of telomerase activity, highly expressed in all cells, whereas the concen-
tration of TERT is estimated at less than 50 copies per cell. In normal somatic cells the
catalytic subunit TERT is repressed, but it is upregulated in immortal cells, suggesting
that TERT is the major determinant for telomerase activity. It was found that telomeres
uncap in gastrointestinal progenitor cells (typically telomerase-positive) of mice lacking
TERT in vivo, and that these telomeres induce apoptosis in late S/G2 phase, indicating a
connection between repression of telomerase, DNA replication and telomere uncapping
[109].
Figure 1.17: Telomere elongation by the enzyme telomerase. The illustration is taken from the free on-line
resource at http://gallus.reactome.org.
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Telomerase is a reverse transcriptase that replenishes the telomeric sequences each time
a cell divides. The telomeric cap not only stabilises telomeres, but also functions as a
regulator of telomere length. TRF1 and other shelterin proteins increase with the number
of telomere repeats and have been found to inhibit telomere elongation in mammalian
telomerase-positive cells, where removal of TRF1 from telomeres leads to telomere elon-
gation. The amount of TRF1 may thus be used to estimate the length of telomeres. Also,
direct competition between POT1 and telomerase for the single-stranded telomere termi-
nus has been observed, where reduced loading of POT1 at the 3’ end leads to telomerase-
dependent telomere elongation, which is reviewed in Smogorzewska and de Lange [128].
Also TPP1 was found to have inhibitory effects on telomerase. However, some findings
are ambiguous, such as the role of POT1 in telomere length regulation, as binding of the
POT1-TPP1 complex to internal sites of telomeres in vitro resulted in telomere elongation
[145], making the shelterin component a telomerase attractor and inhibitor at the same
time.
Additionally, Zahler et al. [155] tested oligonucleotides of the hypotrichous ciliate oxytricha
nova, possessing n ≥ 4 telomeric repeat sequences, in telomerase assays in presence and
absence of the cation K+, and found that telomerase is less effective in telomere elon-
gation as the concentration of K+ increases. However, telomerase elongation was not
affected when the number of telomeric repeat sequences was reduced to less then 4 se-
quences per oligonucleotide. Hence G-quadruplex formation seems to affect telomerase
activity and is therefore believed to be a telomerase inhibitor. Despite the length variation
of individual telomeres within a cell or an organism, average telomere length is main-
tained within a narrow range that is specific for each species, indicating that telomerase-
positive cells establish an equilibrium between telomere attrition and elongation.
Most normal human somatic (body) cells, however, do not contain active telomerase and
have a limited replicative capacity. In a few normal human cell types, telomerase activity
is strictly regulated during development, mostly lost during embryonic differentiation
and remains active only in renewing tissues such as germ cells and stem cell populations,
usually displaying a high proliferative potential during their life-span. The majority of
cancer cells, in contrast, activate telomerase continually, they possess altered telomeres
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and have the potential for unlimited replication. Telomerase was found to be present in
85-90% of cancerous cells and it is believed that its specific role is to immortalise these
cells [68].
Most of the remaining 10-15% of cancer cells can maintain their telomeres, and thus
avoid the induction of senescence or escape crisis, by a telomerase-independent path-
way called alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT). This mechanism has so far only
been observed in anomalous cells (cancerous and genetically modified cells) and is as-
sociated with extrachromosomal telomeric DNA, recombination-based mechanisms and
large variation or rapid changes in the length of telomeres. ALT cells are believed to elon-
gate their telomeres either by unequal T-SCEs resulting in telomeres with elongated and
telomeres with shortened ends, or by HR-mediated DNA synthesis, using an adjacent
telomeric sequence as a template for DNA replication. The template for the latter mech-
anism can be the sister-chromatid telomere, a telomere of another chromosome, (linear
or circular) extrachromosomal telomeric DNA or the same telomere through t-loop for-
mation (see Section 1.4). The initiation of ALT is likely to involve intermediate levels
of shelterin proteins at telomeres, which are sufficiently low to elicit a DNA damage
response, but still high enough to prevent end-to-end fusions. Furthermore, ALT cells
typically lose p53 function, which leads to more recombination events and continuing
cell divisions (referred to as ’survivorship’). The full mechanisms of how cells activate
or prevent ALT has, however, not yet been established. A recent review of ALT has been
given by Cesare and Reddel [28].
1.6 Quantitative models of telomere length dynamics
There have been several approaches based on mathematical modelling to understand
telomere length dynamics of somatic and cancerous cells and how they contribute to
chromosome stability and the initiation of senescence or apoptosis.
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1.6.1 Modelling telomere loss
The first papers on quantitative modelling of telomere dynamics describe the process of
telomere shortening by simple deterministic [79] and probabilistic [6, 99] models, which
only take account of losses due to the end-replication problem. The probabilistic models
account for the variability in the lifetimes of cells, assuming that intermitotic times are
exponentially distributed, and useMarkov branching processes [6, 99]. Cell cycle arrest is
assumed to set in as soon as one [6] or more [79] telomeres reach a critical length (zero), or
cells die with a probability that differs for cells containing a single critically short telomere
[99]. The dynamics of telomere loss is described according to the following principle (see
also Figure 1.18): if li and ri denote the length of telomeres at the left and right end of a
chromosome, respectively, with i = 1 denoting the leading strand (3’ end) and i = 2 the
lagging strand (5’ end) of each telomere, we have, with the vector notation (l1, l2; r1, r2),
two types of transition rules,
(n, n− µ;m,m)
 → (n, n− µ;m,m)→ (n− µ, n− µ;m,m− µ) , (1.6.1)
and
(n, n;m,m− µ)
 → (n, n;m,m− µ)→ (n, n− µ;m− µ,m− µ) , (1.6.2)
where µ denotes the deletion due to the end replication problem. Hence, there are, de-
pending on the choice of daughter chromosome, two deletions or no deletions during one
chromosome replication, and telomere length is assumed not to change in chromosomes
that are of type (0, 0;m,m− µ) and (n, n− µ; 0, 0).
The in vitro life span has been found [127] to vary widely between different cell cultures
of normal human fibroblasts and also between individual clones derived from the same
culture. The proliferative potential of cell clones has been shown to follow a bimodal
distribution (see Figure 1.19), meaning that a subset of cells is subject to a much earlier,
sudden onset of senescence when growing in culture.
Rubelj andVondracek [115] extended the previously establishedmodels of telomere short-
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Figure 1.18: Telomere length dynamics caused by the end-replication problem leading to a deletion of length
µ on telomeric DNA strands. The illustration is redrawn and adapted from Proctor and Kirkwood [106] with
permission from Elsevier.
Figure 1.19: Frequencies of human diploid fibroblasts with varying population doubling (PD) potential,
taken from Sozou and Kirkwood [129], who redrew the experimental data from Smith and Whitney [127].
Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
ening (’gradual telomere shortening’, see above) by the introduction of the possibility of
’abrupt telomere shortening’ caused by DNA repair mechanisms due to accumulation of
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DNA damage. Recombination between two telomeres, self-recombination or digestion
of the C-strand by a nuclease produce sudden, stochastic changes in telomere length,
which become more frequent as telomere shortening advances, and leading to a faster
occurrence of senescence. Sozou and Kirkwood [129] included environment-dependent
components affecting telomere shortening, where gradual telomere reduction is still the
primary cause of senescence, but oxidative stress in the form of endogenous reactive oxy-
gen species produced by mutant mitochondria, whose occurrence increases with age in
various tissues, is assumed to be the cause of substantial telomere loss. The allocation of
mitochondria and daughter chromosomes to daughter cells, the mutation of mitochon-
dria and the amount of telomere loss are all random processes in this model. Cells also
suffer somatic mutations in nuclear DNA whose accumulation is independent of telom-
ere length and affects the expression of housekeeping genes. The lack of expression of
these genes allows cells to undergo only a limited number of replications before they
can no longer support cell division and become senescent. Similarly, Proctor and Kirk-
wood [106] modelled the onset of senescence by considering telomere shortening due to
the end-replication problem and single-strand breaks, where they included that exonu-
cleolytic C-strand processing can produce longer G-overhangs on either end of human
chromosomes (see Figure 1.20). Single-strand breaks turned out to play a significant role
in telomere shortening only at high levels of radicals in the nucleus. Another approach
explaining the bimodal distribution of the doubling potential of individual cells in a clone
is presented by Tan [133], who considered variations in 3’-overhang lengths observed in
human fibroblasts (see Figure 1.21), leading to stochastic rates of telomere shortening.
The stochasticity of the overhang length is produced by the sum of (i) the sequences that
were occupied by the last RNA primer at the end of the DNA template, which is removed
later, and (ii) the sequences that were missed by the primer at the end of the telomere.
Telomere length has been measured using different techniques, among which telomere
restriction fragment (TRF) analysis using Southern blotting [69], and quantitative flu-
orescence in situ hybridization (Q-FISH) [104] have been frequently used. The former
method uses restriction enzymes that digest genomic DNA, but do not cut telomeric se-
quences. The telomeric DNA fragments are then separated by gel electrophoresis and
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(A)
(B)
Figure 1.20: An illustration of telomere length dynamics due to the end-replication problem (deletion of
length µ, see also Figure 1.18) and, additionally, (A) single-strand breaks at 5’ ends leading to a deletion of
length ξ or (B) C-strand (5’ end) processing leading to a deletion of length η at telomeric ends. The position
of single-strand breaks in (A) is indicated by down arrows (↓). Redrawn and adapted from Proctor and
Kirkwood [106] with permission from Elsevier.
hybridized to labelled probes specific for telomeric repeats, which subsequently reveal
the average length of telomeric DNA in the form of a smear in gel. The latter method,
in contrast, can only be applied to metaphase chromosomes, but provides measurements
for the telomeric length of individual chromosomes, where staining of chromosomal re-
gions with a combination of telomere-specific and chromosome-specific probes allows
for a comparison of the resulting fluorescence signals of individual telomere spots. The
length of telomeres with a known subtelomeric DNA sequence can be detected by Single
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Figure 1.21: Incomplete DNA replication causes telomere deletion of varying size. Taken from Tan [133].
Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
Telomere Length Analysis (STELA), which is also appropriate for measuring the length
of very short telomeres [21]. The size of single-stranded telomeric DNA (G-overhangs)
can be measured by the Telomere-Oligonucleotide Ligation Assay (T-OLA) and the over-
hang protection assay (OPA). Reviews of the techniques of telomere length measurement
can be found in the literature, including focus on factors such as telomeric proteins that
influence telomere length [117], on techniques for cloning, sequencing, visualization and
analysis of the three-dimensional structure (G-quartets or telomeric loops) of telomeres
[43], or on factors contributing to variations in average and individual telomere length of
human cells [119].
Investigation of Martens et al. [85] into human diploid fibroblasts having a limited lifes-
pan showed that short telomeres increasingly accumulate in cells and the length distribu-
tion of telomeres becomes positively skewed close to senescence (Figure 1.22). Here, the
mean telomere length, and not the length of the shortest telomere, seemed to be correlated
with the onset of replicative senescence.
Proctor and Kirkwood [107] considered the uncapping of telomeres by the opening of
t-loops as a trigger for replicative senescence, which they incorporated into their pre-
vious model [106] to account for the experimental results found by Martens et al. [85].
Not just critically short telomeres, but the uncapping of any telomere is here the trig-
ger of permanent cell cycle arrest. The shorter the telomeres, the fewer binding sites
for TRF2 are present, and, in turn, the less likely t-loop formation becomes. Hence the
probability of uncapping is modelled as a decreasing function of telomere length. Gol-
ubev et al. [48] investigated different possible causes for the observed positive skewness
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Figure 1.22: Increasingly skewed telomere length distributions of fibroblast cells at four different cumulative
population doublings (CPDL). Taken from Martens et al. [85]. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
of telomere length distribution by mathematical modelling. Computer-assisted simula-
tions, using virtual cells that contain only one telomere each, show that the Hayflick limit
is markedly influenced by DNA damage caused by free radicals, and not by telomere
length itself. The frequency of committing events, that is, processes such as changes in
gene expression and cell differentiation, committing a cell to divide only a certain number
of times before cell-cycle arrest, also increases with the increase of free radicals. Grasman
et al. [50] characterise the dynamics of telomere shortening by the property that longer
telomeres are more vulnerable to oxidative stress, as they are larger targets. Hence, DNA
strand breaks, causing extensive telomere shortening, occur more frequently in longer
telomeres.
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Note that different numbers of chromosomeswith critically short telomeres, varying from
only one to twenty, or the average telomere length, are assumed to be necessary for the
signalling of senescence in the models above, indicating that the issue of howmany chro-
mosomes contribute to the permanent arrest of the cell cycle has not yet been resolved.
Models on population growth dynamics that are determined by telomere length dynam-
ics have been established by Portugal et al. [105] and Olofsson [97], who explain the
occurrence of sigmoidal growth behaviour observed in mammalian and yeast cells, re-
spectively. Portugal et al. [105] refers to experimental findings showing that telomere
shortening correlates linearly with the probability of cell division, that is, cells of a cer-
tain cell line with shorter telomeres divide less frequently than cells with longer telom-
eres. Olofsson [97] investigates the reproduction of budding yeast cells, where themother
cell is distinct from the daughter cell and is able to reproduce several times. Furthermore,
Itzkovitz et al. [61] develop a populationmixturemodel with a re-populating pool of stem
cells of constant telomere length and a derived pool which experiences constant decrease
in telomere length, where one daughter cell of the repopulating pool stays and one trans-
fers to the derived pool after cell replication (by differentiation). The model considers
constant cell losses and predicts exponential decrease in telomere length over time.
1.6.2 Modelling telomere length regulation by telomerase
The enzyme telomerase is active at a low level in some somatic cells [86], such as in
normal human fibroblasts, preserving the G-overhang and telomeric structure in these
cells.
Telomerase-dependent shortening, leading to positively skewed telomere length distri-
butions (see Martens et al. [85]), has been explained by op den Buijs et al. [100] through
telomere-length-dependent negative feedback regulation. The model describes telomere
loss per population doubling as
∆T = − ((1− fs) T + ∆T0) , (1.6.3)
where T is the current telomere length, ∆T0 the constant loss due to the end-replication
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problem and fs is a shortening factor, probably dependent on the amount of C-strand
processing, oxidative damage and telomerase processivity. For positive fs < 1 and when
aWeibull distribution is assumed to represent the initial telomere length distribution, the
resulting distributions fit experimental data well, suggesting that telomere shortening is
a length-dependent mechanism in telomerase-positive cells.
However, telomere length is maintained in most telomerase-positive cells and mecha-
nisms contributing to telomere length equilibrium have been considered in a number of
publications. Blagoev [24] proposed a model in which telomere extension by telomerase
occurs more frequently at short telomeres than at long telomeres. A logistic function
of telomere length describes the probability of the occurrence of an extendible state of
telomeres, opposed to a capped state, which was inspired by data from experiments in
Teixeira et al. [136] on telomere elongation in yeast cells. Furthermore, Kowald [74] de-
velop anODEmodel involving the concentration of a capping protein, which can bind the
3’ overhang once it is sufficiently long, inhibits telomerase and facilitates DNA replica-
tion by maintenance of the single-stranded overhang it is bound to. The capping protein
is released after telomere replication when telomerase acts on both chromosome ends,
synthesising 3’ overhangs until free capping proteins block the 3’-end. In addition to
telomere length maintenance, Kowald [74] explained the increase of telomere length lev-
els when oligonucleotides are added to cell culture medium, as experimentally observed
by Wright et al. [150], by considering extracellular and intracellular oligonucleotide con-
centrations in interaction with telomerase and capping protein levels. On the other hand,
Sidorov et al. [125] investigated the impact of telomerase inhibition on the growth of tu-
mours possessing either homogeneous or heterogeneous telomere length distributions,
and determined the relationship between initial telomere length distributions, replica-
tive capacity of cells and the time it takes for a tumour to reduce in volume to a certain
threshold value.
The telomeric protein TRF2 binds to telomeric repeat sequences and controls telomere
length dynamics by the inhibition of telomerase. To account for the assumption that the
state of the telomere rather than its length determines the fate of a cell, Arkus [7] consid-
ered the fraction of viable cells usingMichaelis-Menten equations for the binding and dis-
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sociation of TRF2 dimers to telomeric repeat sequences, assuming that TRF2 caps telom-
eres, inhibits telomerase and that lack of TRF2 on telomeric ends causes senescence and
apoptosis (thus the cell fate is only indirectly dependent on telomere length). Rodriguez-
Brenes and Peskin [113] proposed another approach of modelling telomere length main-
tenance processes based on the biophysics of t-loop formation, which determine the state
of a telomere and also decide the cell’s fate. The shelterin component TRF2 can facil-
itate the conversion of telomeres into t-loops, which form the capped telomere states
that cannot be elongated by telomerase. An ODE model and a stochastic model involve
shortening by the end-replication problem, C-strand processing and telomerase-induced
telomere elongation, where the senescence onset point is determined by the amount of
time that telomeres remain in an uncapped state rather than by telomere length. Telomere
equilibrium length has been simulated as a function of telomerase molecule number and
as a function of TRF2 binding frequency. Simulated telomere length distributions fitted
well to data of somatic and immortal cell lines in that work (see Figure 1.23) .
Figure 1.23: Schematics of telomere shortening (top left), a graph illustrating the dependence of the equi-
librium telomere length on the number of telomerase molecules, and the probability p that any site in the
telomere is bound to TRF2 (bottom left). Model simulations fit telomere length histogram data (right) col-
lected from somatic cells (A, Martens et al. [85]) and immortal cell lines (B, Canela et al. [26]) well. Taken
from Rodriguez-Brenes and Peskin [113]. Reprinted with permission from PNAS.
Other work on the dynamics of telomere length by Qi [108] compares the effects of nor-
mal ageing, accelerated ageing of patients with Werner’s syndrome and the unlimited
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lifespan of telomerase-positive cells. The typical way the process of telomere replication
is modelled for normal ageing is
K
g
l −→ Kg+1l−µ+T + Kg+1l+T (1.6.4)
where K
g
l is the number of telomeres of length l at generation g, where it is assumed that
telomere loss of amount µ occurs on only one daughter telomere, that is, one telomere of
length l produces one telomere of length l and one of length l − µ in generation g + 1.
Telomerase elongates daughter telomeres with rate T per cell division, possibly with T =
0. The process (1.6.4) can be mathematically modelled by the algebraic equation
K
g+1
l = K
g
l+µ−T + K
g
l−T . (1.6.5)
Equation (1.6.5) permits separable solutions of the form K
g
l = e
γg+χl , where the growth
rate γ depends on χ, the rate of change of the telomere length distribution with l. Substi-
tuting this solution into (1.6.5), assuming that χ is small, gives
eγ ≈ 2+ Aχ+ Bχ2 , (1.6.6)
with appropriate constants A and B. Taking the logarithm of (1.6.6) and expanding for
small χ yields the dispersion relation
γ = ln 2+ ln(1+ A χ+ Bχ2) ≈ ln 2+ A
2
χ+
4 B− A2
8
χ2 . (1.6.7)
Considering a high number of replication events and treating the generation number g as
a continuous time variable, t, as well as the telomere length l and the number of telomeres
Ktl = K(l, t) as continuous, one can formulate a continuum analogue of equation (1.6.5),
namely
∂K
∂t
= K ln 2+
A
2
∂K
∂l
+
4 B− A2
8
∂2K
∂l2
, (1.6.8)
being the simplest partial differential equation with the dispersion relation (1.6.7). Under
appropriate boundary conditions, solutions of (1.6.8) are Gaussian distributions, hence
(1.6.8) can be used to simulate the time evolution of telomere length distributions (see
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Figure 1.24 for an example). Additionally, Qi [108] considered models involving telom-
ere length-dependent telomere loss and/or gain as well as telomere length-dependent
probabilities for cell division.
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Figure 1.24: Telomere length distributions, K(l, t), simulated using (1.6.8) for different generations (t =
1, 5, 10, 20, 30) in a telomerase-positive cell, where telomere shortening dominates telomere elongation.
1.6.3 Modelling telomerase-independent telomere maintenance
Telomerase-independent pathways of telomere length maintenance are considered in
Olofsson and Bertuch [98] who used general branching processes to capture the mech-
anisms of survivorship of individual budding yeast cells, by which they bypass the crisis
point and develop a recombination-based telomere-maintenance mechanism. Antal et al.
[5] also presented an approach to understand the mechanism of alternative lengthen-
ing of telomeres (ALT) by modelling the effects of telomere sister-chromatid exchange
through superimposing stochastic telomere length variations upon the systematic de-
crease in telomere length, which leads to wide distributions of telomere length, as indeed
has been observed in cultures of ALT cells.
1.7 Anti-cancer effects of RHPS4
We aim to briefly review the effects of an anticancer drug which we consider later in
greater detail, focusing on the dynamics of the cell cycle and telomeres in cancer cells.
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We mentioned in Sections 1.4 and 1.5 that increasing the concentration of the metal ions
associated with G-quadruplexes leads to augmented G-quadruplex formation. Stabilisa-
tion of G-quadruplexes by specific ligands can limit telomerase activity and alter telomere
function in cancer cells. Anti-cancer researchers are now trying to design G-quadruplex
ligands that will mimic the effect of the metal ions and inhibit telomerase, with the aim
of achieving antitumour activity through effective stabilisation of G-quadruplexes [89].
The pentacyclic acridinium salt RHPS4 (3,11-difluoro-6,8,13-trimethyl-8H-quino [4, 3, 2-
kl] acridinium methosulphate, see Figure 1.25) is such a potent telomerase inhibitor [49],
and induces a marked decrease of cell growth in human cell lines such as the 21NT breast
cancer cells and A431 vulval carcinoma cells in vitro after 15 days and for concentra-
tions lower than the level of acute cytotoxity. Furthermore, Cookson et al. [34] showed
a notable reduction in telomere length of MCF-7 breast cancer cells when treated with
subtoxic doses of RHPS4. RHPS4 also rapidly induces telomere dysfunction by telomere
uncapping, which leads to short-term cell death through usage of higher doses and is
dependent on the ATR damage response pathway [118] (primarily sensing single-strand
breaks, see Section 1.4).
Figure 1.25: Chemical structure of the pentacyclic acridinium salt RHPS4, taken from Cookson et al. [34].
Reprinted with permission from ASPET.
The G-quadruplex ligand RHPS4 together with the 3,6,9-trisubstituted acridine com-
pound BRACO-19 [53] and telomestatin [135], are promising compounds among the can-
cer inhibitor agents and have come close to clinical testing [22]. The compounds all in-
hibit telomerase activity, limiting long term proliferation of cancer cells, and directly tar-
get components of the protective cap of telomeres, leading to immediate effects on cancer
cell proliferation [92]. Both critically short telomeres and direct disruption of the shelterin
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structure can initiate telomere dysfunction and thus block tumorigenesis in most tissues
by the activation of either an apoptosis or a senescence pathway [41]. RHPS4 has been
found to reduce the growth of human tumours xenografted1 in mice in vivo and did not
show any toxic effects in mice. Also, RHPS4 did not induce telomere damage in normal
human fibroblasts and did not show any signs of toxicity in nonmalignant human cells,
suggesting that RHPS4 preferentially targets tumour cells over normal cells [118]. More-
over, the therapeutic efficacy of RHPS4 appeared to be superior to conventional drugs
that are administered in human cancer therapy, particularly when the compound was
used in combination with certain camptothecins (a group of antineoplastic agents), in
mice that bear human tumours of different cell lines [78].
Only a few experiments to understand the effects of RHPS4 on cell cycle dynamics have
been performed so far. RHPS4 treatment of human melanoma lines possessing relatively
long telomeres resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in cell replication and accumula-
tion of cells in the S-G2/Mphase of the cell cycle for short term assays of 10 days [77]. Fur-
thermore, Rizzo et al. [112] showed that chronic exposure of transformed fibroblasts ex-
pressing hTERT to RHPS4 activates a DNA damage response when cells enter the S phase
of the cell cycle, which is followed by a transient delay in the S-G2 transition at days 4
and 5. The precise cell-cycle specific behaviour of RHPS4 and its mechanism of action in
cancer cells, however, are still to be elucidated.
1.8 Outline of thesis
The effects of the potential anti-cancer drug RHPS4 are not yet well understood and the
aim of this thesis is to investigate how RHPS4 affects the cell cycle dynamics of cancer-
ous cells. We use differential equation models to describe the dynamics of the cell cycle
and fit our models to the experimental data we collected in the tissue culture lab. Telom-
ere length is a key factor determining the proliferative potential of a cell; therefore, a
second objective of this work is to consider mechanisms regulating telomere length to
understand how RHPS4 affects telomere dynamics at different drug concentrations and
1A xenograft is a graft of tissue taken from a donor of one species (here: a human) and grafted into a
recipient of another species.
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different time scales. The thesis is divided into three parts, altogether containing eight
chapters, which are outlined below.
The first part contains two further preliminary chapters. In Chapter 2, we consider vari-
ous compartmental differential equation models of cell cycle dynamics and analyse their
behaviour. In Chapter 3, we introduce the problem of structural and practical model
identifiability, which is important when fitting a model to data, and present two methods
to analyse linear models for structural identifiability.
The second part consists of three chapters investigating the effects of RHPS4 on cell cy-
cle dynamics. In Chapter 4, we describe the experimental tissue-culture work, where we
analyse and interpret the behaviour of human cancer cells exposed to different concen-
trations of the drug RHPS4 with respect to their DNA content, growth and intensity of
cell death. In Chapter 5, we develop a compartmental model of the cell cycle and intro-
duce a statistical description of the experimental data based on the deterministic model.
We also check our model for structural identifiability and introduce parameter estimation
and model selection techniques for fitting the model to data. In Chapter 6, we apply the
techniques of model fitting introduced in Chapter 5 and discuss the results in terms of
accuracy of fit, parameter sensitivity and biological implications.
In the third part, Chapter 7, we develop and analyse several differential equation models
of the effects of RHPS4 on telomere length dynamics based on experimental findings
in the literature, where we consider different time-scales, from one cell cycle to a large
number of cell replications.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we review the results of our work and discuss directions for future
work.
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Compartmental ODE, PDE and DDE
models of the cell cycle
The overall aim of the project is to use mathematical modelling to investigate how RHPS4
affects the cell cycle. It is not yet known for sure whether the drug is cell-cycle specific, al-
though preliminary work of Johnson [64] suggests that it is. We aim to investigate which
phase of the cell cycle is primarily affected by the drug, and whether, at low concentra-
tion, the drug causes cessation of cycle and, at higher concentration, the drug causes cell
death. Answers to these questions could also provide information about the optimal dose
of RHPS4 to inhibit telomerase effectively.
The following models embody different assumptions about how cells progress through
the cell cycle, in particular through the S and G2 phases, which we think is a potentially
important part of the cell-cycle dynamics, in view of the drug treatment with RHPS4. We
analyse the according models with respect to their typical dynamic behaviour.
We introduce a simple three-compartment model in Section 2.1, which we extend to a
five-compartment model in Section 2.2, where we analyse and simulate the solution be-
haviour of this model. A further extension of this model is given in Section 2.3, compris-
ing the typical cell cycle phases in seven compartments. Based on the three-compartment
ODE model of Section 2.1, in Section 2.4 we develop a PDE model by splitting the com-
partment of cycling cells into a large number of subcompartments. We also consider the
waiting time distributions and the notion of the residence time of cells within a compart-
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ment. Furthermore, we show how the PDE model can be reduced to a delay differential
equation (DDE) model, which we analyse in Section 2.5 finding oscillatory behaviour. We
also simulate the dynamic behaviour for different values of the delay term occurring in
the DDE model. Most of work in this Chapter is derived from existing models; however,
the analysis of Section 2.5 is original. Section 2.6 concludes the chapter.
2.1 A three-compartment ODE model
We first model the phases of the cell cycle using a reduced number of compartments.
Three compartments describe the G0+G1 phase (X compartment), the S+G2+M phase (Y
compartment) and the senescent/apoptotic phase (A compartment), as shown in Figure
2.1. We derive this model from the two-compartment model (shown in Figure 1.5) de-
veloped by Panetta and Adam [102], where we add a compartment (A) that collects the
outflow from the compartments of resting and cycling cells. The model presented in this
Section is a basis for the design and demonstration of themore complexmodels presented
in the following Sections.
A
(Senescence/Apoptosis)
kXA
?
X
(G0/G1)
-
kXY
ﬀ
kYX
Y
(S/G2/M)








+
kYA
Figure 2.1: A three-compartment model containing compartments of resting, cycling and permanently ar-
rested cells (senescence/apoptosis).
Cells in the Y compartment have committed to the cell cycle and double at the end of the
M phase, giving rise to two cells in the X compartment at transfer from Y to X. Cells in
the X compartment, on the other hand, may be quiescent (G0 cells) or in the G1 phase. We
combine G0 and G1 cells into one compartment as it is difficult to distinguish between
these phases experimentally. We assume that cells can exit the cell cycle permanently
from the X and the Y compartment by undergoing senescence or apoptosis. The mass
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action equations
dX
dt
= 2 kYX Y− (kXY + kXA)X , (2.1.1)
dY
dt
= kXY X− (kYX + kYA)Y , (2.1.2)
dA
dt
= kXA X+ kYA Y , (2.1.3)
describe the dynamic behaviour of the numbers X, Y and A of cells in the G0+G1 phase,
the S+G2+M phase and the senescent/apoptotic phase, respectively. Equation (2.1.3) de-
couples from (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), it hence suffices to consider the equations for X and Y
alone in order to find the solutions to this model. The characteristic polynomial of the
corresponding coefficient matrix
M =
 −kXY − kXA 2 kYX
kXY −kYX − kYA
 , (2.1.4)
is a quadratic in the eigenvalue λ, hence it is possible to solve the system of ODEs of
this model explicitly. The solution for the state variable A can then be easily derived by
integration of (2.1.3) with respect to t. The eigenvalues ofM are
λ1,2 =
1
2
(
−b±
√
b2 − 4 c
)
, (2.1.5)
where b = kXY + kYX + kXA + kYA and c = kXY (kYA − kYX) + kXA (kYA + kYX), that is
b2 ≥ 4 c. Since all rate parameters are positive, b2 > 4 c, and we have one eigenvalue
λ1 < 0 and for the other eigenvalue sgn (λ2) = −sgn (c). Exponential growth oc-
curs thus only if λ2 > 0 (c < 0), that is, kXA/kXY < (kYX − kYA) / (kYX + kYA), and
a non-trivial steady state solution of (2.1.1)-(2.1.2) exists if and only if c = 0, that is,
kXA/kXY = (kYX − kYA) / (kYX + kYA), when we find asymptotically linear growth in the
A compartment. A steady state of the full system (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) requires X = Y = 0 and
A to be a constant that is determined by the initial condition on A(0).
The three-compartment model is an oversimplified description of the actual cell-cycle
dynamics andwe do not expect it to capture biological behaviour very well. An extension
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of the three-compartment ODE model together with a more detailed analysis is given in
the following Section.
2.2 A five-compartment ODE model
We now model all phases of the cell cycle that can be directly observed by DNA content
measurements and senescence indicators to provide a basic model which can be fit to
available data sets and includes all relevant transition rates to determine how the drug
RHPS4 affects the cell-cycle dynamics. Johnson et al. [65] have previously developed a
five-compartment model of cycling and non-cycling cells that includes transitions of cells
from the G0/G1, S, G2/M and the senescent phase, which assumes that cells only leave
the cell cycle from the G0/G1 phase when they become senescent and then eventually
undergo cell death. We extend that model by including possible transitions from all other
phases of the cell cycle to the apoptotic phase to account for potential cell death due to
the influence of higher drug doses.
A
(Apoptosis)
kΣA
?
Σ
(Senescence)
ﬀ
kXΣ
X
(G0/G1)
-
kXY
Y
(S)
-
kYZ
Z
(G2/M)
?
kZX








+
)
ﬀ
kXA kYA
kZA
Figure 2.2: A model with five compartments and transitions between the compartments and to apoptosis
from the X, Y, Z and Σ compartments describes the basic dynamics of the cell cycle. The phases which
correspond to the single compartments are given in brackets.
The five-compartment model is depicted in Figure 2.2 and is represented by the system
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of ODEs
dX
dt
= 2 kZX Z− (kXY + kXΣ + kXA)X , (2.2.1)
dY
dt
= kXY X− (kYZ + kYA)Y , (2.2.2)
dZ
dt
= kYZ Y− (kZX + kZA) Z , (2.2.3)
dΣ
dt
= kXΣ X− kΣA Σ , (2.2.4)
dA
dt
= kΣA Σ + kXA X+ kYA Y+ kZA Z , (2.2.5)
which describe the rate of change of the number of cells within the compartments X, Y,
Z, Σ and A corresponding to G0/G1, S, G2/M, senescent and apoptotic cells, respectively.
The quantities k∗ denote the rates of transition between the compartments. Cells from the
Z compartment divide, yielding two cells in the X compartment. Many cells divide only
a limited number of times before they undergo a permanent cell-cycle arrest (replicative
senscence, Σ). From the senescent phase, cells usually undergo cell death (apoptosis, A).
Equations (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) for X, Y and Z are mathematically independent of Σ and A.
Therefore, it is possible to consider separately the 3×3 system
d
dt

X
Y
Z
 =

−kXY − kXΣ − kXA 0 2 kZX
kXY −kYZ − kYA 0
0 kYZ −kZX − kZA


X
Y
Z
 . (2.2.6)
Let M denote the coefficient matrix of (2.2.6) and let v = (X,Y,Z)T be the vector of
cycling cells X, Y, Z. The system (2.2.6) can accordingly be written as v˙ = Mv.
Now let w1,w2,w3 be the eigenvectors of M corresponding to eigenvalues λ1,λ2,λ3, re-
spectively. We assume that all rate constants k∗ are positive and, for simplicity, that all
eigenvalues are distinct. Solutions of (2.2.6) are then of the form
v (t) = a1 e
λ1tw1 + a2 e
λ2tw2 + a3 e
λ3tw3 , (2.2.7)
where a1, a2, a3 are real constants which are determined by the initial conditions.
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Equation (2.2.4) is a first order linear differential equation and can be solved by the inte-
grating factor method. We reformulate (2.2.4) as
d
dt
(
ekΣA tΣ
)
= kXΣ e
kΣA tX , (2.2.8)
which yields
Σ (t) = a4 e
−kΣA t + kXΣ e−kΣA t
∫
ekΣA t X (t)dt , (2.2.9)
with a4 a real constant which is determined by the initial condition on Σ. The general
solution for Σ is hence
Σ (t) = a4 e
−kΣA t + kXΣ
3
∑
i=1
ai (wi)1
kΣA + λi
eλi t , (2.2.10)
(wi)1 being the first component ofwi.
Equation (2.2.5) can now be solved by integration with respect to t and is of the form
A (t) = b5 + b4 e
−kΣA t +
3
∑
i=1
bi e
λit , (2.2.11)
where b1, . . . , b5 are (possibly complex) constants. We observe exponential decay of X, Y,
Z and Σ (A increases to the steady state solution A = b5), with an asymptotically constant
solution of system (2.2.1)-(2.2.5) if all of the real parts of the eigenvalues are negative.
Otherwise, the system grows exponentially for large values of t ≥ 0 (with oscillations in
the case of complex eigenvalues).
To find a steady solution of system (2.2.6) for (X,Y,Z), one eigenvalue, say λ1, must be
zero. To simplify our analysis, we assume kXA = kYA = kZA = 0. The characteristic
polynomial (for eigenvalues λ) of the system is then
p (λ) = 2 kXY kYZ kZX − (kXΣ + kXY + λ) (kYZ + λ) (kZX + λ)
=
3
∑
i=0
ci λ
i ,
(2.2.12)
where ci ∈ R denote the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. The constant coef-
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ficient of the polynomial p is
c0 = (kXY − kXΣ) kYZ kZX , (2.2.13)
and since we need c0 = 0 and λ1 = 0 for a steady state solution, this is satisfied if and
only if kXY = kXΣ (remember that rate constants are assumed to be positive). Hence, the
steady state solutions of system (2.2.6) are of the form (d/kXY, d/kYZ, d/kZX)
T with an
arbitrary real (and positive) constant d. The remaining eigenvalues are then
λ2,3 =
1
2
(
−2 kXY − kYZ − kZX ±
√
4 k2XY + (kYZ − kZX)2 − 4 kXY (kYZ + kZX)
)
=
1
2
(
−2 kXY − kYZ − kZX ± (2 kXY − kYZ − kZX)
)
,
(2.2.14)
that is, λ2 = −2 (kYZ + kZX) < 0 and λ3 = −4 kXY < 0. A steady state (Xs,Ys,Zs)T of sys-
tem (2.2.6) hence implies Σ (t)→ kXΣ Xs/kΣA as t→ ∞. A steady state solution of (2.2.1)-
(2.2.4) is therefore described by (d/kXY, d/kYZ, d/kZX, d kXΣ/(kXY kΣA))
T, in which case
A (t) and the total cell population N(t) = X(t) + Y(t) + Z(t) + Σ(t) + A(t) both grow
linearly for large values of t. Note that a steady state solution of the full system (2.2.1)-
(2.2.5) implies d = 0, that is, X = Y = Z = Σ = 0 and A = b5, due to λ1,2,3 < 0.
Equation (2.2.12) shows that the coefficients c1, c2 and c3 of the characteristic polynomial
are negative. Hence, c0 < 0 implies that all real solutions of (2.2.12) are negative, and a
positive solution exists only for c0 > 0. Therefore, we expect to find exponential decay of
X, Y, Z for kXY < kXΣ and exponential growth for kXY > kXΣ.
We now show that if oscillations occur, they do not govern the behaviour of the system.
For complex eigenvalues λ = v+ i w with v,w ∈ R, we obtain respectively
Re (p (λ)) = w2 (3 v+ k2)−
(
v3 + k2 v
2 + k1 v+ k0
)
, (2.2.15)
Im (p (λ)) = w
(
w2 − 3 v2 − 2 k2 v− k1
)
, (2.2.16)
with k0 = kYZ kZX (kXΣ − kXY), k1 = kYZ (kXY + kXΣ) + kZX (kXY + kYZ + kXΣ) > 0 and
k2 = kXY + kYZ + kZX + kZΣ > 0 for the real and imaginary part of the characteristic
polynomial in (2.2.12).
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Function (2.2.16) is a cubic in w with roots w1 = 0 and
w2,3 = ±
√
3 v2 + 2 k2 v+ k1 , (2.2.17)
that is, one eigenvalue, say λ1, is real and w2,3 are the imaginary parts of the two remain-
ing eigenvalues, λ2 and λ3. Expression (2.2.15) is a quadratic in w with roots
w˜2,3 = ±
√
(v3 + k2 v2 + k1 v+ k0)/(3 v+ k2) . (2.2.18)
As both equations (2.2.17) and (2.2.18) must be fulfilled for complex eigenvalues, that is,
the equation
8 v3 + 8 k2 v
2 + 2 (k1 + k
2
2) v+ k1 k2 − k0 = 0 , (2.2.19)
must be fulfilled for the eigenvalues λ2 and λ3, we obtain information on their imaginary
parts by solving a cubic in v. As the constant coefficient, k1 k2 − k0, of the cubic (2.2.19) is
positive, all solutions of equation (2.2.19) must be negative. Therefore, oscillations decay
exponentially, and thus, when the overall solution is exponentially increasing, oscillatory
behaviour vanishes with increasing time t.
The analysis of more complex forms of ODEs – using positive death rates (kXA, kYA,
kZA > 0) or including more compartments – has been conducted using the computer
algebra package MATHEMATICA, but yielded equations too complicated to be solved
algebraically. Numerical simulations for the five-compartment model are shown in Fig-
ure 2.3, illustrating exponential growth and exponential decay behaviour of the cell-cycle
system, and showing a system tending towards a steady state for the variables X, Y, Z
and Σ.
2.3 A seven-compartment ODE model
Cells can leave the cell cycle and enter a resting state G0 for a certain time, when the
environment is unfavourable for cell division, and return to the cell cycle (i.e. G1 → S
→ G2 →M→ 2G1) when signals favouring replication are present. We propose a seven-
compartmentmodel derived from the six-compartmentmodel developed by Venkatasub-
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Figure 2.3: Numerical simulations of the five-compartment model (2.2.1)-(2.2.5) with kYZ = 1, kZX = 2 and
kΣA = 0.25, and kXY and kXΣ as indicated above each plot, where we assumed kXA = kYA = kZA = 0.
We observe exponential growth (decay) for kXY > kXΣ (kXY < kXΣ) and cells approaching an equilibrium
state in the compartment of living cells X, Y, Z, Σ, for kXY = kXΣ. Apoptotic cells (compartment A) grow
exponentially, asymptotically linear or approach an equilibrium for kXY > kXΣ, kXY = kXΣ or kXY < kXΣ,
respectively.
ramanian et al. [139] (see Figure 1.8), which reflects the dynamics of the transitions be-
tween the G0 and G1 phase, and also distinguishes between the G2 andM phase. In addi-
tion, we distinguish between cells in the G0 and the senescent phase (Σ), where senescent
cells, contrary to G0 cells, do not reenter the cell cycle and eventually undergo apoptosis
(A).
Dynamics in the G2 phase may be particularly important regarding transitions to apop-
tosis for treatment of cells with a telomere-interactive drug. Rajaraman et al. [109] found
that telomeres uncap and induce apoptosis directly in late S phase or in the G2 phase
when their telomeres become critically short. It may therefore suffice to include transi-
tions to apoptosis from these phases (and the senescent phase) only. The seven-compartment
cell-cycle model is shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: An ODE model with seven compartments describing all phases of the cell cycle and including
transitions to apoptosis from the senescent phase Σ, the S phase and the G2 phase.
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The model equations for the seven-compartment model are given by
dG0
dt
= k10 G1 − (k01 + k0Σ)G0 , (2.3.1)
dG1
dt
= k01 G0 + 2 kM1 M− (k10 + k1S)G1 , (2.3.2)
dS
dt
= k1S G1 − (kS2 + kSA) S , (2.3.3)
dG2
dt
= kS2 S− (k2M + k2A)G2 , (2.3.4)
dM
dt
= k2M G2 − kM1 M , (2.3.5)
dΣ
dt
= k0Σ G0 − kΣA Σ , (2.3.6)
dA
dt
= kΣA Σ + kSA S+ k2A G2 , (2.3.7)
with transition rates k∗ and state variables representing cell numbers in cell cycle phases
as indicated by their denotation, with Σ and A denoting senescent and apoptotic cell
numbers, respectively.
The seven-compartment model also accounts for the difference of cells in the G0 and
G1 phase with respect to transitions to the senescence phase, which only occurs from the
phase of quiescent cells (G0) that have not yet committed to cell-cycle entry. However,
it may be difficult to obtain data on all of the cell-cycle phases contained in the model,
therefore the model may be too complex to infer parameter estimates from experimental
data.
2.4 Development of PDE and DDE cell cycle models
The Y=S/G2/M compartment of model (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) is of particular interest as it con-
tains the phase of DNA synthesis which might be especially affected by the drug RHPS4.
We therefore use different mathematical descriptions to account for the potential variabil-
ity of the behaviour of cells in this compartment. The basic 3-compartment ODE model
in Section 2.1 is a simplification of the five-compartment ODE model in Section 2.2 and
enables us to derive solution trajectories explicitly; the age-distribution of cells in the
Y-compartment in the three-compartment ODE model can be modelled by splitting the
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compartment into several or infinitely many subcompartments resulting in a (2 + N)-
compartment ODE or a three-compartment partial differential equation model, respec-
tively, the latter of which can be reduced to a 3-compartment differential-delay equation
that describes the processes in the Y compartment by a delay term instead of a density
function.
2.4.1 High order ODE model
The three-compartment ODEmodel in Section 2.1 describes the loss of cells in the Y-com-
partment by a constant rate. The effect of this is that residence times of cells in this com-
partment are exponentially distributed as shown below. However, cell material might
not be homogeneous in the Y=S/G2/M compartment, that is residence times may not be
exponentially distributed. We can estimate the age of a particle at the time of transition
from one compartment to another by probabilistic means.
We consider a simple system of two compartments A and B with constant transition rate
kAB at a fixed time point t (see Figure 2.5). We define At(τ) as the amount of material in
the A-compartment, at time t, with age larger than or equal to τ, that is, material that has
been in the A-compartment for a time of at least τ. The probability, at a time point t, for
the age TAB of cells at the time of transition from A to B being greater than a certain age τ
is given by P(TAB > τ| t) = At(τ)/At(0). We estimate At(τ) by approximating the loss
of At(·) during an infinitesimal time interval ∆τ as
At(τ + ∆τ)− At(τ) ≈ −kAB ∆τ At(τ) . (2.4.1)
As ∆τ −→ ∞, we obtain
dAt(τ)
dτ
= −kAB At(τ) , (2.4.2)
which is solved by At(τ) = At(0) e−kABτ. We use this expression to show that the distri-
bution of TAB is time-independent, that is P(TAB > τ| t) = e−kABτ = P(TAB > τ). TAB
is thus exponentially distributed with rate λ = kAB, that is, TAB ∼ Exp(1/kAB), where
X ∼ Exp(1/λ)means X is a random variable with distribution Exp(1/λ).
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Figure 2.5: A two-compartment model, with compartments A and B, and constant transition rate kAB.
The residence time of cells in a particular cell-cycle phase is the amount of time a cell
spends in that phase. For a compartment, say A, with losses from the A compartment
only of rate kAB, the mean value of the probabilistic waiting time, TAB, to the next transi-
tion from A to B is 1/λ = 1/kAB. An example for exponential distributions with different
values of λ is given in Figure 2.6. However, it may be rather unlikely that cells leave
a compartment immediately after entry into that compartment as it is suggested by the
exponential distribution of the waiting time. If we split the compartment A into N sub-
compartments A1, . . ., AN with identical transition rates λ (as shown in Figure 2.7), the
age T̂N at the time of transition from the compartment A to B is the sum over all transi-
tion ages Ti of each single compartment Ai; and as Ti ∼ Exp(1/λ), which is equivalent
to Ti ∼ Γ(1, 1/λ), that is, Ti is gamma distributed with scale 1 and shape 1/λ, we find
T̂N = ∑
N
i=1 Ti ∼ Γ(N, 1/λ) with mean N/λ. Examples for gamma distributions with dif-
ferent values of N and either constant λ = 0.5, or varying λ = N/6 are given in Figure
2.8.
Figure 2.6: Cumulative distribution functions F(τ;λ) = 1 − e−λτ , τ ≥ 0, (left) and probability density
functions f (τ;λ) = λ e−λτ , τ ≥ 0, (right) of the exponential distribution Exp(1/λ) with rates λ = 0.5, 1, 1.5.
The gamma distribution may be a better description of the real dynamics with respect to
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Figure 2.7: Amodel with two compartments A and B, where the A compartment is split into N subcompart-
ments Ai. All transition rates are equal to a constant λ.
transition times, as the mode of its density function is shifted towards larger times as N
tends to infinity; hence, for larger N, transitions are rather more likely to occur at a later
time point than directly after entry into the compartment.
Figure 2.8: Probability density functions f (τ;N,λ) = τN−1 λN e−τλ/Γ(N), τ > 0, of the gamma distribution
Γ(N, 1/λ)with scales N = 1, 2, 3, 5 and shape 1/λ > 0. The graph on the left-hand-side shows f for the fixed
rate λ = 0.5 and different values of N, whereas the graph on the right-hand-side shows f for varying λ with
N/λ = 6.
We represent the Y compartment in the ODE model (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) by several compart-
ments Yi, i = 1, . . . ,N, as depicted in Figure 2.9, and attribute a rate parameter kY to the
transition from one subcompartment to the next, and a different rate parameter, kYiA, for
the transition to the A compartment from each subcompartment.
For purposes of simplification, we assume that all rate parameters between the single Yi
compartments have same value kY, but describe loss terms from the Yi compartments by
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Figure 2.9: An ODE model with the Y compartment of cycling cells divided into N subcompartments, de-
scribing different stages of the S+G2+M phase. The X compartment contains cells in the G0/G1 phases. The
model contains transitions to apoptosis, A, at rate kYiA from each Yi compartment. Transitions between the
Yi compartments are all assumed to be equal.
arbitrary rate parameters kYiA. The system of ODEs is given by
dX
dt
= 2 kY YN − (kXY + kXA)X , (2.4.3)
dY1
dt
= kXY X− (kY + kY1A)Y1 , (2.4.4)
dYi
dt
= kY Yi−1 − (kY + kYiA)Yi , i = 2, . . . ,N , (2.4.5)
dA
dt
= kXA X+
N
∑
i=1
kYiA Yi . (2.4.6)
The model accounts for the processes in the S phase and the G2/M phase by splitting the
Y compartment into N subcompartments all of which contain different transition rates to
the apoptotic phase.
2.4.2 Deduction of PDE model
The ODE-PDE model (1.2.3)-(1.2.7) in Chapter 1.2.2 (see Figure 1.7) of Basse et al. [15]
describes the age-dependent evolution processes in the S phase by adding a second in-
dependent variable, τS, to the model, which denotes the age of a cell according to its
entry into the S phase. We aim to deduce a similar model for the S+G2+M phase and
approximate the age-distribution of cells in the Y=S/G2/M compartment by splitting the
compartment into infinitely many subcompartments, that is by describing the Y compart-
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ment by the number density y (t, τ) of the cells that, at time t, have been in the S+G2+M
phase for a time τ. We denote the maximum residence time for cells in this phase by
TY. We assume cells undergo apoptosis with rate kYA (τ) which may depend on the time
τ spent in the S+G2+M phase. Age-dependent transition rates have also been incorpo-
rated into cell-cycle modelling by Sherer et al. [124] (see Figure 1.6 for the corresponding
three-compartment model), for example. We regard equations (2.4.3)-(2.4.6) as a piece-
wise continuous approximation of such an age-structured model and define the density
function of the overall compartment Y1 + Y2 + . . . + YN by ŷN (t, τ) = y (t, i ∆τN), and
age-dependent rates to apoptosis by k̂
(N)
YA (τ) = kYA (i ∆τN), for all τ ∈ ((i− 1)∆τN , i ∆τN ]
with i = 1, . . . ,N, and ∆τN = TY/N. We express Yi in terms of y (t, i ∆τN), namely
Yi (t) =
∫ i ∆τN
(i−1)∆τN
ŷN (t, τ)dτ = ∆τN y
(
t, i ∆τN
)
, (2.4.7)
and similarly, kYiA = k̂
(N)
YA (τ) = kYA (i ∆τN) for τ ∈ ((i− 1)∆τN , i ∆τN ]. Equations
(2.4.3)-(2.4.6) can be rewritten as
dX
dt
= 2 kY ∆τN y (t, TY)− (kXY + kXA)X , (2.4.8)
∆τN
∂y
∂t
(
t,∆τN
)
= kXY X−
(
kY + kYA
(
∆τN
))
∆τN y
(
t,∆τN
)
, (2.4.9)
∂y
∂t
(
t, i ∆τN
)
= kY y
(
t,
(
i− 1)∆τN)− (kY + kYA(i ∆τN)) y(t, i ∆τN) , (2 ≤ i ≤ N) ,
(2.4.10)
dA
dt
= kXA X+ ∆τN
N
∑
i=1
kYA
(
i ∆τN
)
y
(
t, i ∆τN
)
, (2.4.11)
respectively.
For an arbitrary τ ∈ (0, TY] and every N ∈ N, there is an iN ∈ {1, . . . ,N} such that
ŷN (t, τ) = y (t, iN ∆τN) and k̂
(N)
YA (τ) = kYA (i ∆τN), and it can be shown that respectively
ŷN (t, τ) → y (t, τ) and k̂(N)YA (τ) → kYA (τ) as N → ∞. If we assume that kY = 1/∆τN =
N/TY, that is, increasing transition rates with N between the Yi compartments, we have
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for τ ∈ ((iN − 1)∆τN , iN ∆τN ], and for each N ∈ N, from (2.4.10)
∂y
∂t
(
t, iN ∆τN
)
= kY
(
y
(
t, (iN − 1)∆τN
)− y(t, iN ∆τN))− kYA(iN ∆τN) y(t, iN ∆τN)
=
ŷN (t, τ − ∆τN)− ŷN (t, τ)
∆τN
− k̂(N)YA (τ) ŷN (t, τ) ,
(2.4.12)
and taking ∆τN → 0, N → ∞ with τ fixed,
∂y
∂t
(
t, τ
)
= −∂y (t, τ)
∂τ
− kYA (τ) y (t, τ) . (2.4.13)
Also, taking the limit of (2.4.9) as ∆τN → 0, N → ∞ yields
0 = kXY X (t)− y (t, 0) . (2.4.14)
Furthermore, the terms
TY
N
N
∑
i=1
kYA
(
i
TY
N
)
y
(
t, i
TY
N
)
, (2.4.15)
from the R.H.S. of (2.4.11) are the Riemann sums of
∫ TY
0 kYA (τ) y (t, τ)dτ. It follows that
the limit system of (2.4.3)-(2.4.6) as N → ∞ (under the above assumptions) can be formu-
lated as the system of ordinary and partial differential equations
dX
dt
= 2 y (t, TY)− (kXY + kXA)X , (2.4.16)
∂y (t, τ)
∂t
= −∂y (t, τ)
∂τ
− kYA (τ) y (t, τ) , (0 < τ < TY) , (2.4.17)
dA
dt
= kXA X+
∫ TY
0
kYA (τ) y (t, τ)dτ , (2.4.18)
with boundary condition
y (t, 0) = kXY X (t) . (2.4.19)
In particular, equations (2.4.16)-(2.4.18) and (2.4.19) result from (2.4.8),(2.4.10)-(2.4.11) and
(2.4.9), respectively (by taking the limit as N → ∞). Figure 2.10 shows a diagram of the
age-structured model.
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Figure 2.10: A diagram of a three-compartment ODE-PDE model with age-structured Y compartment of
length TY (residence time of cells in the S+G2+M phase) and age-dependent loss terms kYA (τ) from the
Y compartment to apoptosis (A compartment). The X compartment corresponds to the G0/G1 phase of the
cell cycle.
We solve the first order PDE (2.4.17) by using the method of characteristics. The substi-
tution u = t− τ, v = t gives
∂
∂t
=
∂
∂u
+
∂
∂v
,
∂
∂τ
= − ∂
∂u
, (2.4.20)
and transforms (2.4.17) into the ODE
∂y
∂v
= −kYA y . (2.4.21)
We now assume kYA (τ) = kYA = constant throughout the following analysis of model
(2.4.16)-(2.4.18). The solution can then be formulated as
y(t, τ) = C (u) e−kYA v = C (t− τ) e−kYA t , (2.4.22)
where C is determined by the boundary condition (2.4.19).
2.4.3 Deduction of a three-compartment DDE model
We finally construct a mathematical model which contains only one independent vari-
able, t, for the time evolution of the state variables, but incorporates a parameter for the
residence time of cells in the S+G2+M phase. This parameter describes a delay in the cell
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cycle, which stems from the time cells have spent in the phase, and therefore accounts for
possible processes during cell cycle progression, which halt the cycle in, for example, the
S or G2 phase if the drug RHPS4 is added.
If we assume that the rates of transition between N subcompartments, Ai, are all equal
to λ, as depicted in Figure 2.7, and λ grows proportional to N when we let N −→ ∞,
we have N/λ −→ τ∗ for some constant τ∗. We showed in Section 2.4.1 that the tran-
sition age of the joint compartment Y1+. . .+YN is then gamma-distributed with “scale”
N and “shape” 1/λ, that is, Y1+. . .+YN ∼ Γ(N, 1/λ) with probability density function
f (τ;N,λ) = τN−1 λN e−τλ/Γ(N), τ > 0. As, for N sufficiently large, it is possible to esti-
mate Γ(N, 1/λ) by a normally distributed random variable with mean N/λ and standard
deviation N/λ2, we find that Γ(N, 1/λ) tends to the normal distribution with mean τ∗
and vanishing standard deviation as N −→ ∞. Such a distribution is also called a Dirac
delta distribution. All material in the joint compartment Y1+. . .+YN leaves the compart-
ment with approximately the same age τ∗, when N, the number of subcompartments, is
large. We aim to find the corresponding three-compartment model in only one indepen-
dent variable, time t.
We derive a differential-delay equation (DDE) model by reformulating the three-com-
partment PDE models (2.4.16)-(2.4.18) from Section 2.4.2. The left-hand-side boundary
condition at τ = 0 (2.4.19) of these models can be written as
y (t, 0) = C (t) e−kYA t , (2.4.23)
by using the general solution (2.4.22) of the PDE (2.4.17). By using equations (2.4.22),
(2.4.23) and the boundary condition (2.4.19), we express the solution y (t, τ) of the PDE in
terms of the state variable X(t− τ), namely
y (t, τ) = C (t− τ) e−kYA t
= C (t− τ) e−kYA(t−τ) e−kYAτ
= y (t− τ, 0) e−kYAτ
= kXY X (t− τ) e−kYAτ .
(2.4.24)
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We now transform the PDE into a differential-delay equation by defining
Y (t) =
∫ TY
0
y (t, τ)dτ , (2.4.25)
and assuming kYA to be constant. It follows from equations (2.4.25), (2.4.17), (2.4.19) and
(2.4.24) that
dY
dt
=
∫ TY
0
∂y (t, τ)
∂t
dτ
= −
∫ TY
0
∂y (t, τ)
∂τ
dτ − kYA
∫ TY
0
y (t, τ)dτ
= y (t, 0)− y (t, TY)− kYA Y (t)
= kXY X (t)− kXY X (t− TY) e−kYA TY − kYA Y (t) .
(2.4.26)
We can thus rewrite the system (2.4.16)-(2.4.18) as an equivalent system of DDEs, which
is given by
dX
dt
= 2 kXY X (t− TY) e−kYA TY − (kXY + kXA)X (t) , (2.4.27)
dY
dt
= kXY X (t)− kXY X (t− TY) e−kYA TY − kYA Y (t) , (2.4.28)
dA
dt
= kXA X+ kYA Y . (2.4.29)
Figure 2.11 shows a diagram of the three-compartment DDE model.
Figure 2.11: A diagram of a three-compartment model with a delay in the Y compartment of constant length
TY . The model describes senescence/apoptosis (A compartment) from the G0+G1 phase (X compartment)
and the S+G2+M phase (Y compartment). All transition rates between the compartments X,Y and A are
positive and constant.
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As equation (2.4.27) is mathematically independent of Y and A, it decouples from equa-
tions (2.4.28) and (2.4.29), and we can analyse equation (2.4.27) first and derive the be-
haviour of solutions for Y and then A by integrating equation (2.4.28) first, and later
(2.4.29), using the integrating factor method for equation (2.4.28).
2.5 Analysis of the three-compartment DDE model
We now want to investigate the solution behaviour of the DDE model (2.4.27)-(2.4.29), in
particular, we wish to determine whether oscillations could occur and how the dynamics
of the DDE model differ from the ODE models in Section 2.1 and 2.2.
We therefore consider solutions of (2.4.27) of the form Xλ (t) = X0 e
λt. Inserting Xλ (t)
into equation (2.4.27) yields
λ = β e−τλ + α , (2.5.1)
a transcendental equation for λ ∈ C, with τ = TY > 0, α = −kXY − kXA < 0 and
β = 2 kXY e
−TY kYA > 0. We can split the transcendental equation (2.5.1) into two equations
corresponding to the real and imaginary parts, with λ = µ + iω, µ,ω ∈ R, being any
complex eigenvalue of (2.5.1), that is
µ = β e−τµ cos (ω τ) + α , (2.5.2)
ω = −β e−τµ sin (ωτ) . (2.5.3)
It is clear from equation (2.5.2) that there is exactly one real eigenvalue λ = µ, (ω = 0)
for every α ∈ R, β > 0 and τ > 0. If kXY + kXA > 2 kXY exp(−TY kYA), then λ = µ < 0
and monotone decay is possible. If kXY + kXA < 2 kXY exp(−TY kYA), then λ = µ > 0
and it is possible to find monotone growth. (This will be more rigorously established
in proposition 2 below.) We want to compare the purely real eigenvalue with the real
parts of complex eigenvalues of (2.5.1) in order to find the relationship between expo-
nentially growing and oscillating solutions. Let λ for this purpose denote the purely real
eigenvector of (2.5.1) only, and let µ denote the real part of possibly complex eigenvalues
µ+ iω with ω > 0. Note that (µ,−ω) is solution of (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) whenever (µ,ω)
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is a solution, it hence suffices to consider solutions of (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) with positive ω
only.
For ω > 0, equation (2.5.3) yields
sin (ωτ)
ω
= − eτµ β−1 < 0. (2.5.4)
Hence, we find that for solutions (µ,ω) of (2.5.2), (2.5.3) we require ωτ ∈ (2kπ − π, 2kπ),
k ∈ N.
Proposition 1 An exponentially growing (decaying) solution corresponding to a purely real
eigenvalue λ > 0 (λ < 0) dominates all oscillatory solutions for large t > 0, that is we find
λ > µ.
Proof We distinguish between three cases to show that λ > µ:
(i) ωτ ∈ (2kπ − π, 2kπ − 12π), k ∈ N:
Dividing (2.5.2) by (2.5.3) yields
µ− α
ω
= − 1
tan (ωτ)
, (2.5.5)
and we have, using equation (2.5.1) and (2.5.5),
λ− µ = β e−τλ + α− µ (2.5.6)
= β e−τλ +
ω
tan (ωτ)
, (2.5.7)
that is, λ > µ, as tan (ωτ) > 0 for ωτ ∈ (2kπ − π, 2kπ − 12π) for all k ∈ N.
(ii) ωτ = 2kπ − 12π, k ∈ N:
Equation (2.5.2) yields µ = α. It follows from equation (2.5.1) that
λ− µ = β e−τλ . (2.5.8)
Hence, λ > µ and equation (2.5.3) shows that we have at most one positive solution
for ω, namely ω = β e−τα if k = βτe−τα/2π + 1/4 ∈ N.
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(iii) ωτ ∈ (2kπ − 12π, 2kπ), k ∈ N:
Employing the fact that in this case 0 < cos (ωτ) < 1, we aim to show that λ > µ by
a brief indirect proof. Let us assume that λ < µ. From equations (2.5.1) and (2.5.2)
we derive
λ− α = β e−τλ > β e−τµ = µ− α
cos (ωτ)
>
λ− α
cos (ωτ)
> λ− α . (2.5.9)
This is a contradiction and hence λ ≥ µ. Let us now assume that λ = µ. We again
use equations (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) to derive
β e−τλ + α = λ = µ = β e−τµ cos (ωτ) + α , (2.5.10)
and find cos (ωτ) = 1. This contradicts ωτ ∈ (2kπ − 12π, 2kπ). 2
Consequently, we expect solutions of (2.4.27) in general not to oscillate around 0 for
large enough t. In the following, we analyse the general solution behaviour of the three-
compartment model further.
Proposition 2 The sign of α+ β determines the general growth behaviour of solutions X(t), that
is we obtain exponential growth for α+ β > 0 and exponential decay for α+ β < 0.
Proof Consider
z(λ) = α− λ+ β e−τλ , (2.5.11)
then
z′(λ) = −1− β τ e−τλ < −1 . (2.5.12)
Hence z(λ) is a strictly monotone decreasing function of λ with z → +∞ as λ → −∞,
z → −∞ as λ → +∞ and z(0) = α+ β. So if α+ β > 0, the root z(λ) = 0 satisfies λ > 0,
and if α+ β < 0, then root z(λ) = 0 corresponds to λ < 0. 2
Note that for positive λ, equation (2.5.1) yields λ < α+ β, providing an upper bound on
the growth rate of exponentially growing solutions. Furthermore, a steady state solution
for X(t) exists if and only if α+ β = 0.
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Proposition 3 There are an infinite number of solutions (µ,ω) for equations (2.5.2) and (2.5.3).
Proof Solving equation (2.5.3) for µ and inserting in equation (2.5.2) yields (after taking
exponentials on both sides and defining y = ωτ)
eατ
βτ
y = − sin (y) exp
(
y
tan (y)
)
, (2.5.13)
an equation which is independent of µ. We show that equation (2.5.13) has exactly one
solution y ∈ (2kπ − π, 2kπ) for each k ∈ N. It suffices for this purpose to show that the
function
f (y) = − sin (y) exp
(
y
tan (y)
)
, (2.5.14)
on the right-hand side of equation (2.5.13) is strictly monotonic decreasing in each in-
terval (2kπ − π, 2kπ), k ∈ N, with f (y) → +∞ as y ց 2kπ − π and f (y) → 0 as
yր 2kπ, as the left-hand side of (2.5.13) is a positive, strictly monotonic increasing func-
tion, g(y) = eατ y/(β τ), in y for y > 0 (see Figure 2.12).
Figure 2.12: Plot of the function f (y) and the straight line g(y) against y for τ = 1, α = −1, β = 2. There is
exactly one intersection between f and g in each interval y ∈ (2kπ − π, 2kπ), k ∈ N.
The derivative of f is
f ′ (y) =
(
y
sin (y)
− 2 cos (y)
)
exp
(
y
tan (y)
)
. (2.5.15)
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For y ∈ (2kπ − π, 2kπ − 12π], we find −1 ≤ sin(y) < 0 and −1 < cos(y) ≤ 0, hence
y
sin (y)
− 2 cos (y) ≤ −y+ 2 < −π + 2 < 0 , (2.5.16)
and thus f ′(y) < 0. For y ∈ (2kπ − 12π, 2kπ), we find sin(y) < 0 and cos(y) > 0,
and f ′(y) < 0 follows immediately. Moreover, f (y) can be analytically continued to
yk = 2kπ − π2 with f (yk) = 1. Thus, f is a strictly monotonic decreasing function in
(2kπ − π, 2kπ) for all k ∈ N.
We have shown that there is exactly one solution of (2.5.13) for y ∈ (2kπ − π, 2kπ) for
each k ∈ N. Consequently, there are infinitely many solutions (µ,ω) for (2.5.2) and
(2.5.3), with ω = y/τ and µ = ln(−(β τ sin y)/y)/τ. 2
It is trivial to show, however, that there are only a finite number of exponentially growing
oscillatory solutions of the DDE (2.4.27). We infer from (2.5.3) that µ > 0 is equivalent to
y < −β τ sin y, hence exponentially growing oscillations require y to be sufficiently small,
in particular y = ω τ < β τ. As there is only one solution in each interval (2kπ − π, 2kπ),
k ∈ N, the number of solutions (µ,ω) for (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) with µ > 0 is bounded above.
An upper bound on the number N+µ of complex eigenvalues with positive real part µ is
thus determined by the upper bound β τ on y = ω τ. We have at most ⌈(β τ − π)/2π⌉
such complex eigenvalues with ω > 0, that is, 0 ≤ N+µ ≤ ⌈(β τ − π)/π⌉, where ⌈x⌉
is defined to be the smallest integer not less than x. If β τ ≤ π, the solution X(t) does
not display any exponentially growing oscillatory behaviour. The function h(τ = TY) =
β TY = 2 kXY TY exp(−kYA TY), illustrated in Figure 2.13, has a unique extrema (maxi-
mum) in T̂Y = 1/kYA for kYA > 0 with h(T̂Y) = 2 kXY/(e kYA) > 0, where h(TY) → −∞
as TY → −∞ and h(TY) → 0 as TY → +∞. Exponentially growing oscillations hence
occur only for TY in an interval around T̂Y where h(TY) > π. Thus, if 2 kXY/(e kYA) < π,
exponentially growing oscillations do not occur whatever choice of TY.
The period of oscillation of a solution X (t) = X0 e(µ+iω)t is PX =
2π
ω , the corresponding
amplitude is AX(t) = X0 e
µt. We can give an upper bound for PX by using the lower
bound π/τ on |ω|, that is
0 ≤ PX < 2 τ . (2.5.17)
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Figure 2.13: Plot of the function h(τ) against τ for h(1/kYA) = 2 kXY/(e kYA) > π. For the delay term TY
with h(TY) < π, all complex eigenvalues of (2.5.1) have negative real parts.
Equation (2.5.17) shows that PX → 0 for small delays τ ≪ 1. Hence, the period PX of the
oscillation is likely to become smaller with decreasing τ.
Altogether, we have shown that the DDE model has exactly one purely real eigenvalue,
which is larger than the real parts of any complex eigenvalues, that is, oscillatory so-
lutions do not in general dominate the growth behaviour of the system and we do not
expect negative values in the solutions. The general growth behaviour of the system is
determined by the sign of α+ β = kXY (2 exp(−TY kYA)− 1)− kXA, yielding exponential
growth if α + β > 0, decay if α + β < 0 or a steady state if α + β = 0, for large values
of time t. Furthermore, we have shown that there are an infinite number of eigenvalues,
only a finite number of which have a positive real part, and derived an upper bound
for this number, N+µ . Thus, one can construct solutions that do not show persistent os-
cillations by choosing appropriate parameter values and initial conditions. This can be
achieved in particular by varying the delay term TY, which also determines the period of
underlying oscillatory modes, where we find decreasing values of PX with smaller values
of TY.
Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show different dynamics of the DDE model (2.4.27)-(2.4.29) with
varying TY, where we use the DDE solver “dde23” in Matlab for the numerical compu-
tations and assume that the initial conditions are constant, that is, (X(t),Y(t), A(t)) =
(X0,Y0,Z0) for t ∈ [−TY, 0] with X0 = 200, 000 and Y0 = A0 = 0. The solution behaviour
of Y(t) and A(t) can be derived as in Section 2.2 for the five-compartment ODE model,
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and we find that Y(t) is asymptotic to a constant and A(t) asymptotes to linear growth in
time for steady states of X(t). If X(t) grows exponentially, Y(t) and A(t) grow exponen-
tially as well, whereas, if X(t) decays exponentially, Y(t) tends to zero and A(t) tends to
a constant for large t. Figure 2.14 illustrates the three different types of growth behaviour
according to the sign of α + β, where TY is chosen such that β τ < π (N
+
µ = 0) for the
case of exponential growth, hence no visible oscillations appear. Figure 2.15, in contrast,
shows exponential growth with β τ > π, that is, where persistent oscillatory behaviour
occurs (N+µ ≥ 1), and the period of oscillation varies with the choice of TY.
Figure 2.14: The three plots show the different dynamic behaviour of the solution trajectories of model
(2.4.27)-(2.4.29) for kXY = 0.5, kXA = 0 and kYA = 0.4. The delay term TY takes the values 1, 2.5 ln 2 and
5, that is α + β > 0, α + β = 0 and α + β < 0, respectively. As N+µ = 0 for TY = 1, there are no visible
oscillations in the exponentially growing curves.
Figure 2.15: The three plots show the different dynamic behaviour of the solution trajectories of model
(2.4.27)-(2.4.29) for kXY = 1, kXA = 0.4 and kYA = 0. The delay term TY takes the values 2, 5 and 8, and
we have exponential growth with visible oscillatory behaviour, where PX ≤ 4, PX ≤ 10 and PX ≤ 16,
respectively. Oscillations decay exponentially for TY = 2 (N
+
µ = 0), but grow exponentially for TY = 5 and
TY = 8 (N
+
µ ≥ 1).
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2.6 Conclusions
We have developed and analysed various differential equation models describing the dy-
namics of the cell cycle including the phases of senescence and apoptosis. The developed
three-compartment ODEmodel is simple and analytic solutions can be derived explicitly,
but it does not distinguish between the dynamics in the S, G2 and M phases, which are
potentially important when exposing the culture to a cell-cycle specific drug. We there-
fore developed a five-compartment ODE model that distinguishes between the phases of
the cell cycle that can be detected by DNA content analysis and senescence markers, and
which allows for apoptosis from each phase of the cell cycle and is still simple enough to
analyse its dynamic behaviour. A refined seven-compartment ODE model distinguishes
between the cell-cycle phases G0, G1, S, G2 and M, and includes the dynamics of quies-
cent cells (G0 phase), which may return to the cell cycle after a longer period of growth
arrest. However, it may be difficult to extract valuable information from this model as one
typically observes only joint compartments of the model and the number of observations
might be too small to infer the rate parameters of the system.
We also developed a PDE and a DDE model from the three-compartment ODE model
presented earlier. The PDE model requires age-structured data for model comparison
to data, which are difficult to obtain experimentally. The DDE model, in contrast, ac-
counts for a variety of dynamic behaviour including oscillatory behaviour for exponen-
tially growing solutions, requires only knowledge of the time-course behaviour of cells
and contains a small number of parameters to estimate. The three-compartment DDE
model therefore seems to be more powerful with respect to the description of the real dy-
namics. The only additional knowledge which is required for numerical simulations of
the model is an estimation of the initial evolution of the state variables for a time of length
TY before the initial time point of observation. The initial conditions, however, do not af-
fect the general growth behaviour and their effect on the solution dynamics generally
vanishes over time.
The developed differential equationmodels are potentially good descriptions of cell cycle
dynamics and provide information on the specific cell-cycle behaviour when compared
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to experimental data. One should, however, choose a model which is not only sufficiently
detailed to describe the dynamic behaviour of the cell cycle processes observed, but also
sufficiently simple in its structure to allow for a reliable and sufficiently accurate param-
eter inference, that is, to ensure that parameters are identifiable from the observations
obtained. We discuss the problem of parameter and model identifiability in the follow-
ing Chapter 3.
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Identifiability analysis
3.1 Introduction and definitions
Mathematical models can be constructed using compartmental systems, which are made
up of a finite number of subunits. These compartments are assumed to consist of homo-
geneous and well-mixed material and are linked by material flowing between them.
Models contain parameters whose identification from experimental data is of particular
interest. In general, however, it is possible that more than one parameter set can fit the
experimental data equally well, even under the ideal assumption that for all observables
error-free and continuous data are available. Before we define the concept of structural
identifiability (first introduced by Bellman and Astrom [19]) that deals with this problem,
we introduce some notation for compartmental models that we use for our definitions.
Let v be the vector function of state variables with dimension m, whose components rep-
resent the variations with time t of the individual compartments. Furthermore, let v0 be
the respective vector of initial conditions andA = A (t,p) them×mmatrix of transitions
rates, which depend on the L-dimensional vector p of model parameters and possibly t.
The state variables v depend on the model parameters p, and when components of the
vector of initial conditions v0 are not known, v0 also depends on p.
A linear compartmental model can then be written as
dv (t,p)
dt
= A (t,p) v (t,p) , v (0,p) = v0(p) . (3.1.1)
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The vector function y of observations with dimension M is given by
y (t,p) = Bv (t,p) , (3.1.2)
where B is the constantM×m observationmatrix of rankM. Themodel (3.1.1) is referred
to as a time-invariant linear compartmental model forA (t,p) = A(p) being independent
of time t.
The problem of structural (a priori) identifiability consists of determining for which of
the unknown parameters p of system (3.1.1)-(3.1.2) there is a unique solution (globally or
uniquely identifiable), a finite number (≥ 2) of solutions (locally or nonuniquely identifiable),
or an infinite number of solutions (nonidentifiable), given that the observation function y
is known. The study of structural model identifiability aims to determine whether the
unknown parameters of the model can be estimated from the experimental setting. The
model is uniquely identifiable if all its parameters p are uniquely identifiable, it is locally
identifiable if all its parameters are identifiable (but at least one parameter nonuniquely),
and nonidentifiable if at least one of its parameters is nonidentifiable. Reviews of iden-
tifiability analysis can be found in Cobelli and Distefano [30] and Walter and Pronzato
[144].
Not all models are suitable for parameter estimation, in particular, there aremodels which
are not uniquely (or locally) identifiable. We give an example of a simple, nonidentifiable
two-compartment ODEmodel below (see Figure 3.1), that is, a model which has the same
dynamical behaviour for an infinite number of parameter values.
Figure 3.1: A simple nonidentifiable two-compartment model with only one observable state X. The com-
partments X and Y are connected by two constant flows with rates k1 and k2.
The rate of change of the according state variables X and Y can be described by a system
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of ODEs, namely
dX
dt
= −k1 X+ k2 Y , dY
dt
= k1 X− k2 Y , (3.1.3)
with the initial conditions X(0) = x0, Y(0) = y0 and rate parameters k1, k2 > 0. We
assume that rate parameters as well as initial conditions are unknown parameters, and
that we observe X(t) only. We solve this system of ODEs explicitly by computing the
eigenvalues of the corresponding coefficient matrix. The characteristic polynomial is
p(λ) = λ (λ + k1 + k2), the eigenvalues are hence λ1 = 0 and λ2 = −k1 − k2. We de-
rive the general solution from the eigenvalues and according eigenvectors, v1 = (k2, k1),
v2 = (1,−1), respectively, that is
X(t) =
1
c0
(
c1 e
−c0t + c2
)
, Y(t) =
1
c0
(−c1 e−c0t + c3) , (3.1.4)
with c0 = k1 + k2, c1 = k1 x0 − k2 y0, c2 = k2 (x0 + y0) and c3 = k1 (x0 + y0). Observing
X gives c0, c1, c2, but not c3. The question is, can k1, k2, x0, y0 be obtained from c0, c1, c2?
Since the number of equations is smaller than the number of unknowns, the problem is
underdetermined and the solution is not unique. It follows that x0 = (c1 + c2)/c0, and
k1 = c0 − k2 and y0 = (c0 c2 − k2 (c1 + c2))/(k2 c0) are functions of the parameter k2 that
can be chosen arbitrarily. The unknown parameters are hence not identifiable from the
observations, that is the model is non-identifiable.
Similarly, observing X + Y only gives one piece of information, X + Y = (c2 + c3)/c0,
so we cannot determine four data k1, k2, x0, y0. However, observing both states, X(t) and
Y(t) yields an additional condition on the parameter values and fixes the free parameter
with k2 = k1 c2/c3, resulting in a model which is uniquely identifiable.
Twomethods for the identifiability analysis of time-invariant linear compartmental mod-
els are given in Section 3.2 and 3.3, which we apply to the five-compartment model from
Section 2.2 and later, in Section 5.4, to a seven-compartment model (presented in Section
5.1), respectively. The concept of practical identifiability analysis is introduced in Section
3.4, and can be employed to evaluate the accuracy of parameter estimation results, when
fitting models to data that are noisy and contain only a finite number of measurements.
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3.2 Taylor seriesmethod and application to the five-compartment
ODE model
It is possible for models to contain parameters which cannot be identified from the ob-
servations independent of the noise in the data. It is useful to check models for a priori
identifiability, and we now aim to show that the five-compartment model of Section 2.2
is globally identifiable, that is, two different parameter sets cannot describe the same ob-
servation function of the model.
We write model (2.2.1)-(2.2.5) in the form (3.1.1)-(3.1.2), that is, as a linear system of ODEs
with state vector v = (X,Y,Z,Σ, A)T ∈ R5, parameter vector
p = (kXY, kYZ, kZX, kXΣ, kΣA, kXA, kYA, kZA) ∈ R8 , (3.2.1)
transition matrix
A (p) =

−kXY − kXΣ − kXA 0 2 kZX 0 0
kXY −kYZ − kYA 0 0 0
0 kYZ −kZX − kZA 0 0
kXΣ 0 0 −kΣA 0
kXA kYA kZA kΣA 0

∈ R5×5 ,
(3.2.2)
and initial conditions v0 = (X0,Y0,Z0,Σ0, A0), which are arbitrary, possibly unknown
data with v0 ≥ 0. We observe all states, hence we have B = id5 and the observation
function is y ≡ v.
We aim to show that the equality v (t,p) = v (t, p¯) ∀ t ∈ [0, T] for two rate parameter
vectors p and p¯ implies p = p¯ irrespective our choice of p, p¯. We can use the Taylor series
approach [103] assuming v is analytic, that is, v has infinitely many derivatives with
respect to t. The function y(t,p) is then uniquely described by the coefficients y(k) (0,p),
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k = 0, . . . ,∞, of its power series expansion around t = 0, with
y(0) (0,p) = B (p) v0 , (3.2.3)
y(k) (0,p) = B (p) (A (p))k v0 , k ≥ 1 , (3.2.4)
where y(k) (0,p) denotes the kth derivative with respect to time. The model is uniquely
identifiable at p if the implication
y(k) (0,p) = y(k) (0, p¯) ∀ k ≥ 0 =⇒ p = p¯ , (3.2.5)
holds, and the model is structurally globally identifiable if it is uniquely identifiable at p,
for generic p.
Considering the initial states v0 as unknown parameter values, we can immediately see
from equation (3.2.3) that v0 is uniquely identifiable from the observation function y in
the case of B = id5.
In order to show that (3.2.5) is satisfied, we solve the respective equations for p iteratively
using formulas (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., and employing the previous results
for every subsequent equation. A MATHEMATICA code can be found in Appendix A.1
and shows each step in the algorithm, yielding p = p¯ already after comparison of the
first and second derivatives of y only.
The Taylor series method is a powerful method, which enabled us to show that the five-
compartment model is globally identifiable. Assuming the model describes the biological
behaviour sufficiently well, we thus know that every observed dynamic behaviour (con-
tinuous and noise-free) can be uniquely allocated to one parameter vector.
3.3 Transfer function method
Another method to check a time-invariant linear compartmental model for identifiability
can be found in Cobelli and Distefano [30] and Jacquez [62], and will be briefly outlined
in this Section. An example of how this method can be applied is given later in Section
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5.4, where we show a seven-compartment ODE model to be structurally identifiable.
Let F be the Laplace transform of f , that is
F (s) = L [ f (t)] =
∫ ∞
0
e−st f (t) dt , s ∈ C , (t ≥ 0) , (3.3.1)
then L is linear and bijective and we have
L [ f ′ (t)] = s F (s)− f (0) . (3.3.2)
Taking Laplace transforms of (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) yields sV− v0 = AV and Y = BV, where
V and Y are the Laplace transforms of v and y, respectively. Thus we find
Y = B (sI−A)−1 v0 . (3.3.3)
It can be shown that Y (s) = (Y1 (s) , . . . ,YM (s))
T is a vector of M rational polynomials
of the form
Yi (s) =
φm+1,i s
m−1 + φm+2,i sm−2 . . .+ φ2m,i
sm + φ1,i sm−1 + . . .+ φm,i
, (3.3.4)
with parameters φh,i which give sets of equations of the form
φ1,i = ∑
j
α
(1,i)
j pj , φ2,i = ∑
j≤k
α
(2,i)
j,k pj pk , φ3,i = ∑
j≤k≤l
α
(3,i)
j,k,l pj pk pl , . . . ,
φm+1,i =
m
∑
r=1
α
(m+1,i)
r (v0)r , φm+2,i = ∑
j
m
∑
r=1
α
(m+2,i)
r,j (v0)r pj ,
φm+3,i = ∑
j≤k
m
∑
r=1
α
(m+3,i)
r,j,k (v0)r pj pk , . . . ,
(3.3.5)
where α
(1,i)
j , α
(2,i)
j,k , . . . , and α
(m+1,i)
r , α
(m+2,i)
r,j , . . . are real constants and (v0)r denotes the
rth component of the vector v0. The formulations (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) stem from (3.3.3) by
the formula of the inverse of an m×m matrix C, that is C−1 = ((−1)i+j det (Cj,i))ni,j=1/
detC, where Cj,i denotes the matrix that results from C by removing the jth row and the
ith column and det(·) denotes the standard determinant of a matrix.
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The quantities φh,i are called observational parameters and are uniquely determined by Y
(cancelling common factors in the numerator and denominator if necessary). The obser-
vational parameters are therefore identifiable from the observations in the experiment.
Y(s) is called a transfer function as it can be identified from the experimental results, and
the set of equations (3.3.5) is called exhaustive summary of the model. The identifiability
problem consists then of determining which of the unknown parameters p (and possibly
v0) are uniquely determined by the exhaustive summary (3.3.5).
The seven-compartment ODE model introduced in Chapter 5, whose number of observ-
able quantities is lower than its number of state variables, can be shown to be identifiable
using the transfer function method, but using the Taylor series method yielded equa-
tions too complex to be analysed by MATHEMATICA. However, neither of the meth-
ods in Section 3.2 and in this Section enabled us to obtain results when checking the
seven-compartment ODE model (2.3.1)-(2.3.7) in Section 2.3 for identifiability. Not every
method guarantees results when we check a particular model for identifiability and an
appropriate method needs to be chosen.
To address this problem, Audoly et al. [11] and Bellu et al. [20] have provided computer
algebra tools to test linear and nonlinear compartmental models, respectively, for struc-
tural identifiability, determining whether a model is either uniquely, locally or noniden-
tifiable. The algorithms use the Gröbner basis and are implemented in the symbolic lan-
guage REDUCE, a proprietary computer algebra program for which the University of
Nottingham does not have a license. According to the authors Bellu et al. [20], however,
an on-line version of the program translated in C++ may be available soon.
3.4 Practical identifiability analysis
When estimating unknown parameters, available data are often sparse and noisy. We
therefore should take account of the uncertainty in the estimated parameter values pˆ,
which arise from the noise in the data. Practical or a posteriori identifiability is concerned
with how well model parameters can be estimated considering the measurement noise, a
summary of which can be found in Ashyraliyev et al. [9].
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Let us denote experimental measurements by xij, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,M, when the
occupancies of states yj at time points ti are observed. In the following, we assume
that the model (3.1.1) is a valid representation of the biological system under study and
p∗ is the true parameter vector representing reality. The least-squares estimate, f (p) =
∑
n
i=1 ∑
M
j=1 e
2
i,j(p), with ei,j (p) = yj(ti)− xij is a measure (Euclidean norm) for the discrep-
ancy between model values and experimental data. Under the assumption that the errors
in the measurements xij are independent from each other and normally distributed with
zero mean and variance σ2, it is well-known that minimising the sum of squares f (p) is
equivalent to maximising the likelihood of our model given the data xij. Besides calcu-
lating pˆ by minimising f (p) (see Section 5.5 for optimisation techniques), we characterise
the accuracy of this estimate. The following steps summarize a more detailed description
of the statistical analysis in Bates and Watts [17] and Aster et al. [10].
By an asymptotic result [122], the approximate sampling distribution of pˆ under the
model, assuming the true parameter value p∗, is
pˆ ∼ NL(p∗, Σˆ) , (3.4.1)
where NL(·, ·) denotes the L-dimensional multivariate normal distribution and Σˆ =
Cov(pˆ) denotes the covariance matrix of the least-squares parameter estimate. The co-
variance matrix of pˆ indicates whether parameters are practically identifiable, that is,
whether we can accurately infer values for the parameters. If we assume that the model
residuals ei,j (p), i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,M, are approximately linear in a small neigh-
bourhood of pˆ, then
ei,j(p) = ei,j(pˆ) +∇ei,j (pˆ) (p− pˆ) , (3.4.2)
where we can derive the covariance matrix Σˆ of pˆ from linear regression analysis [8], that
is,
Σˆ = σˆ2
(
JF (pˆ)
T JF (pˆ)
)−1
, (3.4.3)
where F is a vector function in p obtained by stacking the columns e∗,j, j = 1, . . . ,M, of
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the matrix
(
ei,j
)
into a vector, and
JF (p) =
(
∂Fi (p)
∂pk
)
, (3.4.4)
is the Jacobian of F of size N × L. Here, N = M × n is the number of experimental
measurements and the quantity σˆ2 = f (pˆ) /(N − L) is an unbiased estimator of σ2.
The diagonal elements of Σˆ are the marginal variances of the parameter estimates pˆk,
k = 1, . . . , L.
The matrix JF (pˆ)
T JF (pˆ) in equation (3.4.3) is called the Fisher information matrix and
provides a measure of the available information content about the unknown parameters
pˆ in the data xij. When the Fisher information matrix is singular, that is, the matrix is
noninvertible, the model is practically nonidentifiable, corresponding to infinitely large
confidence regions [30]. Confidence regions for parameter estimates tell us, where around
the parameter estimate pˆ the ’true’ values p∗ lie, with a certain probability. We estimate
an (1− α) confidence region (see Draper and Smith [44]) for the parameter vector pˆ by
(pˆ− p∗)T JF (pˆ)T JF (pˆ) (pˆ− p∗) ≤ C(α) , (3.4.5)
where C(α) = F (L,N − L, 1− α) L f (pˆ)/(N − L) with F(L,N − L, 1− α) being the (1−
α) point of the F-distribution with L and N − L degrees of freedom.
We can investigate the ellipsoidal region described by (3.4.5), which is centred at pˆ, by
determining the eigenvalues µk and corresponding eigenvectors uk of the Fisher infor-
mation matrix JF (pˆ)
T JF (pˆ). The vectors uk describe the directions of the principal axes
of the ellipsoid and the values
lk =
√
C(α)
µk
, (3.4.6)
indicate the respective radii along these axes. Knowledge of the principal axes provides
us with information about certain linear combinations alongwhich parameter values can-
not be identified with sufficient accuracy.
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To investigate the correlation between parameter pairs, the correlation matrix
Corr (pˆ) =
 Covij (pˆ)√
Covii (pˆ) Covjj (pˆ)
 , (3.4.7)
with entries, say rij(pˆ), i, j = 1, . . . , L, and the property |rij (pˆ) | ≤ 1, provides us with
information on the degree of linear dependence between parameters. We have perfect
positive (negative) linear relationship between the parameter estimates pˆi and pˆj for
rij (pˆ) = 1 (rij (pˆ) = −1) and no correlation for rij (pˆ) = 0.
The covariance matrix estimate Σˆ, the lengths lk and directions uk of the principal axes of
the ellipsoidal confidence regions and the correlation matrix Corr (pˆ) present measures
of the accuracy of model-to-data fits and can help us identify parameters (or parameter
combinations) that cannot be well defined due to low estimation accuracy. We employ
the measures in Chapter 6, where we evaluate the fit of a compartmental cell cycle model
that we develop in Chapter 5. The following Chapter 4 presents the experimental work
that we have undertaken to collect data we use for the model-fitting procedure.
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CHAPTER 4
Experimental work
This Chapter outlines the experimental work which has been performed in order to gain
more information on the cell cycle dynamics of colorectal cancer cells that were treated
with different concentrations of the anti-cancer drug RHPS4. The cell cycle proportions,
according to the DNA content of cells, were measured as well as the viable fraction of
treated cells and compared to control cells for each day of incubation over a period of
10 days. We varied the period of cell incubation and the drug concentration across the
experiments. We give an overview of the basic experimental procedures and materials
used to obtain quantitative data of the cell cycle process in Sections 4.1.1-4.1.5, where
Sections 4.1.3-4.1.5 are standard procedures, and largely follow the formulation given
by Johnson [64]. In Section 4.1.6, we explain how we manipulated the collected data
in order to make the data suitable for comparison with models developed subsequently
in Chapter 5. Section 4.2 provides a summary of the experimental results, which we
interpret with respect to the experimental setting and drug specificity in Section 4.3.
4.1 Experimental protocol, cell cycle analysis and normalisation
of data
4.1.1 Suppliers of reagents
Beckman Coulter (UK) Ltd., Buckinghamshire, UK
FlowCheck®beads.
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Fisher Scientific UK Ltd., Leicestershire, UK
Industrial methylated spirits (IMS).
Pharminox Ltd., Nottingham, UK
3,11-difluoro-6,8,13-trimethyl-8H-quino [4,3,2-kl] acridinium methosulfate (RHPS4) (a
gift).
Sigma-Aldrich Co. Ltd., Dorset, UK
Dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO), foetal bovine serum (FBS), Ribonuclease A from bovine
pancreas (RNAse A), RPMI 1640 liquid medium (a basic cell culture medium containing
0.3 g/L L-glutamine and 2 g/L sodium bicarbonate), phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
tablets, propidium iodide (PI) (HPLC grade), sodium citrate, Titron X-100, trypsin-EDTA
1× solution, Trypan blue.
4.1.2 Drug stock and cell line
The pentacyclic acridinium salt RHPS4 is a water-soluble compound, which facilitates
rapid uptake into cells (saturation within 6 h), appears to be localised in the nuclear mem-
brane, intranuclear bodies and cytoplasm, and does not show evidence of degradation or
metabolism [35, 57]. RHPS4 is a telomere-interactive molecule possessing antitumoral
activity [49]. Cells were incubated in RHPS4 at different concentrations to analyse its
mechanism of action for shorter and medium periods of up to 10 days.
The stock of RHPS4 was made up to a concentration of cstock = 10 mM in DSMO and
stored at 4◦C protected from light. Stocks were used for a maximum of 15 weeks and
prior to use were sterile filtered using a 0.2 µM Sartorius filter. The desired concentra-
tion cassay used in assays of Vassay = 2ml was obtained by adding a volume of Vstock =
cassayVassay/(cstock − cassay) from the stock. As Vstock is of smaller order than 10−3 ml for
the concentrations of 50 nM, 100 nM and 1 µM of RHPS4 used in the assays, the change
of volume in the assays is negligible.
The HCT116 cell line was used for all assays. It is one of three strains of human malig-
nant cells isolated from amalewith colonic carcinoma. HCT116 cells grow in amonolayer
and have a relatively short doubling time of 20.5 hours [25]. The cell line has been chosen
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because of its good sensitivity to RHPS4 and reliable growth properties which allow anal-
ysis of cell viability and cell cycle analysis [64]. Moreover, RHPS4 can manifest its effects
more efficiently in HCT116 cells than in many other cell lines due to the quick doubling
rate of the cell line.
4.1.3 Cell stocks and general cell culture
Cells stocks were kept in a cell bank frozen at−180◦C. To set up new cultures from frozen
cells, we thawed the cells in a water bath at 37◦C. We subsequently added the cells to a
single 75 cm2 Costar tissue culture flask that contained RPMI tissue culture medium at a
temperature of 37◦C. The cells were sub-cultured (see below) with RPMI 1640 medium
twice before use in assays. The medium contained additionally 10% heat-inactivated
FBS, where FBS heat inactivation was achieved by heating FBS to 55-59◦C for 1 hour, and
cooling it before use in the RPMI tissue culture medium.
We carried out all cell culture techniques aseptically in a BioMat2 MDHClass II microbio-
logical safety cabinet equipped with a laminar flow system. Before each use of the safety
cabinet, we wiped down the cabinet with 70% IMS in distilled water.
To sub-culture cells, we aspirated the RPMI tissue culture medium from the flask fol-
lowed by a brief rinse with sterile PBS solution, and subsequently added trypsin-EDTA
1× solution, which causes cells to detach from the flask. We then resuspended the cells in
fresh RPMI tissue culture medium in a new flask at a ratio of 1:10 and incubated the flask
in a LEEC incubator at 37◦C, which contained a tray of dH2O to provide a humidified en-
vironment and supplied the cells with CO2 for a 5% atmosphere. In order to maintain the
exponential growth of human colorectal HCT116 cells, we subcultured them in Costar
tissue flasks (25 cm2 and 75 cm2) twice weekly, or when approximately 70% confluent.
The confluence level of cells is the fraction of surface area in the well covered by cells,
where too high confluence levels (> 80%) diminish the proportion of cycling cells in the
flask.
For maintenance of the cell stocks in the cell bank, we grew cells to approximately 70%
confluence in a 75 cm2 flask. We then aspirated the tissue culture medium, rinsed the
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cells twice with sterile PBS and trypsinised them before we resuspended them in 3 ml
freezing solution that consisted of 95% heat inactivated FBS and 5% DMSO. We split the
cell suspension into 1 ml aliquots in cryovials (Nalgene, 1.2 ml) and directly stored them
at −20◦C for 24 hours. When the cells were frozen, we transferred them to −80◦C for a
further 24 hours. For long-term storage, cells were stored in liquid nitrogen at −180◦C.
4.1.4 Seeding of cells
In order to seed cells at a certain density, we aspirated all RPMI tissue culture from the
flasks and briefly rinsed themwith sterile PBS, before we detached the cells from the flask
with 1 ml trypsin-EDTA per 25 cm2. We then resuspended the cells in 6 ml RPMI tissue
culture medium and syringed the cells gently through a 23G needle to break cell clumps
into single cells. We derived the total number of cells in the flask by taking two samples
from the flask to count the number of cells within each sample using a haemocytome-
ter and taking the average. We subsequently seeded the cells at the desired density by
suspending the appropriate amount of cells in RPMI tissue culture medium.
To prepare cells for analysis, we grew HCT116 cells in 6-well plates in a total volume of
2 ml of RPMI tissue culture medium per 9.6 cm2 well and kept them at 37◦C in a 5% CO2,
humidified atmosphere. The initial cell densities varied between 1000 and 200 000 cells
per well dependent on the length of time of incubation. Before treating cells with 50 nM,
100 nM or 1 µM of RHPS4, we incubated them for about five hours or until attached to
the bottom of each well. We then re-incubated the treated cells in unmodified conditions.
Cells grew at different rates according to agent concentration and duration for which they
were exposed to the drug, and we did not passage cells before the day of analysis.
4.1.5 Flow cytometric cell cycle analysis
We adapted the protocol from Riccardi and Nicoletti [111] for the cell cycle analysis of
the HCT116 cell line. To harvest the cells, we collected all RPMI tissue culture medium,
possibly containing dead cells and debris, in fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
tubes and detached the remaining cells from the flask with 350 µl trypsin-EDTA per well.
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We resuspended the cells in the collected tissue culture medium and subsequently trans-
ferred the suspension back into the FACS tubes. To wash off the empty wells, we used
about 1ml of PBS solution, and transferred the resulting solution to according FACS tubes
to ensure an as accurate cell count as possible. To pellet the cells, we centrifuged them
at 1200 rpm for 5 min at 4◦C and removed the supernatant. Depending on the number
of cells, we resuspended the cell pellet in 100-500 ml of PBS and syringed the suspen-
sion gently through a 23G needle to disperse cell clumps. We mixed about 15 µl of the
suspension with 15 µl of 0.4% trypan blue (staining non-viable cells blue) in microcen-
trifuge tubes and counted the number of viable and dead cells in a heamocytometer. We
then centrifuged the remaining cells again at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes at 4◦C, decanted
the supernatant and resuspended the pellet in 400 µl hypotonic fluorochrome solution,
which had been composed of 50 µg/ml of the fluorescent dye propidium iodide (PI), 0.1%
sodium citrate, 0.1% Titron X-100 and 0.1 mg/ml RNAse A in distilled water.
Prior to cell cycle analysis, we kept the cells at 4◦C for 24 hours in the dark. We measured
the PI fluorescence of individual nuclei by use of a Coulter Epics XL-MCLTM flow cy-
tometer operated using Expo32TM software. We carried out a quality control check using
FlowCheck®beads according to the manufacturer’s instructions to monitor instrument
alignment. When the quality control check was satisfactory, we set the flow rate to low
and analysed a minimum of 20 000 events. We collected list mode data for fluorescence
emission in the FL3 channel (detecting fluorescent light emitted by PI) of particles and
used a dot plot of AUX (channel for peak fluorescence signal) against FL3 of all detected
events (see figure 4.1) to distinguish single cells from unwanted doublets as described
in Nunez [95].
To estimate the proportion of cells in each phase of the cell cycle (pre-G1, G1/G0, S and
G2/M), we manually set gates on the DNA content histograms that we obtained from
FL3 fluorescence of single cells using the software package WinMDI (freeware designed
by J. Trotter, allowing the removal of aggregates or “doublets” consisting of two cells via
gating of list mode data). Here, the term ‘pre-G1 cells’ denotes cells with DNA content
less than that of G0/G1 cells. An example of a typical DNA histogram after the gating of
singlets indicating gates for the separation of cell cycle phases is given in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Gating of singlets and ‘clean’ histogram of FL3 of gated cells using the software packageWinMDI.
4.1.6 Data collection and normalisation
The experimental procedure is inspired by work from Johnson [64], in which cell cycle
dynamics for the HCT116 cell line were analysed over 21 days, where the time point of
analysis coincided with cells approaching 70%-80% confluence (every 2-7 days), when
they were subcultured at a density between 1 in 2 and 1 in 10 according to the anticipated
doubling rate. In contrast, we did not split cells during culture, but adjusted seeding
densities for each assay in order to minimise disruption of the natural cell growth, and
analysed cells every day. The procedures, however, restricted the period of observation
to 10 days due to the constraints of nutrient supply and extreme cell densities.
All cells for cell cycle analysis were taken from a HCT116 cell stock as described in Sec-
tion 4.1.3. The cells were seeded at different densities in 6-well plates (see Section 4.1.4),
where the seeding densities depended on the day of analysis in order to guarantee a con-
fluence level of less than 80% in the cell population on the day of analysis (to maximise
the proportion of cycling cells). Seeding densities were chosen carefully as, on the one
hand, too dense cell-to-cell contacts can inhibit cell growth, but on the other hand, suffi-
cient cell numbers are needed both for meaningful cell cycle analysis and to allow for a
comparable cell environment up to the day of analysis and across the experiments. The
seeding densities correspond to estimates of the population growth in each experiment.
Higher initial seeding densities were used for treated cells to compensate for reduced
population doublings. The seeding densities chosen for the individual experiments are
shown in Table 4.1.
Every experiment was set up with six identical experiments (replicates) to assess the vari-
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Day of
analysis
Molar concentration of RHPS4
CONTROL 50 nM 100 nM 1000 nM
1 300000 300000 300000 300000
2 200000 200000 200000 200000
3 150000 150000 150000 200000
4 100000 100000 100000 200000
5 40000 50000 50000 100000
6 20000 50000 50000 100000
7 10000 20000 50000 100000
8 2000 12500 40000 100000
9 1000 12500 40000 100000
10 1000 12500 25000 100000
Table 4.1: Seeding densities (cell numbers per 2 ml of RPMI medium) used for cell cycle analysis of control
cells and cells treated with 3 different concentrations of RHPS4, where cells were incubated between 1 and
10 days.
ability associated with the cell growth cycle: the cells were incubated and treated with
RHPS4, and cell cycle analysis was conducted as in Section 4.1.5. Control cells (under
normal conditions of no drug) and cells treated with 50 nM, 100 nM, 1 µM of the drug
were used and analysed to a maximal period of 10 days.
The total number of doublings (TND), for each concentration of the drug, and for each
day i of analysis, was computed for each experiment using the formula
TNDi(t) =
lnNi(t)− lnNi(0)
ln 2
, (4.1.1)
where TNDi(t) and Ni(t) are, at time point t, the total number of doublings and the total
number of cells, respectively, from the experiment used to analyse cells at day i. We now
assume that the total number of doublings is independent of the initial seeding density
and write TNDi = TND for all i.
Now we consider an experiment, where all initial seeding densities are identical, and
normalise our data by setting Ni(0) = 10
3 for all i. The normalised data set can be derived
from the original data by
N(t) = 103 · 2TND(t) = 103 Ni(t)
Ni(0)
, (4.1.2)
where N(t) is the total number of cells that have grown from 103 cells in t days. The
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number of cells in each phase of the cell cycle, including the number of viable and dead
cells, can then be obtained by multiplying the respective proportions with N(t). Table 4.2
contains the experimental data used for calculations in tabular form.
4.2 Experimental results
We are interested in the response of cells to 4 different levels of the drug and accordingly
measured the cell growth, cell cycle distribution and cell viability in each assay through-
out a period of 10 days as described in Section 4.1.
Day 1 is the first day of analysis when measurements have been taken. The total number
Ni(t) of cells at the day t = i of analysis together with their respective cell seeding den-
sities Ni(0) are shown in Figure 4.2 for control cells and all three different concentrations
of the drug.
Figure 4.2: Cell densities Ni(t), at time point t, for each experiment used to analyse cells at day i, indicated by
inverted triangles, where Ni(0) are the respective seeding densities per 2 ml of medium, denoted by circles.
Data were collected for control cells and three concentrations (50 nM, 100 nM, 1 µM) of RHPS4, and cell
numbers are shown on a log scale.
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RHPS4 data
Day Doublings Apoptosis Pre-G1 phase G0/G1 phase S phase G2/M phase
Average ±SD Average ±SD Average ±SD Average ±SD Average ±SD Average ±SD
1 Control -0.1 0.3 6.9 1.7 1.7 0.9 48.0 1.9 20.9 1.0 29.8 2.3
1 50nM -0.6 0.2 15.1 4.4 2.5 0.4 42.7 1.0 22.8 1.5 32.5 0.9
1 100nM -0.4 0.1 13.0 3.4 2.1 0.7 42.9 2.2 21.3 0.8 34.2 2.2
1 1µM -0.2 0.2 11.2 7.8 2.7 1.3 51.6 1.6 15.6 2.3 30.2 1.9
2 Control 1.1 0.2 7.5 4.7 1.5 0.9 46.5 0.4 28.0 0.9 24.4 1.3
2 50nM 0.5 0.2 7.9 7.1 1.9 0.7 44.0 3.2 28.1 2.9 26.4 1.9
2 100nM 0.3 0.3 14.0 8.7 2.9 1.7 46.5 2.1 26.8 2.7 23.6 2.2
2 1µM 0.5 0.4 12.3 3.2 1.5 0.6 54.2 1.4 22.8 1.8 21.9 0.9
3 Control 2.3 0.5 17.5 13.2 4.3 0.9 55.3 2.1 20.4 2.0 20.3 1.0
3 50nM 1.9 0.6 12.5 7.9 2.4 0.8 54.2 1.6 21.7 1.3 22.0 1.2
3 100nM 1.8 0.3 15.6 9.7 2.8 0.5 57.1 1.3 18.6 1.4 22.0 1.2
3 1µM 1.5 0.6 28.6 8.9 3.7 1.7 65.1 1.5 13.5 0.8 17.9 1.0
4 Control 3.8 0.3 20.9 3.4 1.3 1.0 47.2 3.5 23.0 1.7 28.5 3.7
4 50nM 3.2 0.5 23.5 11.5 3.9 1.9 71.4 2.0 7.8 0.8 17.1 3.2
4 100nM 2.1 0.4 39.9 12.0 2.8 0.5 58.6 0.9 12.4 0.6 26.4 1.0
4 1µM 1.6 0.4 76.7 3.2 4.0 0.6 69.9 1.0 5.0 0.9 21.2 0.7
5 Control 5.0 0.2 16.9 5.0 2.3 0.8 72.8 1.3 10.4 0.2 14.7 2.5
5 50nM 4.4 0.3 21.1 8.0 4.3 1.5 72.1 1.8 7.2 1.0 16.5 1.6
5 100nM 3.2 0.3 97.7 0.9 7.2 1.2 61.2 2.1 12.8 0.4 18.9 1.5
5 1µM 1.2 0.2 80.9 6.5 1.0 0.3 58.4 3.4 15.0 2.3 25.7 1.5
6 Control 5.6 0.4 18.0 6.7 3.5 1.3 56.6 0.6 20.7 0.6 19.4 1.0
6 50nM 5.1 0.3 15.5 4.0 2.4 0.6 63.9 2.3 11.6 1.2 22.1 3.1
6 100nM 3.6 0.2 96.7 1.3 15.0 7.4 51.1 7.5 14.7 2.0 19.5 1.7
6 1µM 2.3 0.1 97.6 2.7 2.7 1.6 60.1 4.3 12.0 2.4 25.6 2.5
7 Control 7.2 0.9 19.1 6.4 3.9 2.4 79.7 2.4 4.3 0.6 12.2 1.5
7 50nM 5.8 0.4 97.9 2.1 29.0 3.3 47.5 2.2 10.8 1.6 12.9 2.5
7 100nM 3.6 0.3 100.0 0.0 19.1 1.3 49.1 1.4 13.7 1.5 18.4 0.8
7 1µM 3.2 0.5 100.0 0.0 2.4 2.1 64.5 3.0 8.5 1.6 24.7 3.6
8 Control 9.2 0.2 8.3 2.9 1.5 0.8 62.6 3.0 17.9 1.7 18.3 1.2
8 50nM 5.4 0.3 96.8 4.1 2.9 0.4 67.6 2.0 8.6 1.9 20.9 0.4
8 100nM 3.9 0.1 98.9 1.0 4.8 1.2 65.7 2.8 9.3 0.8 20.3 2.5
8 1µM 2.9 0.0 99.8 0.3 4.3 0.9 68.4 2.3 7.4 0.6 20.0 1.0
9 Control 10.6 0.1 11.8 2.2 1.3 0.6 86.6 1.5 4.1 0.2 8.2 0.8
9 50nM 5.7 0.3 100.0 0.0 6.7 0.6 66.6 0.9 9.7 0.9 17.0 0.9
9 100nM 4.0 0.2 100.0 0.0 13.9 1.9 58.2 1.6 11.2 0.4 16.7 1.0
9 1µM 2.9 0.1 97.7 3.6 20.2 12.4 57.7 8.5 7.5 1.2 14.7 3.3
10 Control 9.9 0.4 14.3 5.4 1.1 0.1 79.7 1.4 5.1 0.9 14.2 0.9
10 50nM 5.5 0.1 100.0 0.0 10.5 1.4 52.1 2.7 17.3 1.6 20.6 1.0
10 100nM 4.2 0.1 100.0 0.0 9.3 0.6 55.0 1.7 15.1 2.0 21.2 0.5
10 1µM 2.1 0.3 99.8 0.4 19.3 1.4 52.4 1.9 10.6 3.7 18.0 2.4
Table 4.2: The Table shows the average values and respective standard deviations of the total number of
doublings and the proportions (in %) of HCT116 cells that are apoptotic (trypan-blue stained), in the pre-G1,
G0/G1, S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle. Cells were exposed to treatment with different concentrations
of RHPS4 (control, 50 nM, 100 nM, 1 µM) and analysed throughout a period of 10 days.
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We use Ni(0) and Ni(t) to derive normalised data sets according to (4.1.2). We observe
that control cells grow exponentially between days 1 and 9 as represented by the ap-
proximately linear increase of total cell numbers N(ti), i = 1, . . . , 10, on the log-scale in
Figure 4.3. The data point of control cells at t10 is markedly lower than the data point at
t9, due to confluence and probably nutrient deficiency in the wells; we therefore disre-
gard this data point in our analysis. Error bars result from the standard deviation over
6 replicates and are rather small (mostly less than 10%). It is important to note that they
do not account for variability within different cell batches or repeated experiments incor-
porating intermediate breaks, as the replicates were obtained from cells of the same batch
being seeded in 6 parallel wells. Further comments on the particular cell behaviour can
be found in Section 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Total numbers N(ti) of cells and the numbers of dead cells (measured by trypan blue dye-
exclusion, lower proportion of each bar) for no drug and each drug concentration (50 nM, 100 nM, 1 µM) of
RHPS4 are shown on a log scale at each day ti, i = 1, . . . , 10 of analysis. Error bars represent the standard
deviations of the corresponding values.
For treated cells, we observe growth inhibition and, in general, cell growth declines with
increasing drug concentration. The total number of doublings at day 4 is 3.78 for control
cells, 3.18 for 50 nM, 2.15 for 100 nM and 1.56 for 1 µM. Growth reduction occurs after a
period of 6-7 days for 50 nM, 3-5 days for 100 nM and 3-4 days for 1 µM of RHPS4, with
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the respective total cell numbers levelling off thereafter.
The average proportion of dead cells was around 14% for control cells, and low propor-
tions of pre-G1 cells (cells with fragmented DNA) at less than 5%were observed. Without
treatment, the proportion of S phase and G2/M phase cells ranged from 4% to 28% and
from 8% to 30%, respectively, over the period of observation. These proportions tended
to decrease gradually from higher to lower levels. Accordingly, the proportions of G0/G1
cells increased from 50% to 80%, that is, control cells progressively accumulated in the
G0/G1 phase. The proportions of cells in each phase of the cell cycle (G0/G1, S, G2/M
and pre-G1) are illustrated in Figure 4.4, where error bars represent standard deviations
over 6 replicates.
Figure 4.4: Proportion of cells in each phase of the cell cycle at each day of analysis. Data were collected
for control cells and three concentrations (50 nM, 100 nM, 1 µM) of RHPS4. Error bars represent standard
deviations of 6 replicates.
Interestingly, the proportion of treated cells in the S phase tended to drop from around
25% at the beginning of the experiment to about 8.5% on average by day 4 and returned
to a slightly higher level of around 15% after this drop. The most dramatic effect was
achieved with 1000 nM of drug when the S phase proportions dropped to about 5% at
day 4. The proportions of G2/M cells behaved in a similar way but with less remarkable
trends, 30% at day 1 decreasing to 20% at day 4 and 18% on average during the subse-
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quent days. The proportion of cells in the G0/G1 phase increased by 25% during the first
4 days from an average of 45% and thereafter decreased to around 50% for all treated
cells.
Typical DNA distributions obtained from the flow cytometer at days 4 and 10 are shown
for control cells and for cells treated with 1 µM RHPS4 in Figure 4.5. The DNA distri-
bution of control cells contains a markedly higher peak in the range of G0/G1 DNA at
day 10 compared to the DNA distribution at day 4. Analysis of cells treated with 1 µM
RHPS4 results in a much smaller S phase DNA content and a higher pre-G1 DNA content
at day 4 and we observe a marked increase in the pre-G1 DNA content at day 10.
Control
1 µM RHPS4
Figure 4.5: Distributions of the DNA content for control cells (top) and cells treated with 1 µM of RHPS4
(bottom), each analysed at day 4 (left) and day 10 (right), with manually set gates for the estimation of the
corresponding cell cycle distributions.
Before the onset of considerable cell death, the proportions of pre-G1 cells remained at a
low level of about 1-4% for all drug concentrations, and then increased to around 25%,
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where the increase occurred at the later time point of day 9 for the highest drug concen-
tration. Strikingly, in the experiments with 50 nM and 100 nM of RHPS4, the proportions
of pre-G1 cells were observed to reduce again after day 7, to around 3-14%, possibly due
to disintegration of dead cells in medium.
Marked cell death (trypan blue staining) was observed at day 7 for 50 nM, at day 5 for
100 nM and at day 4 for 1 µM of RHPS4, when nearly all cells died abruptly, from a prior
level of around 15% at the beginning of the experiment. The intensive cell death set in
more abruptly for lower drug concentrations than for higher doses. Altogether, the drug
RHPS4 seems not only to affect entry into the cell cycle (S/G2/M phases) around day 4,
but also to inhibit cell growth up to a complete cessation of the replication processes with
increasing drug concentration.
4.3 Interpretation of results and discussion
Colorectal cancer cells were plated in mediumwith different concentrations of RHPS4 for
up to 10 days and their growth properties and cell cycle distribution analysed. The de-
crease in the total numbers of control cells at day 10 is likely to result from environment-
dependent growth inhibition, as the medium has not been replaced throughout the ex-
periments in order not to interfere with the cells’ natural environment. The proportions
of G0/G1 cells displayed an upward trend over the period of 10 days, which may also
represent a consequence of diminishing nutrient supply over time.
Also, the number of cells at day 1 was slightly lower than the value of the initial number
of cells at seeding (day 0), indicating that cells did not replicate during the first day after
seeding. This can also be partly due to not all cells attaching to the bottom of the well
after seeding in medium. For simplicity of analysis, we consider day 1 as the start of the
analysis of cell cycle modelling.
Estimates of the initial cell densities were good in terms of achieving around 70-80%
confluence at the day of analysis for control cells and slightly lower confluence levels
with increasing drug concentration. This was due to growth properties being harder to
predict for treated cells. Also, cells seeded at densities lower than about 1000 cells did
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not grow satisfactorily. There is a slight correlation between cell densities Ni(ti) at the
day of analysis and respective proportions of cells in the G0/G1 phase, in particular for
control cells (compare Figures 4.2 and 4.4). However, the varying confluence levels did
not appear to affect cell growth.
As well as cell cycle analysis, we measured the proportion of nonviable cells by trypan
blue dye-exclusion, as DNA degradation is not an early event in apoptosis and, therefore,
should not be taken as the indicator of cell death [141]. Apoptotic cells and other dead
cells split into apoptotic bodies and their DNA degradation takes place after the onset of
cell death.
Propidium iodide is a fluorescent dye that binds stoichiometrically to DNA molecules.
We analysed the amount of dye incorporated in stained cell material treated with differ-
ent concentrations of RHPS4 to derive DNA histograms. Inaccuracies in measuring the
fractions of pre-G1 cells can arise from one or more of the following: firstly, on death,
one cell can produce several fragments each with some DNA content. A correction for
the number of apoptotic cells was suggested by Johnson [64] as nA = ∑i ni Ii/IG0/G1 ,
where ni is the number of detected pre-G1 cell fragments with fluorescence intensity Ii
and IG0/G1 is the fluorescence intensity of a G0/G1 cell measured by flow cytometry. Sec-
ondly, cells can undergo apoptosis from all phases of the cell cycle, hence debris from S or
G2/M cells may not be detected as ‘pre-G1’ at all [67] as they may have the DNA content
of normal cells (in G0/G1). The above formula for nA, in this respect, is an overestimate
of the number of apoptotic cells, as it assumes that all cells die with a G0/G1 DNA con-
tent. Since above reasons include arguments for under- and overestimation of the actual
proportion of late-apoptotic cells, our method of deriving the pre-G1 fraction serves as a
good indication for the frequency of apoptotic cells.
There was a decisive reduction in the number of cells treated with 1 µM RHPS4 between
days 7 and 10. In particular, the number of harvested cells incubated for more than 7 days
decreased, although the respective seeding densities were the same in these experiments.
Dead cells split into apoptotic bodies and disintegrate in the medium making it hard
to detect such cells. Indeed, cell debris was observed while cells were counted, and a
complete disintegration of apoptotic bodies in the medium may have been a reason for
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the possible underestimate of the number of dead cells (and the number of pre-G1 cells)
towards the end of the observation period.
The fraction of cells in the S phase drops by 10-20% after 4 days suggesting that cells from
the HCT116 cell line are affected by the drug in this phase. This rather temporary effect,
which recovers in days 5-6 (see Figure 4.4), indicates that in many treated cells, the effect
of the drug is to prevent cells passing the G1-S check point where a cell commits to the
DNA synthesis phase of cell division. This can be due to cells resolving certain chromo-
some replication defects introduced by the drug to make cellular conditions favourable
for cell division.
In summary, we have shown that the compound RHPS4 has a concentration-dependent
effect on the proliferation of HCT116 cells, where growth reduction occurs at a later time
point for lower drug concentrations, but cell cycle progression is generally also affected
at an early stage of incubation with the drug. Similar to interpretations of RHPS4-related
effects in Rizzo et al. [112], who exposed HCT116 cells to the drug for 10 days, collected
data at days 4,6,8,10, and found significant growth inhibition, we suggest that RHPS4
interferes with the replication fork during DNA synthesis, causing DNA damage and
apoptosis. Cells may initially recover rapidly from the replication stress, explaining the
dip in the S phase proportions at day 4 with a slight, subsequent increase, but eventually
undergo cell death due to the inability to fix further defects.
The experimental results can be further analysed by means of mathematical models de-
scribing the cell cycle dynamics of control and treated cells, the development of which,
and comparison to experimental data are presented in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
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Mathematical model of cell cycle
dynamics and the effects of RHPS4
The aim of model development and analysis in this thesis is to find out how the drug
RHPS4 affects cells of the HCT116 cell line through their cell cycle and growth. Here, we
want to model the states and dynamics related to the experiments described in Chapter 4.
Data of the proportions of viable and dead cells and data of proportions of cells in each
phase, G0/G1, S, G2/M, pre-G1, of the cell cycle have been collected under control condi-
tions and under treatment with different concentrations, 50 nM, 100 nM and 1 µM of the
potential anti-cancer drug RHPS4 over 10 days.
The phases G0/G1, S, G2/M can be distinguished by their DNA content in a cell, being
onefold during the phases G0 and G1, and twofold during phases G2 andM, and between
one- and twofold during the synthesis phase S. Cells in one of these cell cycle phases are
either viable or have been measured a short time after the onset of cell death. Pre-G1 cells
are dead, being detected some time after the onset of cell death and contain fragmented
DNA with less DNA content than a G0/G1 cell. A simplified cell cycle model of viable
cells is depicted in Figure 5.1. Cell death is indicated by loss of cell material from each of
the three cell-cycle phases.
In this Chapter, we present a novel cell cycle model, describing the overall dynamics un-
derlying our experimental data, and provide the theoretical basis for fitting these models
to data. In Section 5.1, we present the mathematical cell-cycle model and analyse its
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Figure 5.1: A cell cycle model of viable cells including death from each of the three phases.
behaviour with respect to the solution dynamics. We also introduce an asymptotic ex-
pression for the doubling time of a cell population. In Section 5.2, we show how our
deterministic model can be derived from a continuous-time Markov process, where we
introduce the probabilistically motivated expressions for the residence times of cells in a
cell cycle phase. To describe our experimental measurements mathematically, in Section
5.3 we introduce a statistical model of the data. In Section 5.4, we show that our model
is structurally identifiable, that is, each model solution corresponds to a unique set of
parameter values. Numerical optimisation methods that we use to estimate cell cycle
parameters from our experimental data are presented in Section 5.5, and techniques for
model comparison and residual testing to evaluate model-data fits statistically are given
in Section 5.6.
5.1 Mass balance equations and analysis
The nature of the cell states that can be detected by our experimental set-up suggests
the assignment of seven compartments, namely X, Y, Z for viable cells being in G0/G1,
S, G2/M, respectively, X¯, Y¯, Z¯ for cells dying recently in each of the cell-cycle phases,
and A for all pre-G1 cells. Note that the experimental measurements do not allow us
to distinguish between viable and dead cells of the same DNA content. The observable
states therefore differ from the classification, we can only observe cells in the combined
compartments X+ X¯, Y+ Y¯, Z+ Z¯, X+Y+ Z, X¯+ Y¯+ Z¯+ A and A.
Model compartments consist of homogeneous andwell-mixedmaterial and are linked by
material flows between them. We assume balanced cell growth, that is, cell proportions
in each of the cell cycle phases maintain constant ratios to one another. Viable cells go
around the cell cycle X → Y → Z → 2X → . . . , where cells double at the transfer
from Z =G2/M to X =G0/G1. It is possible that cells die from all the phases, G0/G1,
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S, G2/M, of the cell cycle, that is, they are transferred as X → X¯, Y → Y¯ and Z → Z¯.
Once cells have died, their DNA cannot be synthesised anymore and their nucleus is
subject to DNA degradation, that is X¯ → A, Y¯ → A, Z¯ → A. The seven-compartment
model is a modification of model (2.2.1)-(2.2.5) in Section 2.2, refined by the addition of
compartments X¯, Y¯, Z¯ for early cell death in the G0/G1, S, G2/M phase, respectively. In
contrast to model (2.2.1)-(2.2.5), this model does not contain a compartment for senescent
cells, which may be included in the X compartment. Figure 5.2 illustrates the seven-
compartment model including the observable states. We use the principle of mass action
Figure 5.2: A seven-compartment model with compartments X, Y, Z, X¯, Y¯ Z¯, A, arising from the data
collected in Chapter 4. Transition rates k between compartments are assumed to be constant except for kXX¯ ,
kYY¯ , kZZ¯ being possibly time-dependent functions. We group together the observed quantities, that is, the
number of cells in each phase G0/G1 = X + X¯, S= Y + Y¯, G2/M= Z + Z¯, pre-G1 = A (oval areas), and
viable (X+Y+ Z), dead (X¯+ Y¯+ Z¯+ A) cells (rectangular areas).
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to model the dynamics with the system of ODEs
dX
dt
= 2 kZX Z− (kXY + kXX¯)X , (5.1.1)
dY
dt
= kXY X− (kYZ + kYY¯)Y , (5.1.2)
dZ
dt
= kYZ Y− (kZX + kZZ¯) Z , (5.1.3)
dX¯
dt
= kXX¯X− kXA X¯ , (5.1.4)
dY¯
dt
= kYY¯Y− kYA Y¯ , (5.1.5)
dZ¯
dt
= kZZ¯Z− kZA Z¯ , (5.1.6)
dA
dt
= kXA X¯+ kYA Y¯+ kZA Z¯ , (5.1.7)
with initial values (X,Y,Z, X¯, Y¯, Z¯, A)
T |t=0 = (X0,Y0,Z0, X¯0, Y¯0, Z¯0, A0)T ≥ 0 being non-
negative. The rate of change of cell numbers in the system is assumed to be equal to the
inflow minus the outflow of cell material. Cell material which is transferred from the Z
compartment to the X compartment doubles during transition giving a factor of 2 in the
equation for the rate of change in X. Transition rates between compartments are denoted
by k subscripted with labels corresponding to relevant compartments (e.g. kXY is the rate
of transition from the X to the Y compartment) and are assumed to be non-negative and
constant.
We aim to model the most significant cell cycle dynamics without and with treatment
by RHPS4 and therefore aim to focus on capturing the dynamics related to the observed
marked cell death of treated cells during the period of observation. We allow the rate
coefficients governing transition from viable cells to dead cells to be time-dependent,
that is we let k∗ = k∗(t) where (*) represents XX¯, YY¯, or ZZ¯.
At first, we assume k∗(t) = k∗0 is constant (modelM0), that is, transition rates from viable
to dead cells do not change over time. This may be especially true for control cells as they
probably grow in an unhindered manner. However, data corresponding to treated cells
may not be reflected well by this model. Cell death has been observed to set in after a
certain time lag which was dependent on the agent concentration. We want to consider
two refined models, namely a model involving an ongoing rate increase (model M1) and
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a model involving an abrupt rise (modelM2) in the transition rates to cell death. For both
models, we assume that these effects set in at a certain time point t0 > 0, and that they
remain after this time point. The basic rate functions describe, for each of kXX¯, kYY¯, kZZ¯,
(M0) constant behaviour: k∗(t) = k∗0,
(M1) a linear increase: k∗ (t) = k∗0 +m∗ (t− t0)H (t− t0),
(M2) a sigmoidal increase: k∗ (t) = k∗0 + ∆k∗ tβ/
(
t
β
0 + t
β
)
,
with k∗0 being the initial rate of cell death from the compartment (*). The parameter m∗
is the gradient of the linear increase from time point t0 on and H (t) is the Heaviside
function, which takes value 1 for t ≥ 0 and 0 for t < 0. For the abrupt increase, we choose
a sigmoidal function with the magnitude of the increase in k∗(t) being ∆k∗ and β being a
parameter controlling the shape of the transition of k∗(t) at t0. Note that the rate function
of model M0 is the special case of M1 with m∗ = 0 and of M2 with ∆k∗ = 0. The rate
models M0, M1, M2 are illustrated in Figure 5.3. The choice of each of the parameters in
the transition functions will later be evaluated and the best model chosen to find the most
appropriate description of the cell cycle dynamics for each drug concentration.
Figure 5.3: A schematic illustration of (i) rate model M0, (ii) rate model M1, and (iii) rate model M2, govern-
ing transition from viable cells to dead cells in the seven-compartment model in Figure 5.2. The parameter
k∗0 denotes the initial rate of cell death, t0 the time point of the onset of significant cell death, m∗ the gradi-
ent of the rate increase of model M1, ∆k∗ the magnitude of the increase in rate and β a shape parameter of
model M2.
Of course, other models (and rate changes) could be considered: but we know from other
work [77] that the effect of the drug is to accelerate senescence and apoptosis. See Chap-
ter 7 for more detailed analysis of how RHPS4 affects the stability of telomeres that is
necessary to maintain the protective cap of chromosomes in cancer cells.
We now analyse the dynamic behaviour of the system (5.1.1)-(5.1.7), where the analysis
of the model solutions is similar to that of the five-compartment model in Chapter 2.2.
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Therefore we only state the results without derivation. The subsystem of equations
(5.1.1)-(5.1.3) for X, Y and Z is mathematically independent of X¯, Y¯, Z¯ and A. Hence,
we consider separately the cell-cycle dynamics of viable cells, given by the 3×3 system
d
dt

X
Y
Z
 =

−kXY − kXX¯ 0 2 kZX
kXY −kYZ − kYY¯ 0
0 kYZ −kZX − kZZ¯


X
Y
Z
 , (5.1.8)
where we consider only the case of constant rates to cell death (model M0) with k∗(t) =
k∗0. Let c = (X,Y,Z)T be the vector of cycling cells and r1, r2, r3 be the eigenvectors of
the coefficient matrix of (5.1.8) corresponding to eigenvalues ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, respectively. We
assume that all rate constants k∗ are non-negative, and, for simplicity, that all eigenvalues
are distinct. Solutions of (5.1.8) are then of the form
c (t) = a1 e
ξ1t r1 + a2 e
ξ2t r2 + a3 e
ξ3t r3 , (5.1.9)
with a1, a2, a3 being real constants, which are determined by the linear system
R

a1
a2
a3
 =

X0
Y0
Z0
 , (5.1.10)
where R = (r1, r2, r3) is the fundamental matrix and c (0) = (X0,Y0,Z0)
T are the initial
conditions of (5.1.8) at t = 0.
Equations (5.1.4)-(5.1.6) are first order linear differential equations and can be solved by
the integrating factor method. The general solutions for X¯, Y¯ and Z¯ respectively are
X¯ (t) = b1 e
−kXA t + kXX¯0
3
∑
i=1
ai (ri)1
kXA + ξi
eξi t , (5.1.11)
Y¯ (t) = b2 e
−kYA t + kYY¯0
3
∑
i=1
ai (ri)2
kYA + ξi
eξi t , (5.1.12)
Z¯ (t) = b3 e
−kZA t + kZZ¯0
3
∑
i=1
ai (ri)3
kZA + ξi
eξi t , (5.1.13)
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with b1, b2, b3 being real constants, which are determined by the initial conditions on X¯,
Y¯, Z¯, and (ri)j is the jth component of eigenvector ri.
Equation (5.1.7) can be solved by integration with respect to t, giving
A (t) =
3
∑
i=1
di e
ξit + d4 e
−kXA t + d5 e−kYA t + d6 e−kZA t + d7 , (5.1.14)
with d1, . . . , d7 being real constants.
If all of the real parts of the eigenvalues ξi are negative, we observe exponential decay of
X, Y, Z, X¯, Y¯, Z¯ for large t and A increases to the steady state solution d7. If Re ξi > 0 for
some i, the system grows exponentially for sufficiently large values of t > 0. Examples of
exponential growth and exponential decay in the state variables of the system are given
in Figure 5.4. Oscillations (in the case of complex eigenvalues) decline for increasing t.
The complex eigenvalues in the solutions in both examples have relatively large negative
real parts and hence oscillations vanish rapidly over time.
Figure 5.4: Simulations for two sets of parameter values in system (5.1.1)-(5.1.7), displaying exponential
growth (left) and exponential decay (right). The corresponding parameter values are kXY = kYZ = kZX = 1,
kXA = kYA = kZA = 0.5 and X0 = 2 · 105, Y0 = Z0 = 105, X¯0 = Y¯0 = Z¯0 = A0 = 0 for both plots, and
kXX¯0 = kZZ¯0 = 0.1, kYY¯0 = 0.2 for the left plot and kXX¯0 = kZZ¯0 = 0.2, kYY¯0 = 2 for the right plot.
It is possible that the system of cycling cells (X,Y,Z) tends to an equilibrium state, that is,
with at least one eigenvalue being zero and the remaining eigenvalues having negative
real parts. By inspecting (5.1.11)-(5.1.13), or solving (5.1.4)-(5.1.6), we then find that X¯,
Y¯, Z¯ tend either to a constant (for k∗A > 0, with (*) denoting respectively X, Y, Z), or
to a linear function (for k∗A = 0), and A is asymptotic to a linear function. Examples for
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both types of dynamic behaviour are given in Figure 5.5, where suitable parameter values
have been chosen by assuring that the constant term in the characteristic polynomial for
ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 is zero.
Figure 5.5: Simulations for two sets of parameter values in system (5.1.1)-(5.1.7), displaying asymptotically
constant behaviour (left) and asymptotically linear growth (right) of the state variable Z¯(t). The correspond-
ing parameter values are kXY = kYZ = kZX = 1, kXX¯0 = 0, kYY¯0 = kZZ¯0 = −1+
√
2, kXA = 0, kYA = 0.5,
X0 = 2 · 105, Y0 = Z0 = 105 and X¯0 = Y¯0 = Z¯0 = A0 = 0 in both simulations. The parameter kZA varies in
the two plots, where kZA = 0.5 in the left plot and kZA = 0 in the right plot.
In general, however, we expect cell division and growth of the population to dominate
the dynamic behaviour of the system. A quantity of biological interest is the doubling
time, Td, of cells, which is the period of time required for the population of cells to double
in number. It is a characteristic unit for the description of cell growth providing a more
intuitive notion of the long-term impact of growth. In the following, therefore, we aim to
determine the time Td it takes for a population to double their number of viable cells, that
is V = X+Y+ Z.
To derive a mathematical expression for Td, we firstly consider a simplified version (Fig-
ure 5.6) of the cell cycle model which can be described by the two equations
dV
dt
= (µ− δ)V , dV¯
dt
= δV . (5.1.15)
The expression µ − δ in equation (5.1.15) is derived from cells producing a new cell in
the V compartment with rate µ and cells leaving the V compartment with rate δ to the
V¯ compartment of dead cells. Initial conditions are V(0) = V0 > 0 and V¯(0) = V¯0 ≥
0. The corresponding solution for cycling cells is V (t) = V0 e(µ−δ)t, providing us with
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Figure 5.6: A simple two-compartment model of cells cycling in the V compartment with doubling rate µ
and cells exiting the cell cycle to the V¯ compartment with rate δ.
a formula for the doubling time, namely Td = ln(2)/(µ − δ), by solving the equation
2V(t) = V(t+ Td).
We now approximate the doubling time Td for the full model by considering the sub-
system of equations (5.1.1)-(5.1.3) representing the cell-cycle dynamics of viable cells
illustrated in Figure 5.1. The eigenvalues ξ j of the coefficient matrix of (5.1.8) deter-
mine the behaviour of X, Y and Z, and if the largest eigenvalue, say ξs, is positive,
we expect exponential growth in the total number of cycling cells. Through solving
2 (X(t) + Y(t) + Z(t)) = X(t + Td) + Y(t + Td) + Z(t + Td) for large values of t and
assuming constant transition rates k, we approximate the doubling time by
Td =
ln 2
ξs
. (5.1.16)
For exponential decay (ξs < 0), the absolute value of Td gives the half-life of the popu-
lation of cycling cells, though the total number of cells, including apoptotic material, A,
will approach a finite positive constant.
5.2 Markov-chain model and deduction of ODE model
In this Section, we aim to investigate the relationship between a probabilistic model of the
cell-cycle dynamics and the deterministic model in Section 5.1. When modelling the cell
cycle we assume that it is a continuous-time Markov process with a countable state space
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(see Wilkinson [147] for a review of stochastic processes), that is, a stochastic process
{S(t) : t ≥ 0} with S(t) ∈ Nm0 for all t ≥ 0, where the compartments of S represent
the number of cells in each phase of the cell cycle, and where, given the current state of
the system, the past behaviour of the system does not influence the time-evolution of the
process. Thus, we have, in terms of probabilities,
P
(
S (t+ ∆t) = s′
∣∣ {S(τ) = s(τ) | τ ∈ [0, t]}) = P(S (t+ ∆t) = s′ ∣∣ S(t) = s(t)) , (5.2.1)
for all t ∈ [0,∞) and s′ ∈ N0, with ∆t being an infinitesimally short time interval.
A Markov process is said to be time-homogeneous if the transition kernel
p(s, t, s′, t′) = P
(
S(t+ t′) = s′ | S(t) = s) , (5.2.2)
is not dependent on t, that is p(s, t, s′, t′) = p(s, s′, t′) ∀ t. Hence, the initial distribution
for S(0) together with the transition kernel p(s, s′, t′) determine the probability distribu-
tion for the state at all future times. The derivatives
q(s, s′) =
∂p(s, s′, t′)
∂t′
∣∣∣
t′=0
, (5.2.3)
give the rate of moving from state s to state s′. The quantity p(s, s′,∆t) = q(s, s′)∆t is
then the probability of a transition from state s to state s′ in the infinitesimally short time
interval (t, t+ ∆t) conditional on the state being s at time t.
In our cell cycle model, we described the rates of a cell making a transition from one
phase to another by constants k. We want to show that the probabilistic model can be
taken as a basis for the mass balance equations (5.1.1)-(5.1.7) with constant transition
rates, interpreting the state variables in the ODE model as the expected cell numbers of
a Markov process. We consider only a sub-system S = (X,Y,Z) of the cell cycle model
M0 and later on focus only on state changes in the X compartment of the model, as the
equivalence between the probabilistic and the deterministic model can be shown in a
similar way for the remaining state variables.
The probability of a state change in S in the next infinitesimal time interval ∆t can be
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described by the master equation (a brief summary of which is given in Gillespie [47]) as
P (X,Y,Z; t+ ∆t) = [P (X+ 1,Y− 1,Z; t) kXY + P (X+ 1,Y,Z; t) kXX¯0] (X+ 1)∆t
+ [P (X,Y+ 1,Z− 1; t) kYZ + P (X,Y+ 1,Z; t) kYY¯0] (Y+ 1)∆t
+ [P (X− 2,Y,Z+ 1; t) kZX + P (X,Y,Z+ 1; t) kZZ¯0] (Z+ 1)∆t
+P (X,Y,Z; t) [1− (kXY X+ kXX¯0 X+ kYZ Y+ kYY¯0 Y+ kZXZ+ kZZ¯0 Z)∆t] .
(5.2.4)
Each term in the sum on the right hand side of equation (5.2.4) corresponds to a proba-
bility that, at time t, the system (X,Y,Z) is in a certain state s and either remains in that
state in (t, t+ ∆t), or alters its state due to a transition occurring in (t, t+ ∆t). Note that
kXY ∆t, for instance, describes the probability of a transition for one particular cell from X
to Y in the next time interval ∆t, and it is multiplied by the number of cells, X, to give the
probability for any such transition to occur. Summing over all possible values of Y and Z
in (5.2.4) yields
P (X; t+ ∆t) = P (X; t) (1− (kXY X+ kXX¯0 X+ kZX E(Z|X) (t)))∆t
+ (P (X+ 1; t) kXY + P (X+ 1; t) kXX¯0) (X+ 1)∆t
+P (X− 2; t) kZX E(Z|X− 2) (t) ∆t , (5.2.5)
using implications from basic probability theory such as ∑y yP (X,Y = y) = P (X)E(Y|X)
from the definition of the conditional expectation E(Y|X). Rearranging (5.2.5) and letting
∆t→ 0, we obtain
∂
∂t
P (X; t) = − P (X; t) ((kXY + kXX¯0)X+ kZX E(Z|X)(t))
+P (X+ 1; t) (kXY + kXX¯0) (X+ 1) + P (X− 2; t) kZX E(Z|X− 2)(t) .
(5.2.6)
If we multiply both sides of equation (5.2.6) by X and sum over all values of X, it is easy
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to show that
∂
∂t
E (X) (t) = − (kXY + kXX¯0)E (X) (t) + 2 kZX E(Z)(t) , (5.2.7)
demonstrating the relationship between the probabilistic and the deterministic model of
the cell cycle dynamics.
Provided cell numbers are sufficiently large, we can therefore introduce the probabilisti-
cally-motivated notion of the residence time (see Chapter 2.4) as the expected value of
the waiting time, in our deterministic model, and set
TX =
1
kXY
, TY =
1
kYZ
, TZ =
1
kZX
, (5.2.8)
as the residence times of cells in the X, Y and Z compartments. For non-negligible loss
rates k∗0 from any of the three compartments to cell death, we have to correct our formu-
las for the residence time, and set
TX =
1
kXY + kXX¯0
, TX =
1
kYZ + kYY¯0
, TZ =
1
kZX + kZZ¯0
. (5.2.8∗)
5.3 Statistical model of experimental data
To fit the cell cycle model of Section 5.1 to the experimental data collected in Chapter 4,
we need to describe the data mathematically, which we do using a statistical model. The
cell-cycle dynamics are modelled by the system of ODEs (5.1.1)-(5.1.7), of the form
dv (t,p)
dt
= A (t, θ) v (t,p) , 0 < t < te , (5.3.1)
v (0,p) = v0 , (5.3.2)
where v is the m = 7-dimensional vector of state variables and t denotes the time in the
interval [0, te]. The parameter vector p = (θ,v0) with domain Θ ⊆ RL is an L = 20-
dimensional vector of l = 13 unknown rate parameters θk, k = 1, . . . , l = 13, and m = 7
initial conditions (v0)j, j = 1, . . . ,m = 7, (L = l + m = 20) and A is an 7 × 7 matrix
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with entries that depend on θ and possibly t. These numbers are for the example system,
model M2 (see Figure 5.3), where we have te = 10, v = (X,Y,Z, X¯, Y¯, Z¯, A)
T
and
θ = (kXY, kYZ, kZX, kXX¯0,∆kXX¯, kYY¯0,∆kYY¯, kZZ¯0,∆kZZ¯, t0, kXA, kYA, kZA) . (5.3.3)
Whilst this model has m = 7 quantities (X,Y,Z, X¯, Y¯, Z¯, A), only M = 5 independent
quantities are measured, respectively w1 = X + X¯, w2 = Y + Y¯, w3 = Z+ Z¯, w4 = X +
Y+ Z and w5 = A. Hence the vectorw of measurements obtained is a linear combination
of v, this is, w = Bvwhere
B =

1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

. (5.3.4)
In our model the observables, wj, are observed with noise. Therefore, we model wj as
random variables Wj. Our statistical model for Wj (ti), j = 1, . . . ,M, i = 1, . . . , n, the jth
observable at ith time point, is
lnWj (ti) = ln (Bv (ti,p))j + εij , (5.3.5)
where εij are the measurement errors, which we assume are independently and identi-
cally distributed as εij ∼ N
(
0, σ2
)
with variance σ2. The probability distribution ofWj(ti)
is hence log-normal and is described by the probability density function
g
(
wij| α
)
=
1
wij σ
√
2π
exp
−
(
ln
(
wij
)− ln (Bv (ti,p))j)2
2 σ2
 , (5.3.6)
which is a function of the variable wij with the (L+ 1)-dimensional parameter α = (p, σ)
fixed, we require wij > 0 and (Bv (ti,p))j > 0 for (5.3.6) to be well-defined.
As the experimental data, wj(ti), used for model fitting have positive values throughout
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the experiments, and come from measurements which combine error sources by multi-
plication of errors rather than addition (see (4.1.2) for deriving normalised data), there is
good reason to assume that the random variablesWj (ti) follow a log-normal distribution
[73]. This choice of error distribution also seems appropriate since the data stem from an
autocatalytic growth process, that is, a replication process, in which Gaussian variation
in the growth rates will generate a log-normal error structure in the obtained cell num-
bers [80]. The assumption of a log-normal distribution is furthermore affirmed by the
results of normality testing of the model residuals in Chapter 6.4.
5.4 Structural identifiability analysis – application of transfer
function method
Before estimating parameters it is useful first to check whether the model (5.1.1)-(5.1.7)
is identifiable. An identifiable model is one for which the unknown parameters of the
model, our rates k, can be uniquely recovered from observed data under ideal conditions,
that is, assumingwe have error-free and continuous data for all observables available (see
Chapter 3.1 for a definition of structural identifiability).
We apply the transfer function method from Chapter 3.3 to our model and use (3.3.3)
with B as in (5.3.4),
A =

−kXY − kXX¯0 0 2 kZX 0 0 0 0
kXY −kYZ − kYY¯0 0 0 0 0 0
0 kYZ −kZX − kZZ¯0 0 0 0 0
kXX¯0 0 0 −kXA 0 0 0
0 kYY¯0 0 0 −kYA 0 0
0 0 kZZ¯0 0 0 −kZA 0
0 0 0 kXA kYA kZA 0

,
(5.4.1)
and v0 = (X0,Y0,Z0, X¯0, Y¯0, Z¯0, A0)
T
to obtain the exhaustive summary (3.3.5) of the
model, containing 43 equations in p. For the calculations, we use the computational soft-
ware program MATHEMATICA, the code of which is shown in Appendix A.2. In order
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to determine which of the unknown parameters
θ = (kXY, kYZ, kZX, kXX¯0, kYY¯0, kZZ¯0, kXA, kYA, kZA) , (5.4.2)
are uniquely determined by (3.3.5), we pick nine of the 43 equations which are linear in
the parameters θ (that is the equations for the observable parameters Φ1,i and Φm+2,i)
and formulate them as a system of equations Q θ = φ, where Q ∈ R9×9 is a ma-
trix whose entries may contain initial conditions v0, and φ ∈ R9 is a vector of obser-
vational parameters. Matrix reduction of Q by elementary row operations yields that
kXY, kYZ, kZX, kXA, kYA, kZA can be uniquely determined by this system. Hence, we substi-
tute the solutions for the identifiable parameters and consider the exhaustive summary
now as a system of equations only in (kXX¯0, kYY¯0, kZZ¯0). By again picking appropriate
equations from (3.3.5), we obtain a system with coefficient matrix

kYZ kZX kXY kZX kXY kYZ
kYZ + kZX kXY + kZX kXY + kYZ
1 1 1
 , (5.4.3)
which has non-zero determinant if (kXY − kYZ) (kXY − kZX) (kYZ − kZX) 6= 0. Conse-
quently, all model parameters can be uniquely identified and we have shown that the
model is globally identifiable, that is, at least in principle, the parameter values can be
determined from observable quantities.
5.5 Parameter estimation techniques
The parameters to be estimated in our model (5.3.5) are a maximum of l = 13 rate pa-
rameters θk and m = 7 initial conditions (v0)j whose values are not known exactly. We
use a least squares approach for determining optimal parameter values. The approach is
equivalent to maximising the likelihood function under model (5.3.5), that is, maximising
the probability that, for a given parameter vector α = (p, σ), certain realisations wj (ti) of
the random variablesWj (ti) occur, interpreted as a function of α. The sum of the squared
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residuals is
f (p) =
n
∑
i=1
M
∑
j=1
e2i,j (p) , (5.5.1)
where
ei,j (p) = ln (Bv (ti,p))j − ln wj (ti) . (5.5.2)
The least-squares parameter estimate is
pˆ = arg min
p∈Θ
f (p) , (5.5.3)
which represents a nonlinear optimisation problem and is dealt with in the following
paragraphs.
In order to minimize the cost function f in (5.5.1) we need an efficient optimisation tech-
nique that searches over all the parameter space Θ and converges quickly to the global
minimum. An ODE solver (ode45) in MATLAB is used for the numerical integration of
(5.1.1)-(5.1.7) to obtain v (t,p). Local optimisation methods usually converge quickly but
do so only if the initial guess is sufficiently close to the global minimum, otherwise, they
are easily trapped in a local minimum. In contrast, global optimisation algorithms offer a
more promising route to find the global minimum even if there is no proof of convergence
in general and they require more time to find the optimum precisely.
Ashyraliyev et al. [8] therefore propose a hybrid method that uses the Stochastic Ranking
Evolutionary Strategy (SRES) for a global search followed by the Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) method for a local search which starts with the results from the global optimisa-
tion SRES as an initial guess. For local optimisation in the case of least-square fits, the
LM method [84] – a combination of a steepest-descent method with the fast-converging
Gauss-Newton method – is recommended by Ashyraliyev et al. [9].
SRES [116] is a strategy inspired by biological evolution, which uses the idea of treat-
ing parameter sets as the ‘genome’ of an individual and a procedure of selection, re-
combination and mutation is repeated over G generations to find an optimal parameter
set. Selected global optimisation methods were tested for the parameter estimation of
a large ODE model by Moles et al. [88] and SRES presented the best convergence rates.
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We also compared the SRES method to another standard global optimisation algorithm,
Simulated annealing1, and to MATLAB’s built-in function fminbnd (which is a global op-
timisation technique that combines the golden-section search and parabolic interpolation
techniques). We found that SRES performed far faster and more successfully than both
of these other methods, when applied to the cell-cycle models.
We performed calculations in MATLAB using the implementation of Kleinstein et al. [71]
with G = 500 generations for the SRES algorithm, which is run in a transformed space
to avoid stagnation or misconvergence due to sampling from a uniform distribution, and
using the function lsqnonlin for the LM optimisation, where we implement parameter
constraints p ∈ Θ by adding penalties to the objective function ensuring the constraints
are strictly obeyed in each step of the algorithm. An example code for fitting model M∗∗2
(a reduced form of model M2, see Section 6.1 for details) to data from treatment with
50 nM of RHPS4 is presented in Appendix B.
In summary, the SRES + LM method implementation is an efficient approach for the
parameter estimation of the cell-cycle model and is easy to handle once set up. As SRES
is a stochastic optimisation algorithm, several runs should be evaluated to determine the
global minimum, an example will be given in Chapter 6.1.
5.6 Model selection and evaluation
Having found best fits to experimental data for each of the models M0, M1 and M2, the
most appropriate model for each of the given drug concentrations is to be selected. A
danger in choosing a model which is meant to describe the observations from certain
experiments, is overfitting the experimental data by introducing many parameters. We
prefer to choose the model with the smallest number of parameters, which still describes
1Simulated annealing is an optimisation method associated with the physical process of annealing [70].
Starting from a random initial state, a parameter set within the parameter constraints is randomly generated
within a certain range of the previous state and accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis criterion:
in the case of an improvement of the cost function ∆ f ≤ 0, the move will be accepted, otherwise it will
be accepted with probability p (∆ f ) = e−∆ f/Tk , with Tk being the current ‘temperature’ of the system at
step k. At the beginning, Tk is set to be high implying that all states are equally likely to be accepted.
The temperature Tk is slowly decreased with each new accepted state until the improvement of f within a
chosen number of steps is smaller than a preset value ǫ. The slow cooling mimics the physical method of the
controlled cooling of a melt with the aim of reaching its minimum energy state, which corresponds to the
global minimum of the cost function.
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the underlying dynamics sufficiently well. The Akaike information criterion [3] (AIC)
is an information-theoretic criterion for model comparison, which incorporates not only
the objective function f (pˆ) but also a penalty based on the number of parameters in the
model. Hence it characterises the trade-off between goodness of fit and model complex-
ity. When comparing twomodels according to the Akaike criterion, they must be ‘nested’
in the sense that the parameter space of one model is a lower dimensional subspace of
the other model. The value of the Akaike criterion is given by
µAIC = N ln ( f (pˆ)) + 2(L+ 1) , (5.6.1)
where N is the number of experimental measurements, f is the sum of the squared resid-
uals and L is the number of parameters which have been fitted to the data (L is the sum of
the number of rate parameters, l, and the number of initial conditions, m) in each model.
The correction term
µcAIC = µAIC +
2 (L+ 1) (L+ 2)
N − L− 2 , (5.6.2)
[18] should be used for smaller sample sizes of N ≤ 40(L+ 1). The candidate model with
the smallest value µcAIC is the selected model.
We can now evaluate how accurately our selected model reflects the properties of the col-
lected data by employing statistical significance tests. In writing down our model (5.3.5),
we have made several assumptions, namely that the model is a valid description of the
underlying biological processes, that errors are normal on the log scale, that the errors
are independent and have the same standard deviation σ. Under these assumptions, the
residuals êi,j (p) = ei,j (p) /σ are i.i.d. random variables each with a N (0, 1) distribution.
To test the model residuals êi,j for standard normality, that is, to test the null hypothesis
H0: êi,j ∼ N (0, 1), we use the Anderson-Darling Statistic
A2 = − 1
N
N
∑
i=1
(2 i− 1) [ln(zi) + ln(1− zN+1−i)]− N , (5.6.3)
with zl = F
(
ê(l)
)
, l = 1, . . . ,N = n × M; this is one of the most powerful tests of H0
[131]. Here, F is the cumulative standard normal distribution function and ê(1) ≤ ê(2) ≤
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. . . ≤ ê(N) are the weighted residuals êi,j in ascending order. We reject the null hypothesis
at a chosen significance level α (with α being the probability of incorrectly rejecting H0)
if A2 is larger than a critical value δA2(α). For A
2 ≤ δA2(α), we have no evidence against
the null hypothesis, which is supportive for the model choice, but in general a weaker
argument than rejecting H0. The value δA2(α) is derived from the distribution function of
A2 under H0 (“null distribution”). Asymptotic results for the null distribution of A
2 can
be found in Stephens [132].
We now test the residuals ei,j for independence. Dependence between residuals is likely
to be found as correlation between e:j and e:k for j, k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, and as autocorrelation
over the time points of observation, that is e(i+1),j being correlated with ei,j. This could
be checked by tests of the correlation coefficients for each pair (e:j, e:k) as in Kraemer [75]
and by autocorrelation tests for each e:j as in Cedersund and Roll [27]. For very small
(i ≤ 10) sample sizes one should additionally assess if the assumption of independence
for the model errors holds by plotting the residuals.
In the following Chapter 6, the concepts and techniques for model inference and evalu-
ation presented in this Chapter will be combined with our experimental results through
fitting our cell cycle model to data. The best model-to-data fit will be selected and the
model residuals will be statistically evaluated and analysed with respect to the accuracy
of fit.
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Fitting model to data
To investigate the effects of RHPS4 on cell-cycle dynamics, we collected experimental
data from colorectal cancer cells incubated in control (no drug) and three different concen-
trations of RHPS4 for periods of 10 days as described in Chapter 4. We tried to capture the
underlying mechanisms using compartmental models in Chapter 5. We have observed
marked cell death setting in after a time delay in treated cells, which we introduced into
our models using transition rates from viable to dead cells which vary with time. To
evaluate our model and infer more information about the effects of RHPS4 particularly
with respect to its cell-cycle specificity and cell death processes, we now compare model
predictions to our experimental data using the techniques of model inference and resid-
ual testing from Chapters 5.5 and 5.6. We also investigate the accuracy of our parameter
fitting results by applying the techniques of practical parameter identifiability outlined
in Chapter 3.4.
Results from fitting our models to experimental data are presented in Section 6.1, where
the best model describing the data is determined and model reductions are performed to
achieve aminimal realisation of the system. In Section 6.2, we present the results from pa-
rameter fitting and describe the model dynamics for each of the different concentrations
of RHPS4. Information on parameter sensitivities generated by our fitting procedure is
summarised in Section 6.3, and an analysis of the accuracy of model-to-data fit is given
in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 investigates the biological implications of our results. Section
6.6 discusses the results and concludes this Chapter.
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6.1 Results of best fit
We used three submodels, M0, M1 and M2 (see Figure 5.3), each containing a maximum
of 13 parameters, to describe the cell-cycle dynamics of control cells and cells treated
with RHPS4. To find the best fit to experimental data, we inferred parameters using a
combination of global and local optimisation techniques that we introduced in Chapter
5.5, and selected the best model according to the Akaike criterion [3].
As we do not observe the state variables of our model (5.3.1) directly, we do not have
knowledge of the initial values of the system. Estimating the initial conditions v0 directly
from experimental data did not notably influence the best fit and resulted in a higher
accuracy for the estimated rate parameters (more than a 75% reduction in the standard
error, see Chapter 3.4 for estimating standard errors). We chose estimates of initial values
v0 according to experimental data at day 1, as cells take about a day to attach to the flask
before resuming cell growth, and we assume that the proportions of viable cells in each
of the cell-cycle phases G0/G1, S, G2/M do not differ from the proportion of viable cells
across the total cell population at day 1.
Applying the optimisation methods from Chapter 5.5, we found that the parameter es-
timates, pˆ, of our models converged rapidly to the global minimum during the first
G = 100 generations, and in every case of the 30 repeated runs of the SRES algorithm,
based each time on a different random initial guess for pˆ, the final objective function
values were found to be close to the optimal objective function value, see Figure 6.1 for
plots of residuals, f , against generation number. The parameter values obtained from
the repeated runs of the SRES+LM routine shown in Figure 6.2 illustrate the case of 50
nM RHPS4 and demonstrate that the convergence of the method is stable and a unique
minimum can be identified.
We then calculated the corrected Akaike criterion µcAIC (see Chapter 5.6) to select between
models M0, M1 and M2, for each drug concentration. Table 6.1 shows the values of µcAIC,
as well as the values of the cost function f and the variance estimates σˆ2, suggesting
that model M0 describes best the behaviour of control cells and model M2 the dynamical
behaviour of treated cells. The parameter β controlling the shape of the transitions k∗(t) to
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Figure 6.1: The objective function values f (p) are plotted against generation number G for several repeats
of the optimisation routine with a logarithmic scale for the ordinate. The results of fitting model M2 to data
from HCT116 cells treated with 50 nM and 100 nM of RHPS4 are shown. The algorithm converges especially
rapidly during the first 100 generations, and 30 repeats have been run over 500 generations to identify the
global minimum.
cell death for model M2 (sigmoidal rate increase) was not part of the model fit as similar
values of β resulted in equally good fits and additional fitting of β slowed down the
optimisation process. A value of β = 10 was used for model fitting as smaller values of
β resulted in worse fits. In particular, values of β ≤ 3 did not fit the data showing that
the drug introduces not gradual but abrupt changes in the number of viable cells. Note
that, for control cells, the model with a higher cost function value but a smaller number
of parameters has been chosen. For increasing drug concentration, the data variance
estimators σˆ2 increase from about 0.2 (control) to 0.5 (1 µM RHPS4) indicating that more
variability occurs in the data at higher doses of RHPS4. Model M1 performs worse in
terms of fmin than the selected models for all experimental data.
We found very low parameter values for kYY¯0 and kZZ¯0 in control cells, which causes pa-
rameter identifiability problems for kYA and kZA, as the choice of those parameter values,
with Y¯, Z¯ being practically zero, did not influence the model dynamics significantly. This
also resulted in large standard errors in the respective parameters. Therefore, we refitted
model M0 with only 5 parameters, setting kYY¯0 = kZZ¯0 = kYA = kZA = 0. The choice of
the reduced model, denoted by M∗0 , resulted in similar parameter fits (see Table 6.2), with
a smaller value of µcAIC (Table 6.1) compared to model M0 due to the presence of fewer
parameters in M∗0 , confirming the model reduction.
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Figure 6.2: Results of fittingmodelM∗∗2 to experimental data from treatment with 50 nM of RHPS4 are shown
with the parameter values being given in units of 1/day. Optimal parameter values from the global (SRES,
grey dots) and local optimisation routine (LM, black dots) for 30 runs are plotted with their optimal function
value for a choice of 8 parameters, each run being represented by a dotted line connecting the initial guess
(optimal value from SRES) and the optimal value from the LM routine. The parameter set that resulted in
the overall lowest cost function value has been chosen and is circled in this Figure. The optimal parameters
of the 30 fits do not differ more than 0.5/day from the parameter value with the lowest cost function value
for each of the different parameters, only the convergence of kZX and ∆kZZ¯ is less stable with a spectrum of
about ±2.5/day and ±2/day, respectively.
RHPS4
model
type
fmin σˆ
2 µcAIC
model
chosen
0 nM M0 8.1856 0.189 138.64
M1 8.0979 0.198 151.72
M2 7.9739 0.194 150.88
M∗0 8.2152 0.168 127.51 4
50 nM M0 118.29 2.319 310.88
M1 20.240 0.436 217.79
M2 17.481 0.372 209.00
M∗∗2 17.481 0.343 196.16 4
100 nM M0 50.604 0.992 259.93
M1 28.033 0.596 237.34
M2 20.985 0.446 219.96
M∗2 20.985 0.411 207.12 4
1 µM M0 36.423 0.714 240.20
M1 31.121 0.662 243.61
M2 26.038 0.554 232.91
M∗2 26.038 0.511 220.06 4
Table 6.1: The optimal objective function values fmin = f (pˆ) and variance estimates σˆ
2 for the model resid-
uals are given for models M0, M1 and M2 and each concentration of the drug RHPS4, and the model fits are
compared with respect to their values µcAIC of the corrected Akaike criterion. Data of model M
∗
0 is given for
0 nM, of model M∗2 for 100 nM and 1 µM, and of model M∗∗2 for 50 nM RHPS4. The ‘best’ model is chosen
according to the lowest value of µcAIC.
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Similarly, we reduced model M2 by setting kYY¯0 = kZZ¯0 = kYA = kZA = 0 for cells treated
with higher drug concentrations, producing model M∗2 ; and setting kXX¯0 = kYY¯0 = kXA =
kYA = 0 for treatment with 50 nM RHPS4 (model M
∗∗
2 ). This is suggested since all these
parameters k∗0 satisfy k < 10−6/day, with parameters k∗0 that have not been removed
taking values larger than 10−1/day. Furthermore, lower µcAIC values for model M∗2 and
model M∗∗2 than for model M2 supported our choice of model reduction.
We find good agreement between model predictions of the selected models and exper-
imental data, especially for control and 50 nM of RHPS4. The simulated and observed
data are shown for each concentration and each observed quantity in Figure 6.3. For
higher drug concentrations, the simulations overestimate the number of S phase cells at
day 4. However, there is more noise in the data with increasing concentration of RHPS4,
and the model still captures the major trend of the cell cycle dynamics well.
6.2 Parameter fitting - model results
To gain insight into the cell cycle dynamics predicted by the fitted models, we investigate
the solution behaviour of the state variables of the selected models. We compare the
estimated parameter values and effects on physical properties of the system, such as the
doubling time Td, defined by (5.1.16), and the residence times TX, TY, TZ of cells, defined
by (5.2.8∗), in the X, Y, Z compartments, respectively, for no drug and each of the three
concentrations of RHPS4.
Simulations of the dynamical behaviour of viable cells confirm that control cells grow
exponentially, with the number of G0/G1 cells being larger than the number of G2/M
cells and the G2/M cell numbers being slightly larger than the number of S-phase cells
across the observation period. The doubling time of Td = 19.8 h simulated for control
cells is within biological variability of the value Td = 20.5 h quoted by Brattain et al. [25]
for colorectal cancer HCT116 cells. Cells die from the G0/G1 phase, the number of non-
viable S-phase and G2/M-phase cells remain at a constant, very low level (see left panel
of Figure 6.4). Note that t has been shifted one unit in the diagrams in accordance with the
first measurements, which are our initial conditions, being on day 1 of the experiments,
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Figure 6.3: Solutions of the model fitting procedure to experimental data. Simulations stem from the ‘best’
models chosen in Table 6.1. Model curves are represented by lines and experimental data by different mark-
ers dependent on the states observed and logarithmic scales have been taken on the vertical axes. ‘A cells’
denotes pre-G1 cells and is a subset of nonviable cells. Standard deviations of the experimental data are not
shown in order not to impair the visibility of the markers, since error bars would be largely smaller than the
symbols.
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as this is when we assume cell growth to start since cells take about a day to attach to the
flask after seeding and to resume growth.
Figure 6.4: Cell cycle dynamics of model (5.1.1)-(5.1.7) for the behaviour of control cells over 9 days (left:
log-plot for better visual distinction between the different phases of the cell cycle), and for the behaviour of
cells treated with 50 nM of RHPS4 over 10 days (right: normal scale on vertical axis). The asterisk in front of
phase names in the legend denotes dead cells.
Figure 6.5: Cell cycle dynamics of model (5.1.1)-(5.1.7) for the behaviour of cells treated with 100 nM (1 µM)
of RHPS4 are shown on the left (right) side of this Figure. Simulations stem from model fitting to experi-
mental data. The asterisk in front of phase names in the legend denotes dead cells. Note different scales on
vertical axes.
When the drug is added to the cells, the cell cycle dynamics change markedly. The num-
ber of viable cells in each phase of the cell cycle decays exponentially after an initially
exponential increase and almost vanishes at the end of the observation period (see right
panel of Figure 6.4 for 50 nM and Figure 6.5 for 100 nM and 1 µM RHPS4). Whereas
the exponential growth rates, ξs, do not differ much across treatments for the exponen-
tial increase (ξs ∈ [0.6/day, 0.9/day], setting k∗(t) = k∗0 in (5.1.8) with (*) representing
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XX¯, YY¯, or ZZ¯), these growth rates are negative and decline markedly with increas-
ing drug concentration (ξs = −2.2458/day for 50 nM, ξs = −0.98828/day for 100 nM,
ξs = −0.68232/day for 1 µM RHPS4, setting k∗(t) = k∗0 + ∆k∗ in (5.1.8)) for the expo-
nential decrease. Model analysis revealed that we find oscillations in the state variables
for each cell-cycle phase and each drug concentration around the beginning (t = 1) of the
observation period (two eigenvalues are complex conjugates with negative real parts),
hence their contributions to the cell numbers vanish rapidly as t increases. The peak of
the number of viable cells is shifted towards earlier times at increasing drug concentra-
tion. The number of pre-G1 cells grows exponentially for control cells and, due to the
number of viable cells ceasing to proliferate, linearly in the second half of the observation
period for treated cells. For the lowest drug concentration of 50 nM, however, the model
predicts a higher number of viable S-phase cells than viable G2/M-phase cells across the
observation period contrary to respective trends for control cells, 100 nM and 1 µM treat-
ments.
Table 6.2 displays all estimated rate parameter values and some derivations such as dou-
bling times for each concentration of RHPS4. Control cells spend about 10.6 h in the
G0/G1 phase, 3.2 h in the S phase and 5.0 h in the G2/M phase according to the fitted pa-
rameters. The rates of transition between compartments of viable cells and the average
amounts of time TX, TY, TZ a cell spends in each of the cell cycle phases G0/G1, S, G2/M,
do not display a trend with respect to changes in drug concentration. Notable changes
predicted by the model, however, are in TZ for 50 nM, being less than half the length of
the corresponding estimates for control cells, and in TZ for 100 nM and 1 µM, being about
1.5 times this length. There is also a slight increase of about 1.5 h in the predicted resi-
dence time of cells in the S phase for increasing drug concentration. The time point, t0,
around which the transition rates to cell death increase by ∆k∗, decreases from 5.12 days
to 1.68 days with increasing drug concentration, where the decrease is more significant
for the lower drug concentrations.
There is no visible trend in the model of cells dying before the time point t0. Control cells
and cells treated with higher drug concentrations die with lower rates (kXX¯0 < 0.4/day)
from the G0/G1 phase; cells treated with 50 nM die markedly (kZZ¯0 = 1.72/day) from
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RHPS4 (0 nM) 0 nM 50 nM 100 nM 1 µM
model M0 M
∗
0 M
∗∗
2 M
∗
2 M
∗
2
TX 10.6 10.6 13.2 7.18 12.4
TY 3.21 3.22 3.16 4.07 4.70
TZ 5.02 5.01 2.08 7.37 8.23
Td 19.8 19.8 20.8 20.1 27.3
kXY 2.03 2.03 1.82 2.98 1.72
kYZ 7.47 7.45 7.59 5.90 5.10
kZX 4.78 4.79 9.84 3.26 2.92
t0 - - 5.12 2.46 1.68
kXX¯0 2.36× 10−1 2.35× 10−1 0 3.61× 10−1 2.11× 10−1
kYY¯0 4.87× 10−17 0 0 0 0
kZZ¯0 3.28× 10−16 0 1.72 0 0
kXX¯0 + ∆kXX¯ 2.36× 10−1 2.35× 10−1 3.21 3.13 1.86
kYY¯0 + ∆kYY¯ - - 2.90 1.58 8.88× 10−1
kZZ¯0 + ∆kZZ¯ - - 5.98 1.44 1.36
kXA 1.63× 10−1 1.70× 10−1 0 7.05× 10−2 2.56× 10−2
kYA 1.20× 10−14 0 0 0 0
kZA 4.54× 10−1 0 1.71× 10−1 0 0
Table 6.2: Results of parameter estimation. The transition rates k are displayed in units of 1/day for all
concentrations of the drug RHPS4, together with respective residence times TX , TY , TZ of cells in the G0/G1,
S, G2/M phase, as defined by (5.2.8
∗), and doubling times Td (before the time of marked cell death) of viable
cells, as defined by (5.1.16), given in units of hours. Cells die with rates k∗0 + ∆k∗ after the time point t0. The
presented values stem from the ‘best’ models chosen in Table 6.1. Parameter values for model M0 and model
M∗0 are given for comparison.
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the G2/M phase. There is practically no death from the S phase before t0. After the
time point t0, treated cells die with significantly higher rates from all phases of the cell
cycle. In particular, cells treated with 50 nM RHPS4 undergo cell death from G2/M with
a markedly higher rate (kZZ¯0 + ∆kZZ¯ = 5.98/day) than from the other cell cycle phases.
DNA degradation in cells occurs largely from the phases of the cell cycle in which cells
die before the time point t0, that is, X¯ → A when X → X¯ before t0 (control, 100 nM and 1
µM RHPS4), and Z¯ → A when Z → Z¯ before t0 (50 nM RHPS4).
To analyse the data in Table 6.2 further, we approximate the percentages of live cells in
each compartment X, Y, Z, and the percentages of which compartments X, Y, Z cells die
from at times t > t0 by considering the largest eigenvalue, ξs, and the corresponding
eigenvector, rs = (rs,1, rs,2, rs,3)
T, of the coefficient matrix of (5.1.8) for each concentra-
tion of RHPS4. We use the scaled components rs,i/(rs,1 + rs,2 + rs,3), i = 1, 2, 3, of the
eigenvector rs to approximate the percentages of live cells in the X, Y, Z compartments,
respectively. Furthermore, we approximate the percentages of which compartments X, Y,
Z cells die from at each dose of RHPS4 respectively by pX¯ rs,1/r¯, pY¯ rs,2/r¯, pZ¯ rs,3/r¯, where
pX¯ =
kXX¯0 + ∆kXX¯
kXY + kXX¯0 + ∆kXX¯
, pY¯ =
kYY¯0 + ∆kYY¯
kYZ + kYY¯0 + ∆kYY¯
, pZ¯ =
kZZ¯0 + ∆kZZ¯
kZX + kZZ¯0 + ∆kZZ¯
,
(6.2.1)
are the death probabilities for cells in each compartment and
r¯ = pX¯ rs,1 + pY¯ rs,2 + pZ¯ rs,3 , (6.2.2)
is a scaling factor.
When comparing cell cycle proportions of viable cells treated with RHPS4 to those of
control cells, we find that, whereas S phase proportions are slightly higher (2-6%) when
the drug is added to cell cultures, there is a drop of about 12% in the proportion of viable
G2/M phase cells for 50 nM of RHPS4, and an average increase of about 10% for higher
concentrations of RHPS4. Correspondingly, G0/G1 phase proportions increase by around
10% for 50 nM and decrease by an average of 14% for 100 nM and 1 µM of RHPS4. Table
6.3 shows the percentages of live cells in each model compartment. In contrast to control
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cells, which die primarily from the G0/G1 phases, cells treated with 50 nM of RHPS4 die
at low percentages (7-8%) additionally from the S and G2/M phases. For 100 nM and
1 µM of RHPS4, cell death from the S phase occurs at low proportions of about 7-12%,
cell death from the G2/M phases, however, increases to about 21-28%. The proportions
of which phase of the cell cycle cells die from at different drug concentrations are given
in Table 6.4.
PPPPPPPPDose
Phase G0/G1
X
S
Y
G2/M
Y
Control 64 16 21
50 nM 74 17 9
100 nM 45 21 34
1 µM 55 18 27
Table 6.3: Percentages of live cells in each model compartment.
PPPPPPPPDose
Phase G0/G1
X
S
Y
G2/M
Z
Control 100 0 0
50 nM 85 8 7
100 nM 60 12 28
1 µM 72 7 21
Table 6.4: Percentages of which phases of the cell cycle cells die from at each dose of RHPS4 at times t > t0.
Altogether, our models predict exponential growth with a doubling time of a little less
than a day for control cells, which is in agreement with data from the literature, and we
find exponential growth is followed by exponential decay which occurs after a time delay
for treated cells, where a larger delay corresponds to a lower drug concentration and vice
versa. Cell death occurs primarily from the G2/Mphase for a dose of 50 nMRHPS4 before
the time point t0 of increased cell death, in contrast to higher drug concentrations, where
cells are more likely to die from the G0/G1 phase. At times t > t0, however, around 10%
of treated cells die also from the S phase and cell death from the G2/M phases switches
on in particular for cells treated with higher concentrations of RHPS4, with more than
20% of cells dying from this phase. Hence, RHPS4 seems to particularly affect the G2/M
phase inducing cell death throughout the treatment period for 50 nM of RHPS4, and after
a delay of about 2-3 days for the higher drug concentrations of 100 nM and 1 µM.
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6.3 Sensitivity analysis
It is important to investigate how reliable and accurate model predictions are before
drawing conclusions from the model output. We perform a detailed sensitivity analysis
on all model parameters in this Section and consider how sensitive the model dynamics
are to small changes in the estimated parameters. Thus, we identify which parameters
are important in contributing to the prediction of the output variables.
Parameter sensitivity is a measure of how a small variation in each parameter around the
optimal parameter values pˆ influence the model behaviour. To investigate the sensitiv-
ity of our model parameters p, we define the time-dependent dimensionless sensitivity
coefficients
S
(
vj,pk, t
)
=
pk
vj(t,p)
∂vj(t,p)
∂pk
=
∂ logvj(t,p)
∂ logpk
, (6.3.1)
for the kth parameter on the jth variable in our model, with vj denoting the jth com-
ponent of the vector of state variables v = (X,Y,Z, X¯, Y¯, Z¯, A). The partial derivatives
∂vj(t,p)/∂pk can be computed by solving the equations described in Appendix C.1. A
zero value of S indicates that the respective model variable is insensitive to changes in the
parameter value, and a value of 1 indicates that a change in pk causes the same relative
change in vj.
We have computed values of sensitivity coefficients according to (6.3.1) for the initial
conditions v0 and the rate parameters k in our model. At the time point t = 1, each of the
initial conditions (v0)i has sensitivity 1 on vj with j = i and sensitivity 0 on vj for all j 6= i.
In general, the sensitivities of the initial conditions are positive and low, with S < 0.5
for the sensitivities of each of the state variables on X0, Y0, Z0 at times t > 2, vanishing
sensitivities of X¯, Y¯, Z¯ on X¯0, Y¯0, Z¯0 as well as A on X¯0, Y¯0, Z¯0, A0 as t → ∞ (S < 0.1 for
t > 5, except for the sensitivities of A on A0 at 1 µM RHPS4 where S < 0.1 for t > 6.5)
and S = 0 for the sensitivities of X, Y, Z on X¯0, Y¯0, Z¯0, A0, and X¯, Y¯, Z¯ on A0.
All rate parameters have sensitivity 0 at t = 1 as we assume initial conditions for day
1 to be independent of transition rate parameters. For control cells, the rate parameter
kXY has the greatest influence on each of the components of the system (data not shown);
and t0 has the greatest affect on model dynamics for cells with 50 nM RHPS4. We find
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that changes in t0 cause disproportionally larger changes in the state variables X, Y, Z for
t > 5, furthermore an increase in t0 evokes a marked decrease in X¯ and Y¯ at earlier times
(4 ≤ t ≤ 6) and a significant increase at later times (t ≥ 7). The effects on Z¯ and A are of
the same type but less marked; Figure 6.6 shows selected sensitivity plots. Determining t0
to a good level of accuracy is therefore crucial in accurately simulating model behaviour
for model M∗∗2 . For increasing drug concentrations, the effect of t0 declines, but changes
in t0 cause changes in other variables at earlier times (t = 3 for 100 nM, t = 2 for 1 µM).
Figure 6.6: Selected sensitivity plots for model M∗∗2 (where t0 ≈ 5) and results of fitting data from treatment
with 50 nM RHPS4. The plots show the sensitivity coefficients for all 9 model parameters and numbers of
viable and dead cells in G0/G1 and G2/M (in this Figure: X, X
∗ = X¯, Z, Z∗ = Z¯, respectively). Overall, the
parameters t0, and then kXY , have the greatest effect on cell cycle dynamics.
Overall, the effects of changes in parameter values become more visible the longer cells
are kept in culture. An increase in rate parameters of cycling cells has, in general, a
positive effect on cell cycle compartments. Depending on the model chosen, however,
one of the rate parameters has positive and negative effects on those compartments of
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dead cells that are most affected by the drug. For 50 nM RHPS4, for example, an increase
in kZX causes a decrease of cell numbers in Z¯ (and A) at times t ≤ 4 and an increase that
is nearly proportional to kZX at times t ≥ 6. The final increase of non-viable cell numbers
is caused by the source of viable cells growing with increasing kZX. The rate parameters
∆k∗ influences the states of viable cells rather strongly and the states of non-viable cells
less strongly (|S| < 2). The effect of kZA is rather small except for the compartment of
pre-G1 cells (data not shown).
We find that the sensitivity curves of each of the state variables are approximately sym-
metric for kZX and kZZ¯0 with respect to the time axis, hence the effects of both parameters
on model dynamics nearly cancel, indicating the possibility of a strong correlation be-
tween the respective parameters for 50 nM RHPS4. The correlation between parameters
will be studied in greater detail by investigating the correlationmatrix in the next Section.
6.4 Accuracy of fit
We can evaluate how accurately our model predictions reflect the statistical assumptions
we made about the experimental data by using the statistical hypothesis tests introduced
in Chapter 5.6. To analyse the uncertainty in the estimated parameters pˆ, we estimate
the standard errors and investigate the correlation matrix of pˆ as well as parameter con-
fidence regions as described in Chapter 3.4.
In writing down our model (5.3.5), we made several assumptions, namely that the model
is a valid description of the underlying biological processes, and that errors are inde-
pendent and log-normally distributed with the same standard deviation σ. Under the
model (5.3.5) the model residuals ei,j are independent with a N
(
0, σ2
)
distribution (see
Chapter 5.3). We employ statistical tests to check the model residuals for normality and
independence. Using the Anderson-Darling Statistic [131, 132] we found no evidence at
a 5% significance level against the hypothesis that ei,j ∼ N
(
0, σ2
)
. Furthermore, using a
t-statistic [75] we found no evidence against the assumption that residuals are indepen-
dent. The level of correlation in residuals for control and at 50 nM RHPS4 is very low
(p > 0.1 for most pairs of residuals), indicating that our models capture the dynamics
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well. We also have not found any significant autocorrelation [27], that is, ei+1,j is not
correlated with ei,j, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, over the time points of observation in the residuals.
Most of the p-values were larger than 0.5, none of them being smaller than 0.15. Figure
6.7 displays the residuals ei,j for the case of 50 nM of RHPS4. For higher drug concen-
trations, we find statistically significant (p < 0.05) correlation between residuals from
X + X¯, Y+ Y¯, Z+ Z¯, X¯ + Y¯+ Z¯+ A, indicating that there is some systematic variability
in the data that the model does not capture. The near-linear relationships between resid-
uals may be caused by secondary dynamics in nonviable cells, which are not accounted
for in our model.
Figure 6.7: Residuals ei,j for time points ti, i = 1, . . . , 10, and model categories j = 1, . . . , 6, are plotted on the
time scale for model M∗∗2 and experimental data from treatment with 50 nM of RHPS4. Using the Anderson-
Darling Statistic, there is no evidence at a 5% level against the null hypothesis that the residuals are sampled
from a normal distribution.
An illustration of the estimates of the rate parameters for the four RHPS4 assays including
standard errors is given in Figure 6.8. Standard errors correspond to local analysis around
pˆ and, therefore, large error bars indicate low accuracy in a neighbourhood of the optimal
parameter. Consequently, error bars do not indicate the full range of possible parameter
values for the model to be a good prediction of the cell cycle dynamics.
The degree of correlation between the estimates pˆ of the rate constants k was evaluated
for each concentration of RHPS4 by computing the correlation matrix of pˆ (given for
50 nM of RHPS4 in Appendix C.2). For the control case and higher drug concentra-
tions, we found only weak correlation between parameter estimates (|rij (pˆ) | < 0.8 and
|rij (pˆ) | < 0.9 for all i, j, respectively). There is, however, a positive correlation between
the estimates of kZX and kZZ¯0 (r34 (pˆ) = 0.96) for treated cells with 50 nM RHPS4, mean-
ing that, with parameter values being at the best fit, changes in kZX and kZZ¯0 proportional
to each other do not significantly influence the model predictions in a small neighbour-
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Figure 6.8: Parameter estimates for control cells and treatment of cells with 50 nM, 100 nM and 1000 nM
RHPS4 from fitting model M∗0 (control), model M∗2 and model M∗∗2 (treated cells). Standard errors of param-
eter estimates result from model fit to experimental data and are shown by error bars.
hood of the estimated parameter values. Hence, good predictions for these parameters
lie within a narrow ellipsoidal region in the kZX-kZZ¯0-plane, indicated in Figure 6.9 (left
plot), whose orientation and length of principal axes can be estimated from analysis of
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Fisher information matrix as described in Chap-
ter 3.4. The parameter values can be slightly lower or higher but must approximately
satisfy (kZX − 9.84) ≈ 5.05 (kZZ¯0 − 1.72). The Tables of all eigenvalues and correspond-
ing eigenvectors are given in the Appendix C.3. Lower accuracy and strong correlation
between the estimates kZX and kZZ¯0 therefore suggests that the effects of the drug on
these parameters may be less dramatic at 50 nM RHPS4 than originally inferred from
model fitting.
The error bar for ∆kZZ¯ is rather large for 50 nM RHPS4 corresponding to a relatively flat
region in parameter space along ∆kZZ¯. Whereas the estimates of kZX and kZZ¯0 are strongly
correlated, the confidence region in the kZX-∆kZZ¯-plane, for example, is a rather broad
ellipsoid as shown in Figure 6.9, which corresponds to a weaker correlation (r37 (pˆ) =
0.66).
In summary, for no drug and 50 nM of RHPS4, our model predictions capture the ex-
perimental data particularly well and reflect the statistical assumptions we made about
the data. Apart from the parameters kZX, kZZ¯0 and ∆kZZ¯ that were estimated with lower
accuracy, most of the model parameters were estimated with good accuracy given the
general biological variability existing in living systems.
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Figure 6.9: Projections of the ellipsoidal regions for the estimated parameter pˆ onto the kZX-kZZ¯0-plane (left
plot) and the kZX-∆kZZ¯-plane (right plot) are shown for 50 nM of RHPS4. The ellipsoids are centred at the
optimal parameter values pˆ and u
ij
k = (uki,ukj) are the projections onto the xi-xj-plane of the L-dimensional
normalised eigenvectors uk with components uk1, . . . ,ukL, which describe the directions of the principal
axes in the L-dimensional ellipsoid. The lengths of the projected principal axes are lk ‖uijk ‖2, where lk are the
radii along the principal axes uk of the L-dimensional ellipsoid and ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. The
parameters kZX and kZZ¯0 are strongly (r34 (pˆ) = 0.96) correlated in contrast to kZX and ∆kZZ¯ (r37 (pˆ) = 0.66).
6.5 Biological implications
We now interpret briefly the core biological findings frommodel fitting, thus relating our
theoretical results to the biological processes of the mechanism of action of RHPS4 in the
cell cycle.
We find that the drug affects the cell cycle phases differently at lower and higher con-
centrations. High concentrations do not have a pronounced cell-cycle specific effect on
cells over the total observation period, whereas low concentrations seem to affect the
G2/M phases by increasing the rate of transition to the G0/G1 phases indicating fewer or
faster processes occurring in the G2/M phases, which simultaneously introduce marked
cell death from G2/M over the period of observation. One reason for the cell death in the
G2/M phases might be chromosome end-to-end joining, as described in Guo et al. [54], as
chromosomes cannot be segregated during mitosis and cells do not pass the metaphase-
anaphase checkpoint.
Furthermore, we observe a drug-dependent behaviour in terms of cells undergoing cell
death around t0 (the time point of significant cell death), where higher drug doses reduce
the delay to the onset of marked cell death, which occurs in a largely cell-cycle indepen-
dent manner.
The delay in the effects of the drug can be interpreted either as the time which the drug
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requires to enforce its mechanism of action until the cell’s repair machinery is depleted,
or as the number of cell divisions required before the drug causes the occurrence of sec-
ondary effects leading to cell death.
A further effect of the drug, which we found by flow cytometry analysis, is the decrease
of G2/M and in particular S phase proportions at day 4 for all concentrations of RHPS4.
We could, however, not capture these transient dynamics by our models.
6.6 Discussion and conclusions
In order to investigate the effects of the drug RHPS4 on cancer cell-cycle dynamics, we
have collected experimental data from colon cancer cells as discussed in Chapter 4. We
developed ODE models of the cell-cycle dynamics, allowing for different functions for
the transition rates to cell death, and we analysed the model equations in Chapter 5
where we also discussed the behaviour of solutions. Expressions for the doubling time
and residence times have also been derived by deterministic and probabilistic means,
respectively. We have proposed a statistical model assuming log-normal errors for the
experimental data and have tested the residuals of model-data fits for misspecification.
Model fitting has been performed in this Chapter by minimising a least squares cost func-
tion using global and local optimisation methods, and the Akaike criterion [3] was used
to rank models of different complexity. The models ‘best’ describing the experimental
data have been selected from the suggested candidate models. The best fit of data on the
control cells was a model with constant transition rates; and the data for cells treated by
50 nM of RHPS4 was fitted best by including (sigmoidal) time-dependent transition rates.
More complex effects influenced the cell cycle dynamics when the more potent treatment
with 100 nM and 1 µM of the drug was applied, and less impressive agreement between
model data and experimental data has been achieved for these cases. We also tried fitting
one model to all four data sets (control and three doses) using transition rate functions
k∗ that are linear in the concentration of RHPS4, we could, however, not find a good fit
to the data in this way. The estimated parameter values of the best-fitting models have
been presented and we investigated the parameter sensitivities and the accuracy of our
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estimated parameters. In each drug concentration, we found little correlation between
the parameter estimates and generally reasonably good accuracy.
The error bars on our parameter estimates come from linearisation of the model around
the optimal parameters and are thus symmetric. Symmetry of the standard errors about
the parameter estimates is a rather unnatural assumption, in particular, when the pa-
rameters are purely positive and small. An approach based on the profile likelihood has
recently been developed by Raue et al. [110] which does not require a linear approxi-
mation of the model. The method detects non-identifiabilities of model parameters and
produces confidence intervals for parameter estimates by frequent re-fitting of the model,
fixing one parameter each time. This technique might be an interesting alternative to es-
timating the accuracy of the parameter estimates in future work.
We report that the decrease in S (and consequently G2/M) phase cells that RHPS4 causes
around day 4 in HCT116 colorectal cancer cells is only a minor effect of the treatment, the
cause of which we could not fully explain by our model. More significant is the delayed
onset of rapid cell death within the population of treated cells, occurring largely from the
G2/M phase for 50 nM and from the G0/G1 phase for higher concentrations of RHPS4
(100 nM; 1 µM). In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the drug causes primarily
abrupt cell death which is cell-cycle-specific and delayed.
The delay in the effect of the drug decreases with higher drug concentrations and the
mechanisms for the delay remain to be discovered. RHPS4 stabilises G-quadruplexes,
which has been found to inhibit telomerase [49], it thus shortens telomeres during repli-
cation. This could cause increased senescence of treated cells. The drug also causes telom-
ere uncapping leading to apoptosis [118]. We suggest that RHPS4 affects telomeres of
colorectal cancer cells in two ways: first, induced telomere shortening may decrease the
fraction of telomeres in the capped state [113], and additional disruption of telomeric
proteins may subsequently cause damage to the uncapped telomeres leading to activa-
tion of damage response pathways in cells traversing S phase [112]. These findings could
serve as a potential explanation in particular for the late death of cells treated with 50 nM
RHPS4, which we found occurs largely from the G2/M phase. Secondly, higher concen-
trations of the drugmay lock the telomeric end in G-quadruplex structures causing severe
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replication stress by impairing fork progression in early S phase, which could explain the
earlier onset of cell death for 100 nM and 1 µM of the drug. G-quadruplexes seem not to
be compatible with chromosome replication: they have been observed in vivo through-
out the cell cycle except for the phase of DNA replication [81]. Mathematical modelling
of telomere replication processes with interference through G-quadruplex formation and
stabilisation by RHPS4 can be a useful means to investigate the underlying mechanisms
of the delayed cell death further, which is part of the following Chapter.
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Part III
Telomere length dynamics
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CHAPTER 7
Models of telomere length dynamics
in telomerase-positive cells
Fitting our cell cycle model to experimental data we collected in the tissue culture lab
suggested that the drug RHPS4 affects colorectal cancer cells markedly after a time de-
lay which was concentration-dependent. We interpret the delay as the number of cell
divisions the cell population has undergone after administering the drug and before cell
death, and suggest that the observed cell death is associated to secondary effects of the
drug at the terminating DNA sequences, called telomeres. In this Chapter we assume
that, primarily, telomeres shorten due to inhibition of the enzyme telomerase by mecha-
nisms that are induced by RHPS4. We aim to describe these mechanisms by mathemati-
cal models and investigate how the drug affects telomere length dynamics in cancer cells,
particularly in the late S/G2 phase of the cell cycle, that is, immediately after telomere
duplication and before chromosome segregation and mitosis.
First, we briefly summarise the review of telomere biology from Part I that is relevant
for the modelling presented in this Chapter. Telomeres of most somatic cells typically
shorten in the S phase of the cell cycle due to the end-replication problem, that is, the
inability to fully replicate the terminating DNA sequences [79]. Also C-strand resection
by a nuclease may contribute to the cyclic shortening of telomeres [83]. A more detailed
review of telomere replication can be found in Section 1.3.
The enzyme telomerase can antagonise telomere shortening by associationwith the telom-
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eric end, where it progressively synthesises telomeric repeat sequences at the single-
stranded overhang of the telomere (reviewed in Section 1.5). Human telomerase has been
suggested to act rapidly on most (∼ 70-100%) telomeres following replication, indiscrim-
inately elongating leading and lagging DNA strands, where C-strand synthesis occurs
after the synthesis of the G-overhang as a distinct event in the late S/G2 phase [151, 158].
The unfolded, open form of telomeres is presumably the most natural form during telom-
ere synthesis. Telomeres, however, can loop back and tuck their single-stranded end
into the duplex DNA of telomeric sequences to form a t-loop (reviewed in Blackburn
[23], de Lange [38]), protecting telomeric ends from DNA degradation and DNA dam-
age responses (see Section 1.4 for greater detail). T-loops also function as telomerase
inhibitors, as they hide the telomeric 3’ end from access by telomerase, and structural
rearrangements between t-loops and the open form of telomeres are likely to establish
telomere length homeostasis.
In contrast, Cristofari and Lingner [36] found that HeLa telomeres, which were observed
over 56 population doublings (PD), elongated at a constant rate of 415-635 bp/PD upon
overexpression of the main functional subunits of the enzyme telomerase, the catalytic
protein TERT and the telomerase RNA component (TERC). This massive telomerase ac-
tivity is referred to as super-telomerase, and long telomeres did not change into a perma-
nently non-extendible state in super-telomerase cells.
Alternatively, telomeric ends can spontaneously fold into guanine-rich structures called
G-quadruplexes (G4), which are supported by monovalent cations such as potassium
(K+) in the nucleus (see Section 1.4). G4 structures form in vivo and probably unfold
during telomere replication [121]. When G-quadruplexes are located at the very end of
the telomeric G-overhang, which has been shown to be their preferred location [134], the
enzyme telomerase is inhibited by the capping of the 3’ end [155]. Optimal telomerase
activity thus seems to require the non-folded single-stranded form of terminal telomere
sequences.
Cheng et al. [29] compared relative quadruplex and duplex binding affinity constants of
different quaternary polycyclic acridinium salts and found that quaternised quino[4, 3, 2−
kl]-acridinium salts, such as RHPS4, selectively bind and stabilise quadruplex DNA.
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Also, quadruplex DNA binding affinity correlated strongly with telomerase-inhibitory
activity data for these G4 ligands. Thus, the quino[4, 3, 2− kl]acridinium methosulfate
RHPS4 is an effective G4 ligand and potent telomerase inhibitor in vitro (see Section 1.7
for the effects of RHPS4 on cancer cells).
Standard techniques of telomere length measurements have been reviewed in Section
1.6.1. A high-throughput (HT) Q-FISH method has recently been developed [26], which
can be used for large sample sets, generates telomere-length frequency histograms and
allows for the analysis of interphase nuclei. Telomere length is maintained in telomerase-
positive HeLa cells and has been measured at a mean value of 3.44 kb with standard
deviation of 0.80 kb. A HT Q-FISH histogram of the telomere length distribution of HeLa
cells is shown in Figure 7.1, which we represent by a normal distribution in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.1: A HT Q-FISH histogram of the telomere length distribution of HeLa cells, where n = 495 nuclei
were analysed (taken from Canela et al. [26]). Reprinted with permission from PNAS.
Our aim is to develop and analyse a variety of models of telomere length dynamics for
telomerase-positive cancer cells, and to investigate how they respond to treatment with
RHPS4. In Section 7.1, we gather data on the kinetics involved in the telomere-length
regulatory processes described above, in order to obtain more accuracy in the predictions
wemake from simulating dynamic model behaviour. In Section 7.2, we consider a simple
model describing the telomere length dynamics during one S/G2 phase, where the model
is closed in the sense that there is no influx or efflux of telomeres. In Section 7.3, we
allow for a constant input of telomeres and include a negative feedback mechanism for
telomere length regulation, where longer telomeres form t-loops and leave the system in
this state. We also use this open model to describe telomere length dynamics not only for
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one cell cycle, but also over a small number of cell generations. Finally, in Section 7.4, we
feed the model output from the previous model back into the system and analyse under
which conditions of telomerase and RHPS4 levels telomere length distributions stabilise
over a large number of cell generations and predict the according steady-state length
distributions. Section 7.5 summarises the results and contains a concluding discussion.
7.1 Estimation of kinetic model parameters
Some experimental results on the kinetic rate and equilibrium binding constants which
we will use in simulation and analysis of model dynamics later (in Sections 7.2-7.4), can
be found in the literature and will be described in this Section.
HeLa cells are telomerase-positive cells which were taken from a cervical cancer patient
in 1951 and maintained in culture since then. The HeLa cell line is immortal, but when
telomerase activity is inhibited in HeLa nuclei, telomeres shorten by ∼45 bp/cell divi-
sion [158].
Binding kinetics of telomerase to single-stranded telomeric (TTAGGG)3 sequences (no
G4 folding possible) have been measured at 37◦ in vitro by pulse-labelling of primers
in complex with telomerase (primer binding assay) and following the time-dependent
dissappearance of labelled primers [143]. The dissociation rate of telomerase has been
determined at koff = 0.013min
−1, which is equivalent to a half-life of t1/2 = ln 2/koff ≈ 53
min of the complex, and the equilibrium dissociation (Michaelis-Menten) constant has
been measured at Km ≈ 2 nM. We consequently estimate the binding rate of telomerase
as kon = koff/Km = 6.5× 10−3 min−1· nM−1.
Total overhang length in HeLa cells that were synchronised at the G1/S transition gradu-
ally increased during 6-7.5 h after release [37, 158], indicating a phase of increased telom-
erase activity, and then decreased back to normal size during the G2 phase, possibly due
to fill-in of the C-strand. The exact mechanisms with respect to leading and lagging over-
hang generation, however, are not yet well understood.
The typical number (R1/2) of telomeric repeats synthesised before half-life t1/2 of the
telomerase-telomere complex has been estimated to be between 0.66 and 4.1 [145], that
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is between about 4 and 25 bases, and we derive the rate of telomere elongation as ρ =
R1/2/t1/2. Hence we find ρ ∈
[
1.2× 10−3, 7.7× 10−3] in units of nt·s−1 (nucleotides per
second) with mean value ρ¯ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1. The variation in the measurements stems
from different levels of the POT1-TPP1 complex used in assays, which seemed to enhance
telomerase activity.
Zhao et al. [157] studied the formation of telomeric quadruplex structures by measur-
ing the folding (k f ) and unfolding (ku) rate constants of the human telomere sequence
(TTAGGG)4 at 150 mM of K
+ (typical intracellular concentration) and 37◦C. The rate
constants were determined by use of an optical biosensor as k f = 1.6 × 10−2 s−1 and
ku = 3.8× 10−3 s−1, hence G4 structures and the unfolded, single-stranded form exist in
a slow equilibrium in vitrowith half lives of about 3 min and less than 1 min, respectively.
The equilibrium binding constant of RHPS4 with quadruplex forming human telomeric
sequences d[AG3(TTAGGG)3] has been estimated by fluorescence titration as K = 2.70×
105 M−1 and by surface plasmon resonance experiments (using an optical sensor) as K =
110.0× 105 M−1 [29]. We estimate K by choosing the mean value K = 5.6× 106 M−1.
The dynamics of t-loop formationwere described by aworm-like chainmodel in Rodriguez-
Brenes and Peskin [113], who developed an algorithm to sample telomeric chromatin
chains (modelled as semi-flexible polymer chains) at thermodynamic equilibrium. They
assumed that the longer telomeres are, the more frequently telomere ends come into close
proximity with internal positions of the telomere, and hence the more likely are invasions
of double-stranded DNA by the G-overhang, which results in the formation of displace-
ment loops together with t-loops. We approximate the rate of the formation of t-loops by
a sigmoid function of telomere length (see Figure 7.2), inspired by a quantitative model
[24] and data [136] for the telomere extension frequency in budding yeast cells (having
shorter telomeres than human cells), which suggest that telomere length is regulated in a
nonlinear fashion by a switch between telomerase-extendible and -nonextendible states.
Using x to denote the number of basepairs (bp) of a telomere, we model the rate of t-loop
formation (telomere capping) by
kc (x) =
δ
1+ exp ((α− x) /β) , (7.1.1)
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with shape parameters α > 0 bp, β > 0 bp and δ > 0 s−1. For small β, this has the form
of a step function, with step at x = α; kc(x) ≈ 0 for x < α and kc(x) ≈ δ for x > α; and β
describes the range of telomere lengths over which the transition occurs.
Figure 7.2: A Gaussian probability density function, p(x), for the telomere length in HeLa cells, with mean
L0 = 3440 bp and standard deviation σ = 800 bp, is indicated by the solid gray line. The rate of t-loop
formation (see formula (7.1.1)), kc(x), is modelled by a sigmoidal function of telomere length (dashed line)
with shape parameters α = 1775 bp, β = 300 bp and δ = 5× 10−5 s−1. Shorter telomeres are more likely to
be in an unlooped form than longer telomeres.
7.2 Model (i): A closed model for telomere length dynamics in
the S/G2 phase
The mechanisms described in Section 7.1 can be summarised in a simple model con-
taining the states U, B, G and C respectively for the number of telomeres in the open
(Uncapped) form, Bound to telomerase, in G-quadruplex formation and forming a Com-
plex with the drug RHPS4 (see Figure 7.3). After telomere duplication in the S phase,
telomeres switch between the open and G4 forms (G4 folding rate k f and G4 unfolding
rate ku), where telomeres in the open form bind free telomerase molecules T, with associ-
ation rate kon and dissociation rate koff, which synthesise nucleotides with average rate ρ
at the telomere end, thereby extending telomere length and compensating for incomplete
replication of telomeres. Telomeric intramolecular G4 structures do not allow telomerase
association with the 3’ end, and can be stabilised by free RHPS4 molecules R, where the
association rate and dissociation rate of RHPS4 are ks and kd, respectively. We assume
that one telomerase molecule binds one telomere to elongate the telomeric end, and one
RHPS4 molecule is sufficient to stabilise a G4 form. Furthermore, all kinetic rates are
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assumed to be constant and non-negative.
Figure 7.3: Model of telomeric states U, B, G, C. Kinetics for each reaction are described by their rate constants
k. Free telomerase (T) and RHPS4 (R) in the nucleus bind open forms (U) and G4 structures (G), respectively.
Telomerase elongation occurs at rate ρ.
We analyse the effect of the nuclear concentration of telomerase and RHPS4 on telomere-
length dynamics in the time interval beginning at the end of chromosome duplication
(when we assume that telomerase starts to act) and ending in the late G2 phase (when
telomerase stops acting and its activity is inhibited by other, yet unclear, mechanisms).
Initially, all 184 telomeres within a cell (here, a HeLa cell) are assumed to be in the open
form, that is, U0 = 184, and we describe the mechanisms of our model by the following
mass balance equations (ODEs),
d
dt
U(t) = koff B(t) + ku G(t)−
(
kon T(t) + k f
)
U(t) , (7.2.1)
d
dt
B(t) = kon T(t)U(t)− koff B(t) , (7.2.2)
d
dt
G(t) = k f U(t) + kd C(t)− (ku + ks R(t))G(t) , (7.2.3)
d
dt
C(t) = ks R(t)G(t)− kd C(t) , (7.2.4)
with U(0) = U0 and B(0) = G(0) = C(0) = 0, where we treat the numbers of telomeres
U, B, G, C, the numbers of telomerase molecules T and the numbers of RHPS4 molecules
R as continuous variables. We assume that telomerase and RHPS4 molecule numbers are
conserved quantities in the cell during the period of observation, that is, T(t) + B(t) = T0
and R(t) + C(t) = R0 at all time points t ≥ 0. The system we consider is closed, the
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number of telomeres is hence a conserved quantity as well, with
U(t) + B(t) + G(t) + C(t) = U0 . (7.2.5)
According to the data given in Section 7.1, HeLa telomeres have an average telomere
length of 3,440 bp and shorten due to the end replication problem and possibly C-strand
resection by µ = 45 bp per cell division, which makes an average length l0 = 3, 395 bp of
telomeres after the duplication of telomeres and before telomerase has been activated in
the cell. We assume that these are separate events for each telomere. We assume that the
average length, l(t), at time t, of telomeres in our system increases with rate ρ/U0 when
a telomerase molecule is associated with one telomere, hence
d
dt
l(t) =
ρ
U0
B(t) , (7.2.6)
with l(0) = l0.
Equation (7.2.5) can be used to express the quantity C(t) in equation (7.2.3) in terms of
U(t), B(t) and G(t). Taking advantage of the fact that we can express the quantities
T(t) and R(t) by other model variables, we reduce the system (7.2.1)-(7.2.4) to only three
differential equations in U(t), B(t), G(t), namely
d
dt
U(t) = koff B(t) + ku G(t)−
(
kon T0 + k f − kon B(t)
)
U(t) , (7.2.7)
d
dt
B(t) = kon (T0 − B(t))U(t)− koff B(t) , (7.2.8)
d
dt
G(t) = kdU0 +
(
k f − kd
)
U(t)− (ku + ks R0 + kd − ksU0)G(t)− kd B(t)
− ks G(t) (U(t) + B(t) + G(t)) . (7.2.9)
We are interested in how the steady state of this system depends on the concentration
of telomerase and how it is affected by RHPS4. Setting the left-hand side of each of the
equations (7.2.7)-(7.2.9) to zero and solving for the variables U, B, G at steady state we
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find
U =
koff B
kon (T0 − B) , G =
koff k f B
kon ku (T0 − B) , (7.2.10)
and B is solution of the cubic
0 = kon
2 k2u (U0 − B) (T0 − B)2 − koff2 k f ks k−1d
(
k f + ku
)
B2
− kon koff ku B (T0 − B)
(
ku + k f + k f ks k
−1
d (R0 −U0 + B)
)
, (7.2.11)
derived by inserting (7.2.10) into (7.2.9). To solve the cubic (7.2.11) we require estimates
for the kinetic rate parameters, as it is difficult to solve (7.2.11) algebraically.
In order to adopt appropriate units for the parameters given in Section 7.1, we employ the
fact that a concentration of 1 nM corresponds to approximately 10−9NAVn·mol·l−1 ≈ 415
molecules per HeLa nucleus, where NA = 6.022× 1023 mol−1 is the Avogadro constant
and Vn = 6.9× 10−13 l is the nuclear volume of a HeLa cell. The BioNumbers data base
of Milo et al. [87] provides us with an average volume for HeLa nuclei, which is taken
from Monier et al. [90]. Using standard conversion factors, we obtain kon = 2.6× 10−7
s−1, koff = 2.2× 10−4 s−1, ρ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1, k f = 1.6× 10−2 s−1, ku = 3.8× 10−3 s−1
and K = 1.4× 10−5 with K = ks k−1d for the equilibrium binding constant of RHPS4. The
exact values for each of the rates of RHPS4 binding, ks, and RHPS4 dissociation, kd, are
not relevant for the steady state of the system and we can set ks = 10−7 s−1 (according
to the size of the other molecular binding rate, kon), for example, then kd = ks K
−1 =
7.1× 10−3 s−1.
We use MATHEMATICA to compute three numeric solutions of (7.2.11) in B, only one
of which is physical, that is 0 ≤ B < T0. Linear stability analysis over the ranges of
T0 ∈ [0, 10000] and R0 ∈ [0nM, 1000 nM] shows that the only physical solution is stable,
that is, the real parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of system (7.2.7)-(7.2.9)
evaluated at the steady state (U, B,G) are all negative. The steady state solutions inU(t),
B(t), G(t) are shown in Figure 7.4 as functions of the number of telomerase molecules for
the case of no drug (R0 = 0).
Assuming the system is in “quasi-steady” state, that is, the state variables operate close to
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Figure 7.4: Simulation of the steady state numbers of telomeres B – bound by telomerase (solid line), U – in
the open form (dashed line), and G – in G4 form (dotted line), dependent on telomerase molecule numbers
T0 in a drug-free assay (R0 = 0).
the steady state and change slowly, the average telomere length at time t can be estimated
by
l (t) = l0 +
ρ
U0
B t . (7.2.12)
At an estimate of T0 = 2500 telomerase molecules in the nucleus and no drug (B ≈ 65),
the time, tr, it takes to replenish the number of nucleotides, µ = 45 bp, lost due to the end
replication problem is about 7.8 h. Figure 7.5 shows nucleotide addition of telomeres as a
function of the number of telomerase molecules in the nucleus for different periods (tr =
4.5, 6, 7.8 h) of telomerase activity. We also simulate telomere elongation by telomerase as
a function of the concentration of RHPS4 for a fixed number of telomerase molecules T0
in the nucleus, as shown in Figure 7.6 for T0 = 2500, 5000, 10000 (the higher values of T0
corresponding to super-telomerase cells).
It is possible to approximate the average telomere length l(t) at t = tr as a function
of the concentration of RHPS4, R0, by rational polynomials of the form 1/(a R0 + b) +
c (with a = 1.6 × 10−7 nt−1, b = 1/µ and c = l0 for T0 = 2500 and tr = 7.8 h, for
example, resulting in a maximum distance between curves of about 0.1 bp). One can find
an approximation l(tr) − l0 for the number of nucleotides added during the time span
tR and replace the term T for telomerase elongation of telomeres in the model (1.6.4) in
Section 1.6.2 by l(tr)− l0 to simulate changes in telomere length distributions over several
chromosome replication events and for different drug concentrations R0, as shown in
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Figure 7.5: Simulation of the average length of telomeres after telomere shortening (µ = 45 bp) due to the
end-replication problem and subsequent telomere elongation by telomerase for a period of tr = 4.5 h (dotted
line), tr = 6 h (dot-dashed line) and tr = 7.8 h (dashed line) as a function of telomerase molecules T0 and for
the case of no drug (R0 = 0), where we assume the system is in “quasi-steady” state. The average telomere
length of HeLa cells is 3, 440 bp and is indicated by the solid line.
Figure 7.6: Simulation of the average length of telomeres after telomere shortening (µ = 45 bp) due to the
end-replication problem and subsequent telomere elongation by telomerase for a period of tr = 7.8 h with
T0 = 2500 (dashed line), T0 = 5000 (dot-dashed line) and T0 = 10000 (dotted line) telomerase molecules:
each curve plotted as a function of RHPS4 concentration R0. We assume the system is in “quasi-steady”
state. The average telomere length of 3, 440 bp of HeLa cells is indicated by the solid line.
Figure 1.24 for the case of l(tr)− l0 < µ. The model developed by Qi [108] distinguishes
between leading- and lagging-strand replication, assuming telomere loss occurs on the
leading telomere, but does not account for the effects of structural changes at the terminal
sequences of telomeres. By contrast, we consider telomere length changes averaged over
all telomeres in a cell, and aim to explore the impact of a feedback loop on telomere length
dynamics over several replication events. Such a feedback loopmay be introduced by the
formation of t-loops of telomeric ends being in an open state.
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7.3 Model (ii): An open model of length dynamics engaging a
negative feedback mechanism in S/G2
Wewant to simulate not only the dynamics of the average telomere length, but also of the
telomere length distribution over time for control cells and cells treated with RHPS4. We
refine our model (7.2.1)-(7.2.4) by including a variable x for the length of telomeres and
allow for a constant influx of telomeres into the system, at rate ke, and losses at rates kc
and kr, being introduced by formation of t-loops and locking of G4 structures by RHPS4,
respectively. We assume that the rate of t-loop formation is dependent on telomere length,
that is kc=kc(x) as introduced in Section 7.1, where shorter telomeres are more likely to
form t-loops than longer telomeres and the relation is of a nonlinear (sigmoidal) nature.
The extended model is illustrated in Figure 7.7.
Figure 7.7: Model of telomeric states U, B, G, C. Kinetics for each reaction are described by their rate constants
k. Free telomerase (T) and RHPS4 (R) in the nucleus bind open forms (U) and G4 structures (G), respectively.
Telomerase elongation occurs at rate ρ. Telomeres enter the system at rate ke and exit the system due to t-loop
formation at rate kc(x) and due to G4-stabilisation by RHPS4 at rate kr. Here, x is the length of a telomere.
Since the average telomere loss of about µ = 45 bp during chromosome replication is
much less than the initial telomere length of approximately 2k to 6k basepairs in HeLa
cells, we treat telomere length, x, as a continuous variable. The dynamics of individual
telomeres of length x at time t can be mathematically described by a partial differential
equation (PDE) model of the number densities of telomeres in the states U, B, G, C, that
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is,
∂
∂t
U (x, t) = ke p (x) + koff B (x, t) + ku G (x, t)
− (kc (x) + kon T (t) + k f )U (x, t) , (7.3.1)
∂
∂t
B (x, t) = kon T (t)U (x, t)− koff B (x, t)− ρ ∂∂x B (x, t) , (7.3.2)
∂
∂t
G (x, t) = k f U (x, t) + kd C (x, t)− (ku + ks R (t))G (x, t) , (7.3.3)
∂
∂t
C (x, t) = ks R (t)G (x, t)− (kd + kr)C (x, t) , (7.3.4)
where p(x) is the probability density function of the length of telomeres entering the
system at rate ke, which we model as Gaussian, hence
p (x) =
1√
2π σ2
exp
(
− (x− L)
2
2 σ2
)
, (7.3.5)
with average telomere length L and variance σ2. This choice of p(x) allows for small
proportions of telomeres with negative length, which we will ignore in the following.
One could also use a different distribution such as a log-normal distribution for p(x)
to avoid positive probabilities of telomeres with negative length; these, however, may
reappear when we simulate telomere length distributions over several cell generations
due to the shortening of telomeres that occurs at each cell division.
We adopt the functional form (7.1.1) for kc (x) as proposed in Section 7.1. Assuming that
telomerase and RHPS4 are conserved quantities in the system, we have
T (t) +
∫ ∞
0
B (x, t)dx = T0 , R (t) +
∫ ∞
0
C (x, t)dx = R0 , (7.3.6)
for the numbers of free telomerase molecules, T(t), and the numbers of free RHPS4
molecules, R(t). The term ρ ∂∂x B (x, t) is the only derivative term with respect to x in
the model equations and accounts for the process of telomere elongation at rate ρ by
telomerase.
We now assume that, for the system in steady state, the numbers of bound telomerase
and bound RHPS4 molecules are small compared respectively to the numbers of free
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telomerase and free RHPS4 molecules in the nucleus, that is, T (t) ≈ T0 and R (t) ≈ R0.
Steady state telomere length distributions are then described by the equations
0 = ke p (x) + koff B (x) + ku G (x)−
(
kc (x) + kon T0 + k f
)
U (x) , (7.3.7)
ρ
∂
∂x
B (x) = kon T0U (x)− koff B (x) , (7.3.8)
0 = k f U (x) + kd C (x)− (ku + ks R0)G (x) , (7.3.9)
0 = ks R0 G (x)− (kd + kr)C (x) , (7.3.10)
for each of the four telomere states U, B, C, G. Using equations (7.3.9) and (7.3.10), we
obtain C ∝ G ∝ U. We then express U as a function of B and p using equation (7.3.7),
and subsequently rewrite (7.3.8) as an ODE for the variable B(x). To avoid negativity in
B(x), a reasonable boundary condition to impose on (7.3.8) is B(−∞) = 0 or B(+∞) = 0
(imposing B(0) = 0 leads to a sign change of B(x) in x = 0 due to p(x) > 0 for all x ∈ R).
We estimate rate parameters as in Section 7.2 and we set ke = 9.2× 10−3 s−1 according
to an approximate influx of 184 (normal number of chromosome ends in human cells)
telomeres into the system per 5.5 h (the time during which telomere extension occurs
[158]), and estimate, within biologically feasible ranges, the values α = 1775, β = 300 and
δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 for the sigmoid function kc(x) (compare Figure 7.2) and the loss rate kr =
5× 10−6 s−1. We simulate, by numerical integration of (7.3.8) using MATHEMATICA’s
built-in function NDSolve, steady state distributions for different molecule numbers T0 of
telomerase. Similarly, we simulate the telomere length distribution of telomeres leaving
the system, kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x), at steady state and compare it to the distribution p(x)
of telomeres entering the system as shown in Figure 7.8.
Our results show that for larger T0, the distributions become increasingly positively skewed.
Figure 7.9 shows the simulated steady-state telomere length distributions. The steady
state curves U(x) and G(x) are of the same shape, but different amplitude.
We also simulate the telomere length distributions at steady state for T0 = 5000, δ =
10−5 s−1 and varying molecule numbers R0 of RHPS4 (see Figures 7.10 and 7.11). An
increase in R0 causes telomere length distributions to become less skewed. This is due to
larger numbers of telomeres forming a complex, C, with RHPS4, which prevents telom-
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Figure 7.8: Simulations of telomere length distributions p (x) (dot-dashed line) and kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x)
(solid line) of telomeres entering and telomeres leaving the open system per unit of time, respectively, for
δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 and different numbers of telomerase molecules, T0 = 500, 1000, 1700, 5000 (no drug, R0 =
0). The x-axis represents telomere length (TL) in units of basepairs.
Figure 7.9: Simulations of steady state solutions U(x), B(x), G(x) (represented by a solid, dot-dashed
and dashed line, respectively) for δ = 5 × 10−5 s−1 and different numbers of telomerase molecules,
T0 = 1000, 1700, 5000, 10000 (no drug, R0 = 0). The x-axis represents telomere length (TL) in units of base-
pairs.
erase from adding telomeric sequences to telomere ends. Figure 7.12 presents a compar-
ison of how many telomeres leave the system from U and C via t-loop formation and
RHPS4 binding, respectively.
Figure 7.10: Simulations of telomere length distributions p (x) (dot-dashed line) and kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x)
(solid line) of telomeres entering and telomeres leaving the open system per unit of time, respectively, for
δ = 5× 10−5 s−1, T0 = 5000 and different concentrations of RHPS4, R0 = 0, 50, 100, 1000 nM. The x-axis
represents telomere length (TL) in units of basepairs.
Figure 7.11: Simulations of steady state solutionsU(x), B(x), G(x), C(x) (represented by a solid, dot-dashed,
dashed and dotted line, respectively) for δ = 5× 10−5 s−1, T0 = 5000 and different concentrations of RHPS4,
R0 = 0, 50, 100, 1000 nM. The x-axis represents telomere length (TL) in units of basepairs.
In order to investigate which parameters control the shape of the telomere length dis-
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Figure 7.12: Simulations of telomere numbers kc(x)U(x) (dashed line) and kr C(x) (dotted line) leaving the
system fromU and C, respectively, per unit time for δ = 5× 10−5 s−1, T0 = 5000 and different concentrations
of RHPS4, R0 = 0, 50, 100, 1000 nM. The x-axis represents telomere length (TL) in units of basepairs.
tributions at steady state, we derive approximate analytical expressions for the distribu-
tions. We assume β is small and so approximate kc(x) in (7.1.1) by δH(x − α), where
H(x) denotes the Heaviside step function, to derive approximate analytical expressions
at steady state for U(x), B(x), G(x), C(x), and the mean telomere length of telomeres
leaving the system, kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x). We use an integrating factor to solve the ODE
(7.3.8) with the boundary conditions B(−∞) = 0 and B(+∞) = 0, to obtain
B(x) =

a1 e
−a2 x
(
1+ erf
(
x− L
σ
√
2
− σ√
2
a2
))
, x < α ,
b1 e
−b2 x
(
b0 + erf
(
x− L
σ
√
2
− σ√
2
b2
))
, x > α ,
(7.3.11)
U(x) =

1
c1
(
koff B(x) + ke p(x)
)
, x < α ,
1
δ+ c1
(
koff B(x) + ke p(x)
)
, x > α ,
(7.3.12)
G(x) =
k f (kd + kr)
ku kd + kr (ku + ks R0)
U(x) , (7.3.13)
C(x) =
ks R0
kd + kr
G(x) , (7.3.14)
where
a2 =
koff
ρ
(
1− kon T0
c1
)
, b2 =
koff
ρ
(
1− kon T0
δ+ c1
)
, (7.3.15)
and
c1 = kon T0 +
k f ks kr R0
ku kd + kr (ku + ks R0)
, (7.3.16)
and a1, b0, b1 are lengthy explicit expressions involving kinetic parameters of the system,
which are given in Appendix D. All constants satisfy ai, bi > 0. Here, the steady state
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distribution of B is a product of a negative exponential function and an error function,
where the error function dominates the exponential function for x < α and vice versa
for x > α. The parameter b2 determines how rapidly the telomere length distribution
approaches zero for increasing telomere length, x, with smaller values of b2 increasing the
positive skewness of the distribution. Hence, decreasing the rate of t-loop formation (by
lowering δ) increases the positive skewness of B(x), resulting in more longer telomeres,
and so does increasing the number T0 of telomerase molecules (or the rate ρ of telomere
elongation), for example.
The parameters koff and ke function as scaling factors that determine the contribution
of B(x) and p(x) to the telomere length distribution U(x). For small koff, when B(x)
is increasingly positively skewed, we expect B(x) to have a larger tail than U(x) due
to the respectively decreasing and increasing contributions of B(x) and p(x) to U(x).
We note that U(x) is independent of the rates k f and ku of G4 folding and unfolding,
respectively, for control cells (R0 = 0). The distributions of G and C are of the same
shape asU(x), where larger R0 increases the ratio of telomere numbers C/G. The ratio of
telomere numbers C/U increases with increasing R0 in a nonlinear fashion, and tends to
k f/kr for large R0. On the other hand, the ratio of telomere numbers G/U decreases with
increasing R0 in an inverse fashion, and is equal to k f/ku for R0 = 0. For larger T0, the
distributions become increasingly positively skewed.
By integrating the equations (7.3.7)-(7.3.10) over the interval [−∞,∞), assuming B(−∞) =
B(∞) = 0, and taking the sum of all these equations, we obtain the steady-state input-
output balance
ke =
∫ ∞
−∞
kc(x)U(x)dx+ kr
∫ ∞
−∞
C(x)dx , (7.3.17)
where kc(x) is given by (7.1.1). We have confirmed that this holds for the solutions plotted
later.
An analytic expression for the mean telomere length, L̂ = L̂(T0,R0), of telomeres leaving
the system at steady state, is
L̂ =
∫ ∞
−∞ x kc(x)U(x) + x kr C(x)dx∫ ∞
−∞ kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x)dx
=
1
ke
∫ ∞
−∞
x kc(x)U(x)dx+
kr
ke
∫ ∞
−∞
x C(x)dx ,
(7.3.18)
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and an approximate formula for (7.3.18), based on the approximation of kc(x) by δH(x−
α), has been derived using MATHEMATICA with a series of variable substitutions and
simplifications, as the formulae involved in the computation are long and complex. We
consider only the limiting cases R0 = 0 (no drug), R0 → ∞ (high concentrations of
RHPS4) and σ→ 0 (all telomeres are initially of the same length) for L̂, that is,
L̂R0=0 = L+
ρ
2 koff
(
erfc
(
L− α
σ
√
2
)
+
2 kon T0
δ
)
, (7.3.19)
L̂R0→∞ = L+
kon T0 ρ
koff (δ+ k f )
+
δ kon T0 ρ
2 koff k f (δ+ k f )
erfc
(
L− α
σ
√
2
)
− δ (kon T0)
2 ρ
2 koff k f (δ+ k f ) (kon T0 + k f )
erfc
(
L− α
σ
√
2
+
σ koff k f
ρ
√
2 (kon T0 + k f )
)
× exp
(
koff k f
ρ (kon T0 + k f )
(
L− α+ σ
2 koff k f
2 ρ (kon T0 + k f )
))
, (7.3.20)
L̂σ→0 = L+
kon T0 ρ (ku (kd + kr) + ks kr R0)
koff (δ ku (kr + kd) + ks kr R0 (δ+ k f ))
, (7.3.21)
where erfc(x) = 1− erf(x) is the complementary error function, and we assume positive
concentrations of telomerase, T0 > 0, and L > α. The expression L̂ is independent of
ke, and L̂R0=0 and L̂R0→∞ are also independent of ku, ks, kd and kr. An increase in the
parameter values T0 (or ρ) leads to a linear increase in L̂R0=0, becoming nonlinear for
positive values of R0. An increase in σ leads to an increase in L̂R0=0. If we assume σ0 → 0,
that is, all telomeres initially have the same length, we find L̂σ→0 is independent of α and
increases linearly with T0 (or ρ).
We use (7.3.19) and (7.3.20), or (7.3.21) to derive expressions for the limits of L̂σ→0 for
extreme values of R0, that is
L̂R0=0,σ→0 = L+
kon T0 ρ
koff δ
, (7.3.22)
L̂R0→∞,σ→0 = L+
kon T0 ρ
koff (δ+ k f )
. (7.3.23)
We use formula (7.3.19) to approximate L̂R0=0 for varying δ or σ, and different values of
T0 (see Figure 7.13). Here, a value of T0 = 500 and δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 results in L̂R0=0 ≈ L0
choosing L = L0−µ (initial mean telomere length of telomeres immediately after a telom-
ere shortening event). Furthermore, we simulate L̂ for varying R0 and different values of
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T0, and also plot L̂R0→∞ against T0 (Figure 7.14), which results in an (approximately)
straight line.
Figure 7.13: The mean telomere length L̂R0=0 of telomeres leaving the system, kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x)) is plot-
ted against the parameter δ (left; σ = 800 bp) and σ (right; δ = 5× 10−5 s−1), controlling the rate of t-loop
formation and the standard deviation of the initial telomere length distribution p(x), respectively. Simula-
tions are shown for four different values T0 = 100, 500, 1000, 1700 (from smaller to larger dashing of lines)
and no drug. The solid lines indicate the threshold values L = L0 − µ and L̂ = L0.
Figure 7.14: The mean telomere length L̂ of telomeres leaving the system, kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x), plotted
(left) against the concentration R0 of RHPS4 for three different numbers of telomerase molecules, T0 = 419
(L̂ ≈ L0, dashed line), T0 = 1000 (dot-dashed line), T0 = 1700 (dotted line), where δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 and
the solid lines indicate the threshold values L = L0 − µ and L̂ = L0. The plot on the right-hand side of the
Figure shows L̂R0→∞ (dashed line) as a function of T0, where L = L0 − µ is indicated by a solid line.
We aim to show numerical results of telomere length distributions over a few generations.
To derive steady state distributions at the end of each replication, we initially assume the
length distribution of telomeres before the first replication event to be Gaussian p0(x)
as in (7.3.5) with L = L0. Telomeres shorten at an average amount µ due to the end-
replication problem and postreplicative processing, and consequently enter the system
with length distribution p(x) = p0(x + µ). By numerically integrating (7.3.8) and using
(7.3.17) we simulate the telomere length probability density function of telomeres leaving
the system, p1(x) = (kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x))/ke, at steady state and compare it to the dis-
tribution p0(x) of telomeres entering the system before telomere shortening takes place.
Assuming telomere length does not change between the S/G2 phases of subsequent cell
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divisions, we treat the output telomere lengths of one cycle as the input telomere length
for the next generation, p = p1(x+ µ). In particular, we use the steady state distribution
of telomeres leaving the system at the end of the initial generation i = 0 as input (of rate
ke) into the system at the beginning of generation i = 1 and after telomere loss of amount
µ occurred, that is (kc(x+ µ)U(x+ µ) + kr C(x+ µ))/ke = p1(x+ µ) replacing p(x) in
equation (7.3.1), and derive steady state distributions pi(x) for higher generations i in this
fashion.
Figures 7.15 and 7.16 show simulations of telomere length distributions, pi(x), of telom-
eres entering the system at generation i, for different concentrations of RHPS4 and T0 =
500 (telomere length equilibrium, i = 25) and T0 = 5000 (super-telomerase cells, i = 10),
respectively. For increasing R0 telomere length distributions are shifted towards 0 and
their shape changes from positively to slightly negatively skewed.
Figure 7.15: Simulations of telomere length distributions p0(x) (dot-dashed line) and pi(x) (solid line) of
telomeres entering the open system at generations 0 and i = 25, respectively, in units of s−1 for T0 = 500,
δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 and different concentrations of RHPS4 (0nM, 50nM and 1000nM). Telomeres shorten by
µ = 45 nt between each round of replication. The x-axis represents telomere length (TL) in units of basepairs.
Figure 7.16: Simulations of telomere length distributions p0(x) (dot-dashed line) and pi(x) (solid line) of
telomeres entering the open system at generations 0 and i = 10, respectively, in units of s−1 for T0 = 5000
(super-telomerase cells), δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 and different concentrations (0nM, 50nM and 1000nM) of RHPS4.
Telomeres shorten by µ = 45 nt between each round of replication. The x-axis represents telomere length
(TL) in units of basepairs.
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7.4 Model (iii): Model of telomere length dynamics over large
numbers of cell divisions
7.4.1 Model formulation
In order to investigate changes in the telomere length distributions over several cell di-
visions, we now modify the model further and feed the telomeres that exit the system at
rates kc(x) and kr back into the system. We assume that telomeres shorten by an amount
µ due to the end replication problem (in the S phase) before they re-enter the system. The
strategy we employed at the end of Section 7.3 to simulate telomere length distributions
over several generations worked well for smaller generation numbers i, but was compu-
tationally too expensive for large values of i. Figure 7.17 illustrates an extended system
incorporating model (7.3.1)-(7.3.4), but allowing for analysis of the telomere length dis-
tribution after large numbers of cell divisions, that is iterative S/G2 phases, where we
assume that telomere length does not change in the G0/G1 and the M phase of the cell
cycle.
Figure 7.17: A closed model of telomeric states U, B, G, C, with telomeres of length x losing µ basepairs
when they exit the system by t-loop formation (rate kc(x)) or after forming a complex with RHPS4 (rate kr);
telomeres re-enter the system in the open (U) form. Kinetics for each reaction are described by their rate
constants k. Free telomerase (T) and RHPS4 (R) in the nucleus bind open telomere forms and G4 structures
(G), respectively. Telomerase elongation occurs at rate ρ.
We aim to analyse the model dynamics and compare the results of our analysis to exper-
imental telomere length measurements and to the theoretical and experimental results
we obtained in the work in Chapter 4 and 5. We replace ke p(x) in (7.3.1) (section 7.3) by
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kc(x+ µ)U(x+ µ, t)+ kr C(x+ µ, t) and obtain the resulting, closed system of differential
equations
∂
∂t
U (x, t) = kc (x+ µ) U (x+ µ, t) + kr C (x+ µ, t) + koff B (x, t) + ku G (x, t)−
− (kc (x) + kon T (t) + k f )U (x, t) , (7.4.1)
∂
∂t
B (x, t) = kon T (t)U (x, t)− koff B (x, t)− ρ ∂∂x B (x, t) , (7.4.2)
∂
∂t
G (x, t) = k f U (x, t) + kd C (x, t)− (ku + ks R (t))G (x, t) , (7.4.3)
∂
∂t
C (x, t) = ks R (t)G (x, t)− (kd + kr)C (x, t) , (7.4.4)
where equations (7.4.2)-(7.4.4) are identical to equations (7.3.2)-(7.3.4) in Section 7.3, and
(7.4.1) adds delay terms (in x) to equation (7.3.1).
We are interested in analysing the system when telomere length distributions are at a
steady state to predict how telomerase and/or RHPS4 affect telomere length distribu-
tions over large numbers of cell divisions. It is a big assumption to assume steady state
solutions, as there may not be enough telomerase to maintain a steady state, or there may
be too much telomerase and telomere length tends to +∞. Hence we expect a window
of feasible solutions. As in Section 7.3, we assume that T(t) ≈ T0 and R(t) ≈ R0 hold at
steady state and hence obtain the steady state equations
0 = kc(x+ µ)U(x+ µ) + kr C(x+ µ) + koff B (x) + ku G (x)
− (kc (x) + kon T0 + k f )U (x) , (7.4.5)
ρ
∂
∂x
B (x) = kon T0U (x)− koff B (x) , (7.4.6)
0 = k f U (x) + kd C (x)− (ku + ks R0)G (x) , (7.4.7)
0 = ks R0 G (x)− (kd + kr)C (x) . (7.4.8)
Solving (7.4.5), (7.4.7), (7.4.8) for B as a function of U(x) and U(x+ µ), we obtain
B(x) =
1
koff
((g(x) + kon T0)U(x)− g(x+ µ)U(x+ µ)) , (7.4.9)
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with
g(x) = kc(x) + cR , (7.4.10)
where
cR =
k f ks kr R0
ku kd + kr (ku + ks R0)
. (7.4.11)
Inserting (7.4.9) into the ODE (7.4.6) we reduce equations (7.4.1)-(7.4.4) to a single delay
differential equation in U(x), namely
0 =
ρ
koff
(g(x) + kon T0)U
′(x)− ρ
koff
g(x+ µ)U′(x+ µ) +
(
g(x) +
ρ
koff
g′(x)
)
U(x)
−
(
g(x+ µ) +
ρ
koff
g′(x+ µ)
)
U(x+ µ) . (7.4.12)
7.4.2 Solution by quasi-continuum approximation
Nowwe aim to find approximate solutions to equation (7.4.12) by using quasi-continuum
approximations previously used for nonlinearwaves in advance-delay equations [33, 114,
146].
By defining y = x + µ/2 and using the relation (gU)′ = g′U + gU′, we can re-write
(7.4.12) as
0 =
ρ
koff
(
(gU)′ + kon T0U′
)
(y− 12µ)−
ρ
koff
(gU)′(y+ 12µ) + (gU)(y− 12µ)
−(gU)(y+ 12µ) . (7.4.13)
It is useful to introduce the following notation. Let ∂y denote the differential operator
∂/∂y, and ∂
(n)
y denote ∂
n/∂yn. For analytic functions and α ∈ R, we can express
f (y+ α) = eα ∂y f (y) , (7.4.14)
where exp(α ∂y) = ∑
∞
n=0 α
n ∂
(n)
y /n! is a differential operator which yields the Taylor series
at y, that is,
f (y+ α) = eα ∂y f (y) = f (y) + α f ′(y) +
α2
2!
f ′′(y) +
α3
3!
f ′′′(y) + . . . , (7.4.15)
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when applied to a function f . Assuming U is analytic, we use (7.4.14) with α = µ/2 and
α = −µ/2 and re-formulate (7.4.13) as
e−
1
2µ ∂y
(
kon T0 ρ
koff
∂y
)
U +
(
e−
1
2µ ∂y − e 12µ ∂y
)(
ρ
koff
∂y + 1
)
(gU) = 0 . (7.4.16)
Re-arranging (using commutativity of operator multiplication) and taking inverse yields
gU = −
(
e−
1
2µ ∂y − e 12µ ∂y
)−1 ( ρ
koff
∂y + 1
)−1 (
e−
1
2µ ∂y
)(
kon T0 ρ
koff
∂y
)
U
= AU , (7.4.17)
where A is an operator. Expanding the components of A to third order in µ, we find
e−
1
2µ ∂y = 1− 12µ ∂y +
µ2
8
∂2y −
µ3
16
∂3y +O(µ4) , (7.4.18)
and
e−
1
2µ ∂y − e12µ ∂y = −µ ∂y − µ
3
24
∂3y +O(µ5) =
(−µ ∂y) (1+ µ2
24
∂2y +O(µ4)
)
, (7.4.19)
and for the inverse operators
(
1+
µ2
24
∂2y
)−1
= 1− µ
2
24
∂2y +O(µ4) , (7.4.20)
and (
ρ
koff
∂y + 1
)−1
= 1− ρ
koff
∂y +
ρ2
koff
2
∂2y −
ρ3
koff
3
∂3y +O
( ρ4
koff
4
)
. (7.4.21)
Hence, assuming the quantities µ and ρ/koff are of the same order of magnitude (from
Section 7.2, µ = 45 nt, ρ/koff ≈ 18 nt), we obtain
gU =
(
kon T0
ρ
µ koff
− kon T0 ρ
µ koff
(
1
2µ+
ρ
koff
)
∂y +O
(
µ2
))
U . (7.4.22)
Note that the integration constant that appears when one applies ∂−1y toU is equal to zero,
as we assume U(j)(x) → 0 as x → ±∞ for j = 0, 1, 2, 3. Thus we obtain the first-order
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differential equation (
1
2µ+
ρ
koff
)
U′ =
(
1− µ koff g
kon T0 ρ
)
U , (7.4.23)
which approximately describes the telomere length distribution U(x) at steady state.
We rewrite (7.4.23) as
c0 cT
dU
dx
+ (g (x)− cT)U = 0 , (7.4.24)
by defining
c0 =
1
2
µ+
ρ
koff
, cT =
kon T0 ρ
µ koff
, (7.4.25)
and use (7.4.24) to analyse how different numbers T0 and R0 affect the distribution of
telomeres in the system at steady state. Equation (7.4.24) is a separable ODE, which we
solve by integrating with respect to x and using (7.4.10) and (7.1.1) for g(x) and kc(x),
respectively, thus
lnU(x) = − β δ
c0 cT
ln
(
ex/β + eα/β
)
+
1
c0
(
1− cR
cT
)
x+ s0 , (7.4.26)
where s0 ∈ R is a constant that depends on the initial number of telomeres in the system.
We simplify expression (7.4.26) by using the hyperbolic secant sech(x) = 2/(exp(x) +
exp(−x)) to obtain
U(x) = A eλ x sech
β δ
c0 cT
(
x− α
2 β
)
, (7.4.27)
where A = exp(−δ (2 β ln 2+ α)/(2 c0 cT)) exp(s0) and λ = (2 cT − 2 cR − δ)/(2 c0 cT)
are constants. We choose s0 such that
∫ ∞
−∞ U(x)dx = 1, that is, U(x) is a probability
density function.
7.4.3 Interpretation of results
Having constructed a steady-state approximation for the solution (7.4.27), and noted at
the start of Section 7.4 that presuming the existence of a steady state is a significant as-
sumption, we now analyse the conditions under which such a solution may be expected
to be relevant. Necessary conditions for a steady solution, U(x), of the continuummodel
(7.4.5)-(7.4.8) to be a distribution are that U must have a maximum at a point x̂ where
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U′(x̂) = 0 and U(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R. From (7.4.24) it follows that g(x̂) = cT must
be satisfied for the relevant values of T0 ≥ 0 and R0 ≥ 0 in order for U to be physical.
We note that solutions U(x) > 0 for x < 0, representing a positive probability of telom-
eres with a negative length, should be regarded as unphysical. Such solutions arise in
the model from telomeres with length x < µ leaving the system via t-loop formation at
rate kc(x) > 0 or via G4-stabilisation by RHPS4 (for R0 > 0) at rate kr, subsequently re-
entering the system at length x− µ < 0 due to telomere shortening by an amount µ. To
avoid the occurrence of negative telomere length, one could change the functional forms
of the transition rates of telomeres exiting the system in order to prevent short telomeres
becoming further reduced in length. This could be established by adjusting the rate func-
tions such that kc(x) is strictly zero if L < α, and kr(x) = 0 if L < µ, for example. The
probability of telomeres with length x < 0, however, is usually very small in our simu-
lations and we interpret the occurrence of larger proportions of telomeres with negative
length to reflect the presence of telomeres that have lost all their telomeric sequences and
are no longer functional. Such telomeres would typically cause a cell to become senescent
or undergo apoptosis. In the following, we aim to find conditions on T0 and R0 that must
be satisfied to yield solutions with U 	 0, and we require x̂ > 0 for such solutions to be
physical.
It follows immediately from the definitions (7.4.10) and (7.1.1) that g(x) < δ+ cR for all
x ∈ R, and hence by (7.4.24) and (7.4.25) cT < g < δ+ cR in x > x̂, providing us with an
upper bound for the number T0 of telomerase molecules, from (7.4.11) and (7.4.25)
T0 < Tmax (R0) =
µ koff
kon ρ
(
δ+
k f ks kr R0
ku kd + kr (ku + ks R0)
)
. (7.4.28)
For high concentrations of RHPS4 namely as R0 → ∞ we find Tmax (R0) → T∞max =
µ koff (δ+ k f )/(ρ kon).
By the same reasoning as for (7.4.28) and since, from (7.4.10), g(x) > cR for all x ∈ R, we
find cT > cR, which provides us with a lower bound on T0, namely
T0 > Tmin (R0) =
µ koff
kon ρ
k f ks kr R0
ku kd + kr (ku + ks R0)
. (7.4.29)
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Thus, for high concentrations of RHPS4 (R0 → ∞) we find Tmin (R0)→ T∞min = µ koff k f/(ρ kon).
For physical solutions U(x), x̂ needs to be positive, and since g is monotonic increasing
in x, we need g(x̂) > g(0) = cR + δ/(1+ e
α/β), which provides a larger lower bound on
T0 than (7.4.29), namely
T0 > T˜min (R0) = Tmin (R0)+
µ koff δ
kon ρ (1+ eα/β)
=
µ koff
kon ρ
(
k f ks kr R0
ku kd + kr (ku + ks R0)
+
δ
1+ eα/β
)
.
(7.4.30)
Note that in the limit β → 0 T˜min = Tmin, however, in the figures below we use β = 300
bp.
For T˜min < T0 < Tmax we expect steady state solutions, for T0 < T˜min the amount of telom-
erase is insufficient and the telomere length decays causing the cell to become senescent
or undergo apoptosis. For T0 > Tmax telomere length grows without limit.
Alternatively, we reformulate these inequalities to provide a lower and an upper bound
on R0, for given T0 > 0, in a similar way to (7.4.28) and (7.4.29), that is,
R0 > Rmin(T0) =
ku (kon ρ T0 − µ koff δ) (kd + kr)
ks kr
[
µ koff
(
k f + δ
)− kon ρ T0] , (7.4.31)
and
R0 < Rmax(T0) =
kon ρ T0 ku (kd + kr)
ks kr (µ koff k f − kon ρ T0) , (7.4.32)
for µ koff k f > kon ρ T0 (T0 < T
∞
min), respectively. Note that Rmax(T0)→ ∞ as T0 → (T∞min)−
and there is no upper bound on R0 for T0 > T
∞
min. Similarly, equation (7.4.31) is valid
for T0 < T
∞
max only (where Rmin(T0) > 0) with Rmin(T0) → ∞ as T0 → (T∞max)−, and no
physical solutions U(x) exist for T0 ≥ T∞max, as T∞max > Tmax(R0) (note k f < cR) for all
R0 ≥ 0. If δ > k f , there is a range of telomerase concentrations, T∞min < T0 < Tmax(0) =
µ koff δ/(ρ kon), where no upper bound on R0 exists for solutionsU(x) to be physical, and
this is not true for δ < k f , because then Tmax(0) < T
∞
min.
The lower and upper bounds on R0 or T0 can be used to plot (T0,R0)-regions of parame-
ter space where steady physical solutions U(x) exist, we can then identify the effects of
changes of telomerase and RHPS4 concentrations in the cell. Examples with different val-
ues of δ are given in Figure 7.18 to illustrate the cases δ < k f and δ > k f , where we choose
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ρ = 2.5× 10−1 nt·s−1 to illustrate the shape of these regions (lower values of ρ result in
unphysically large values of T∞min, for example T
∞
min > 10
5 for ρ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1). For
δ > k f , there exists a range of telomerase concentrations where a steady state solution
exists no matter how large or how small the concentration of RHPS4 is. For δ < k f , the
region of steady state solutions is much smaller, hence more care for the regulation of
telomerase and/or RHPS4 is required.
Figure 7.19 illustrates the mean telomere length, L̂, of telomeres, kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x), ex-
iting the system at steady state as a function of R0 for four different numbers of telomerase
molecules, T0, and ρ = 2.5× 10−1 nt·s−1 and δ > k f as in the right plot of Figure 7.18.
The mean telomere length L̂ has been computed using the same formula as in (7.3.18) and
tends to −∞ for large values of R0 and small values of T0, and to +∞ for small values of
R0 and large values of T0.
Figure 7.18: T0-R0-regions where physical steady state solutions U exist, plotted for δ = 5 × 10−3 s−1
(δ < k f , left plot) and δ = 2.5 × 10−2 s−1 (δ > k f , right plot). The rate of telomerase-induced telomere
synthesis is ρ = 2.5× 10−1 nt·s−1. The lower (Tmin(R0)) and upper (Tmax(R0)) bounds on T0 are defined by
(7.4.29) and (7.4.28), respectively, and there is no visible difference between the lower bound Tmin(R0) and
the larger lower bound T˜min(R0), defined by (7.4.30). The dotted line indicates the upper bound on telom-
erase, Tmax(0), for the case of no drug and the two dashed lines in each plot indicate the lower (T∞min) and
upper (T∞max) bounds on telomerase for large concentrations of RHPS4, where the values of T˜
∞
min could not
be distinguished from the values of T∞min in these plots and are not shown.
We now plot the approximate telomere length distributions of telomeres in each of the
four states and of telomeres leaving the system at steady state, where we chose ρ =
4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1 (as in Section 7.3) or ρ = 6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1, and vary the numbers
T0 of telomerase molecules (see Figures 7.20 and 7.21). All other model parameters are
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Figure 7.19: The mean telomere length L̂ of telomeres kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x) exiting the stateU with rate kc(x)
or the state C with rate kr at steady state per unit time, plotted as a function of the concentration of RHPS4,
R0, and for four different numbers of telomerase molecules, T0 = 1000 (solid line), T0 = 2000 (dashed line),
T0 = 3000 (dot-dashed line) and T0 = 4000 (dotted line). The simulations correspond to the right plot in
Figure 7.18, where δ = 2.5× 10−2 s−1 and ρ = 2.5× 10−1 nt·s−1. In all cases T∞min = 2437, Tmax(0) = 3808
and T∞max = 6245.
estimated as stated in Section 7.3 and 7.4. The bounds on T0 for physical solutions U(x)
at R0 = 0, that is
T˜min(0) =
µ koff δ
kon ρ (1+ eα/β)
< T0 < Tmax(0) , (7.4.33)
are 2 ≤ T0 ≤ 423 and 1 ≤ T0 ≤ 30 for ρ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1 and ρ = 6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1,
respectively. Note that the closer T0 approaches Tmax(0), the more positively skewed the
distribution becomes. The mean telomere length L̂ of telomeres leaving the system at
steady state is given in the caption of Figure 7.21 with its respective standard deviations,
which are computed using the probability density function
p̂(x) =
kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x)∫ ∞
−∞ kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x)dx
. (7.4.34)
The value ρ = 6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1 has been chosen in the simulations, as the telomere
length distribution for telomeres leaving the system for T0 = 25 is in good agreement
(L̂ = 3, 440 ± 1, 516 nt) with experimental data from HeLa cells (compare Figures 7.21
and 7.1). Figure 7.22 shows contour plots of L̂ as a function of T0 and R0, and Figures 7.23
and 7.24 show L̂ as a function of T0 for R0 = 0, and as a function of R0 for chosen values
of T0, respectively.
Whereas an increase of T0 leads to more positively skewed telomere length distributions,
an increase in R0 causes telomere length distributions becoming increasingly negatively
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Figure 7.20: Plots of steady state curves U(x), B(x) and G(x) against telomere length (represented by a
solid, dot-dashed and dashed line, respectively) for two different values ρ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1 (top), ρ =
6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1 (bottom) and varying numbers of telomerase molecules (top: T0 = 406, 415, 420; bottom:
T0 = 25, 27, 29), where in each case we assume that δ = 5× 10−5 s−1, that there is no RHPS4 (R0 = 0) and
telomeres shorten by µ = 45 nt between each round of replication. The x-axis represents telomere length
(TL) in units of basepairs. Note that there are different scales used for the x-axes in the plots.
Figure 7.21: Plots of telomere length distributions p (x) (normal distribution with L0 = 3440 bp and σ = 800
bp, dot-dashed line) and kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x) (telomeres exiting the state U with rate kc(x) and the state C
with rate kr, solid line) at steady state for two different values ρ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1 (top), ρ = 6.287× 10−2
nt·s−1 (bottom) and varying numbers of T0. The values of the mean telomere length L̂ are 3453± 1076 nt,
4679± 2233 nt, 7893± 4804 nt (top) and 3440± 1516 nt, 4549± 2560 nt, 8133± 5257 nt (bottom). Telomeres
are assumed to shorten by µ = 45 nt between each round of replication. The x-axis represents telomere
length (TL) in units of basepairs in this plot.
skewed (see Figure 7.25 for a plot of telomere length distributions for different values
of R0). The negative skewness is predominantly caused by large numbers of telomeres
forming a complex with RHPS4, whose length is overall shorter than the length of telom-
eres leaving the system when they are in the open form, as shown in Figure 7.26.
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Figure 7.22: Contour plots of the mean telomere length L̂ in (T0,R0) space, left plot for ρ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1,
and right plot for ρ = 6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1, where δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 in both cases. The dotted lines in each
plot indicate the best approximation for T0 such that L̂ = L0 (T0 = 406 and T0 = 25 for the left and the right
plot, respectively), and the according upper limit Rmax(T0).
Figure 7.23: A plot of the mean telomere length L̂ of telomeres kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x) exiting the system per
unit time as a function of the number T0 of telomerase molecules for the case of no drug (R0 = 0) in the
system (left plot: ρ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1, right plot: ρ = 6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1). The dashed lines in each plot
represent the estimated bounds Tmax(R0) on T0. The simulations correspond to the left and right plot in
Figure 7.22, where δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 in both cases. The dotted lines in each plot indicate the value L0 and
according values T0.
7.5 Summary of results and discussion
We have presented three simple models describing the telomere length dynamics in the
S/G2 phase where telomeres are exposed to a G4 binding agent (RHPS4). Model (i) ac-
counts for the mechanism of telomeres forming a complex with RHPS4 in a folded G4
form, but not simultaneously a complex with the enzyme telomerase in an open form
allowing for telomere elongation. Model (ii) is an extension of (i) which allows for t-
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Figure 7.24: A plot of the mean telomere length L̂ of telomeres kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x) exiting the system
per unit time as a function of the concentration R0 of RHPS4 for three different numbers of telomerase
molecules, T0 = 406, 500, 750 (left plot: ρ = 4.5× 10−3 nt·s−1) and T0 = 25, 30, 35 (right plot: ρ = 6.287×
10−2 nt·s−1), each represented by the dashed, dot-dashed and dotted line, respectively. Vertical lines show
the corresponding asymptotes to these curves for both low or high concentrations of RHPS4. The simulations
correspond to the left and right plot in Figure 7.22, where δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 in both cases. The solid, gray line
in each plot indicates the value L0.
Figure 7.25: Plots of telomere length distributions p (x) (dot-dashed line) and kc(x)U(x) + kr C(x) at
steady state of the system (7.4.1)-(7.4.4) (solid line) per unit time for varying concentrations of RHPS4
(R0 = 0, 50, 100, 250 nM). In all cases ρ = 6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1, δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 and T0 = 25. The x-axis
represents telomere length (TL) in units of basepairs.
Figure 7.26: Plots of telomere length distributions kc(x)U(x) (dashed line) and kr C(x) (dotted line), leaving
the system at steady state per unit time, for varying concentrations of RHPS4 (R0 = 0, 50, 100, 250 nM). In all
cases ρ = 6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1, δ = 5× 10−5 s−1 and T0 = 25. The x-axis represents telomere length (TL) in
units of basepairs.
loop formation of open forms and the influx and efflux of telomeres into and out of the
system, respectively. Model (ii) was used for the simulation of several telomere duplica-
tion events. Models (i) and (ii) describe a population of telomeres undergoing a single
replication event. Model (iii) is a closed system, where telomeres shorten due to the end-
replication problem, and possibly C-strand resection at the beginning of the next S phase
each time they leave the cell cycle, and then re-enter the system at the S/G2 level in the
cell cycle being in an open form. Model (iii) can be used to predict steady state telomere
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length distributions for a population of continuously cycling cells, as a function of RHPS4
and telomerase concentrations.
We assume in our models that t-loops and G4 structures are the key inhibitors of telom-
erase, and telomerase-induced telomere elongation. Constant telomere shortening due
to the end-replication problem and C-strand resection, described in our model (iii) by
a constant loss term, µ, complete the mechanisms that determine the shape of telomere
length distributions. We modelled telomere elongation as a length-dependent process in
that shorter telomeres are more likely to remain in an open state and be extendible by
telomerase than longer telomeres, as longer telomeres have a higher tendency to coil up
and form t-loops (described by a sigmoidal rate function of telomere length that increases
with rising telomere length), which inhibits telomerase binding.
We further assume that telomeres only exit the cell cycle by t-loop formation, unless
telomeric G4 structures are locked by RHPS4, when telomeres leave the G2 phase of the
cell cycle in this state and may unfold either at a later stage or at the beginning of the next
cell cycle. We also suppose that the concentrations of telomerase and RHPS4 are much
larger than respective concentrations of telomere-bound telomerase and RHPS4, and that
these concentrations do not change over cell generations. Our results from simulations
of different telomere states in the system are consistent with this latter assumption.
Our models (i)-(iii) describe the overall dynamics of telomere length in a cell, but do not
account for the differences in telomere lengths at leading and lagging telomeric strands.
Leading and lagging strands are both elongated by telomerase indiscriminately [158],
but their overhang length evolves differently throughout the S/G2 phase. The extent to
which telomerase activity and C-strand resection contribute to the elongation of leading
and lagging overhangs is not yet fully resolved [37].
We have estimated most of the kinetic parameters in each system by using experimental
results from the literature, and estimated the remaining parameters in order to repro-
duce the experimental results of HeLa cells obtained by Canela et al. [26]. Our model
predictions agree well with the experimental telomere length distribution of HeLa cells
(compare Figures 7.1 and 7.21) and suggests a low concentration of about T0 = 25 telom-
erase molecules per nucleus. In the literature the telomerase processivity parameter ρ is
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given in the range 1.2− 7.7× 10−3 nt·s−1. We investigated the sensitivity of the results to
ρ within this range. For small ρ we obtained narrower distributions of telomere lengths
(and larger values of T0) different to the experimental data. We therefore fitted ρ using a
larger value, ρ = 6.287× 10−2 nt·s−1, to describe the experimental data. There is nearly
no visible change in the telomere length distribution for smaller numbers (≤ 1000) of T0
during one S/G2 phase as illustrated by simulations of model (ii), shown in Figure 7.9,
but visible changes occur after 25 generations, as shown in Figure 7.15 with T0 = 500.
Note that we used a large value, T0 = 5000, in model (ii) to simulate telomere length
maintenance, where the choice of a larger value of ρ would yield much smaller values
for the number of telomerase molecules, that is T0 ≈ 120 for ρ = 6.287 nt·s−1 at telomere
length equilibrium. Furthermore, the T0-R0-regions of physical telomere length distribu-
tions shown in Figure 7.18 for model (ii) are for a value of ρ that is large (ρ = 2.5× 10−1
nt·s−1), this value has been chosen to illustrate the shape of these regions. For smaller
(and more realistic) values of ρ, one is likely to find more elementary T0-R0-regions in the
form of a band in the T0-R0-plane as illustrated in Figure 7.22.
Slightly smaller values of ρ with corresponding larger values of T0 can produce telomere
length distributions of similar shape. Having more knowledge of the values ρ, therefore,
will help us determine the number of telomerase molecules in the nucleus more accu-
rately. The small value of T0 = 25 is, however, consistent with the average value of about
20-50 telomerase molecules per HEK-293 (human embryonic kidney) nuclei measured by
Cohen et al. [31], which is the only quantitative measurement on telomerase levels in cells
we are aware of in the literature.
Our simulations of conditions on T0 and R0 for physical solutions showed that the range
of values T0 > 25 reproduces well the experimental results in the literature, and telom-
eres grow unboundedly in length for values of T0 larger than 30. In contrast, telomeres
shorten beyond physical lengths (or indefinitely) if we use drug concentrations larger
than∼100 nM of RHPS4 (see Figure 7.25). Hence, the telomere equilibrium state is rather
sensitive to the amount of telomerase and RHPS4 in the system: larger doses of RHPS4
lead to continuous telomere shortening, whilst telomerase overexpression, on the other
hand, induces continuous telomere lengthening. The steady telomere length increase we
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found for large T0 is consistent with the findings of Cristofari and Lingner [36], who ob-
served elongation of telomeres at a constant rate in super-telomerase HeLa cells for over
50 population doublings. Hence, telomere length homeostasis cannot be established with
telomerase overexpression.
Our model suggests two different effects of the treatment with RHPS4 which are depen-
dent on the drug concentration used: low concentrations reduce telomere length, but do
not impair the equilibrium of the system, and high concentrations destabilise the sys-
tem leading to chromosome degradation and senescence and/or cell death. Addition or
overexpression of telomerase can counteract telomere degradation; however, telomerase
addition should be carefully regulated to maintain the system in equilibrium and not
trigger unlimited telomere elongation. Note that the upper limit for R0, when telomere
equilibrium can still be maintained, is probably lower than we predicted: The threshold
value for telomere length as determined by the Hayflick limit [56], triggering senescense
or apoptosis pathways in a cell terminating cell proliferation, is likely to be based on
the shortest telomere in the cell, not the average length [1, 58]. As far as we are aware,
telomere length frequency histograms for cells exposed to different drug concentrations
of RHPS4 have not yet been experimentally determined, but would help to confirm the
simulated effects of RHPS4 on telomere length distributions of cancer cells in our models.
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8.1 Conclusions
The study of anti-cancer agents has not yet generated an efficient remedy for the most
common cancer types. Much research is still necessary to understand the processes in-
volved in cancer development as well as the mechanisms by which specific anti-cancer
treatments work. The ability of new drugs to induce growth inhibition, changes in cell-
cycle progression and cell death is commonly evaluated by tissue culture experiments,
and comparing the results to observations frommore detailed in vitro experiments on cell
components can bring understanding into the actual mechanisms in living cells. We used
a systems biology approach to investigate how the drug RHPS4 changes the cell cycle
dynamics over short periods of time and at medium drug concentrations (50− 1000 nM),
and studied the potential effects of RHPS4 on telomere length using mathematical mod-
elling. Our method involves not only the development and analysis of mathematical
models, but also new experimental design, parameter estimation, and model evaluation
techniques to gain detailed insight into the dynamics of cells in drug assays.
We have reviewed the current cell biology and mathematical modelling that is relevant
to our work in Chapter 1, inclusive of the biological background and mathematical mod-
elling of cell cycle dynamics, and the biology of telomeres including telomere replica-
tion, DNA damage repair, telomere capping mechanisms and the function of the enzyme
telomerase in telomere length regulation. Furthermore, we have discussed existingmath-
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ematical models of telomere length dynamics and provided a brief overview of the effects
of RHPS4 on cancer cells.
In Chapter 2, we developed and analysed compartmental ODE, PDE and DDE models of
the cell cycle. A simple three-compartment ODE model of cycling, resting and dead cells
was used as a basis for more refined models, such as a five- and a seven-compartment
ODE models, which distinguish between the single phases of the cell cycle in greater de-
tail than the three-compartment model. We additionally refined the three-compartment
ODEmodel by splitting the compartment of cycling cells (containing the phases S/G2/M)
into several sub-compartments, as we considered this compartment more important with
respect to the effects of RHPS4 than other compartments. We showed that the multi-
compartmental ODE model turns into a PDE model as the number of sub-compartments
becomes large. The PDE model, in turn, can be reduced to a DDE model containing
only one variable for the time t and a delay term specifying the residence time in the
S/G2/M phase. We focused on the analysis of two models, the five-compartment ODE
model and the three-compartment DDEmodel and simulated typical solution behaviour.
Whereas in the ODEmodel oscillations decay exponentially with time, in the DDEmodel
oscillatory behaviour may occur in exponentially growing solutions depending on the
values of the delay term and the model parameters. Additionally, we analysed a mathe-
matical expression for the residence time of cells in a certain phase of the cell cycle which
is equivalent to the average waiting time of cells within a model compartment.
In Chapter 3, we introduced the concept of model and parameter identifiability and re-
viewed two methods to check compartmental models for structural identifiability: the
Taylor series method, which we applied to the five-compartment model in Chapter 2,
and the transfer function method, which we used to show that the seven-compartment
cell-cycle model in Chapter 5 is identifiable. Model parameters typically have to be es-
timated when fitting a model to experimental data. Thus, we presented the concept of
practical identifiability, where we showed how one can obtain information on the ac-
curacy of parameter estimates, by computing standard errors, confidence intervals and
correlation coefficients.
We conducted our own experimental work, as described in detail in Chapter 4. We treated
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colorectal cancer cells with three different concentrations of the drug RHPS4 over a period
of 1 to 10 days with six replicates each. We analysed cells with respect to their growth
behaviour, cell viability and cell cycle progress, we measured the DNA content of cells by
use of flow-cytometry. We collected a larger number of data than is typical for standard
biological experiments and analysed cells daily, as we aimed to obtain more information
on the cell cycle dynamics and time-dependent behaviour of cells. In order to minimise
disruption of natural growth we did not perform sub-culturing, but adjusted the seeding
densities for each of the experiments, so that we achieved around 70-80% confluence at
the day of analysis. This procedure limited the period of observation to a maximum of 10
days as extreme cell densities and low nutrient supply constrained cell growth.
We found that RHPS4 affects cells in a concentration-dependent manner, causing growth
inhibition and cell death, finding that cell death is delayed, and the delay is larger for
lower drug concentrations. Additionally, we observed a transient drop of S phase cells
around day 4 for treated cells. Most of our results are consistent with work by John-
son et al. [65], who found growth inhibition when they exposed colorectal cancer cells to
different concentrations of RHPS4 and incubated cells over a period of 21 days. How-
ever, their cells were sub-cultured about four times in their experiments, whenever they
became near confluent, and their observations of inhibition of cell death at higher drug
concentrations is contrary to our findings, that is, increasing cell death with time and
drug concentration. This may be due to the different tissue culture techniques used, or
the different measurement of apoptotic cells: whereas Johnson et al. [65] used the number
of cells with pre-G1 DNA content as an indicator of cell death, we measured apoptosis by
trypan-blue dye exclusion and considered the proportions of pre-G1 cells as a measure of
late apoptosis only.
In Chapter 5, we developed a novel cell-cycle model distinguishing between viable and
dead cells of the sameDNA content, and distinguishing between early and late apoptosis.
Our model additionally allows for different dynamics of cell death intensity, distinguish-
ing between constant intensity, linear and sigmoidal increase in death rates setting in at a
certain time point after drug treatment. We analysed our model for its solution behaviour
and derived an asymptotic expression for the doubling time of cycling cells.
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We then formulated a statistical model describing the experimental data we collected in
the tissue culture lab. The observable quantities are a linear combination of the state
variables in our model, and for this reason we confirmed a priori that the parameters
were identifiable. To fit our model to data, we used a maximum likelihood approach.
We introduced an information criterion [3], which is used for model selection, and gave
examples of statistical tests that can be employed to check the model residuals against
assumptions we made when writing down our statistical model, that is, identically and
independently distributed errors that are log-normally distributed.
In Chapter 6, we fitted our models to experimental data, using the stochastic, global op-
timisation routine SRES [116], which converged rapidly and the convergence was rela-
tively stable. We identified parameters for each of the models developed in Chapter 5 and
selected the model best fitting the experimental data. We performed model reduction,
where suggested parameter values were practically zero and thus caused identifiability
problems. Our model fits captured the experimental data well, especially for control cells
and the lower drug concentration of 50 nM. We performed a sensitivity analysis on our
model and identified the influence of model parameters on the state variables of the sys-
tem. We evaluated the accuracy of model fit using statistical hypothesis tests and found
that there is only a little systematic variability in the data for higher drug concentrations
that the model cannot capture. Furthermore, the degree of correlation between most of
the model parameters is low, stronger correlated parameters had larger variances, mean-
ing greater uncertainty in the estimates.
More detailed measurements could enhance our modelling results. It may be possible
(by flowcytometric analysis) to perform experiments distinguishing between viable and
trypan-blue stained cells of the same DNA content, which would allow us to obtain a
higher accuracy for our parameter fits. Such experimental data would also be useful in
confirming our model results. Measurements of senescent proportions for each day of
analysis would enable us to extend our cell cycle model and include a compartment of
non-cycling (senescent) cells into our model. Measurements that distinguish between
G0 and G1 cells could additionally provide us with more accurate results when fitting
cell-cycle models.
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Our results of fitting themodel to data showed that cells die rapidly after a concentration-
dependent delay which decreases with higher doses when treated with RHPS4, and cell
death largely occurs from the G2/M phase for the lower drug concentration and from
the G0/G1 phase for higher drug concentrations. We interpreted the phase difference as
a reflection of differences in the cell cycle events the drug disrupts, blocking successful
completion of mitotic events for lower drug concentrations and entry into the S phase
for higher concentrations. In addition, we interpreted the time delay of cell death as
the number of cell divisions that cells have undergone after the treatment with RHPS4
and before the onset of cell death, which we explained by the mechanisms of the drug
impairing telomere stability and inducing apoptotic pathways.
In Chapter 7, we investigated the effects of the G-quadruplex interactive agent RHPS4
on telomere erosion, and developed mathematical models of telomere length dynamics.
In particular, we considered telomere length dynamics during the S/G2 phases, when
telomerase replenishes telomeric sequences of open t-loops but not the G-quadruplex
structure at each cell division. We determined steady-state length distributions, over
small and large numbers of cell generations, with and without treatment with RHPS4. In
particular, the simple formula for the telomere length distribution, (7.4.27) is a notable
result of that chapter.
We derived approximate analytical expressions, and simulated numerically steady-states
of length distributions of telomeres, at the time when a cell exits a cell cycle. We anal-
ysed the effects of different levels of telomerase and different concentrations of RHPS4
on telomere length during the S/G2 phases and considered how these effects evolve over
large numbers of cell generations. Our models predict positively skewed length distribu-
tions of telomeres and our model predictions are in good agreement with experimental
observations in HeLa cells. Moreover, our predicted value of the number of telomerase
molecules in the nucleus is consistent with experimental findings in cancer cells.
We found that too high concentrations of telomerase can lead to ongoing telomere length-
ening, which is consistent with observations from experiments with telomerase-positive
cells. We derived regions of different telomerase and RHPS4 levels that provide physi-
cally plausible solutions to our model of telomere length dynamics over large numbers
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of cell generations and showed that telomerase expression must be strictly regulated for
telomere length maintenance. Too high concentrations of RHPS4 can lead to progres-
sive telomere erosion; we estimate that drug concentrations larger than ≈100 nM impair
the equilibrium of the system leading to continuous telomere shortening and triggering
senescence and apoptosis.
In summary, the main results of Chapter 7 show how telomerase acts as a regulator for
telomere length, and how RHPS4 can disrupt this regulation as illustrated by Figures 7.23
and 7.24. At small concentrations, RHPS4 has little effect, but there is a critical concentra-
tion above which telomerase is unable to maintain a steady state, and rapid shortening
occurs. The region of telomerase-RHPS4 parameter space where steady states exist has
also been determined and is illustrated in Figure 7.18.
Altogether, our work presents novel mathematical models for cancer cells, describing
cell-cycle dynamics and the length dynamics of telomeres. We investigated how the drug
RHPS4 affected these dynamics with respect to its time- and dose-dependent modulation.
Our synthesis of experimental work and mathematical modelling enhances the under-
standing of the mechanism of action of RHPS4 andmay represent a valuable contribution
to the research into anti-cancer drugs.
8.2 Future work
More direct extensions of this thesis are given by investigating our mathematical models
of telomere length dynamics further. It would be interesting to derive an estimate of the
average time it takes for a telomere to leave the system via t-loop or G-quadruplex forma-
tion, this could be modelled using Monte-Carlo simulations, following single telomeres
in the system. Comparison of this average time with the residence times of control cells
and cells treated with different drug concentrations would enable us to test whether the
rate parameters kr and δ of telomeres leaving the system respectively via G-quadruplex
stabilisation and t-loop formation have been estimated accurately.
We approximated analytically the changes in the mean telomere length over one cell gen-
eration in Section 7.3. The case of large numbers of cell generations in Section 7.4 involves
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complicated integrals and is left as interesting work for future investigations. We derived
an approximate solution for the steady-state length distribution of telomeres over large
numbers of generations using a first-order ODE approximation of the delay differen-
tial equation in Section 7.4.2. It would be interesting to investigate further the solution
of a second-order approximation to obtain solutions of higher accuracy. Furthermore,
measurements of telomere length distributions of telomerase-positive cells at different
population doublings and for varying concentrations of telomerase and the drug RHPS4
would be useful in comparing our model predictions to experimental results.
Ourwork on the dynamics of telomere length in telomerase-positive cancer cells included
the role of G-quadruplex and t-loop formation in telomere stability. There are other play-
ers, such as the shelterin protein POT1, which contribute to telomere maintenance and
have not been considered in this thesis. POT1 is involved in several processes at the
telomere end, whichmight be an interesting avenue to follow. Human POT1 binds single-
strandedDNA at the D-loop of a telomere and at the telomeric overhang in vitro. Themin-
imal binding site of POT1 comprises nine nucleotides, where POT1 binding is preferred
close to the 3’ end of the telomeric overhang [82]. Two distinct functions of the protein
have been identified, depending on the position of POT1 at the 3’-overhang: if POT1 is
bound at the very end of the overhang (leaving less than 8 nt free at the 3’ end), telom-
erase cannot extend the telomere [76]. On the other hand, the formation of G-quadruplex
structures requires that POT1 is not bound to the terminal four telomeric sequences in-
volved in G-quadruplex formation. Since G-quadruplexes form spontaneously at the
end of the telomere and are in dynamic equilibrium with unfolded or partially unfolded
forms, POT1 binding of unfolding structures may trap telomeres in the open form [156].
We therefore suggest further expansion of ourmodels (i)-(iii) of telomere length dynamics
from Chapter 7. Incorporating the mechanisms of POT1 in telomere replication, that is,
telomerase and G-quadruplex inhibition, may help predict how different levels of POT1
affect telomere length dynamics during the S/G2 phases of the cell cycle. We extend our
model by introducing new telomere states, which represent open forms that do not al-
low for transitions to telomerase-bound and/or G-quadruplex states: POT1 bound at the
very end of the 3’-overhang inhibits both the formation of G-quadruplexes and telom-
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erase binding at telomeric ends. However, POT1 bound to one or more of the last four
telomere sequences but not to the last one, inhibits G-quadruplex formation, but provides
optimal conditions for telomere elongation by telomerase. Amodel diagram showing the
extension of model (i) from Section 7.2 is presented in Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: An extension of model (i) from Section 7.2, containing the unbound, bound, G-quadruplex and
RHPS4-G-quadruplex complex telomeric states U, B, G, C, respectively, shows the effects of the shelterin
protein POT1 on telomere dynamics during the S/G2 phases of the cell cycle. POT1 binds single-stranded
DNA of telomeric 3’-overhangs, where U denotes telomeres with POT1 bound to the terminal four telomeric
sequences, but leaving 8 nt free at the 3’ end, and Û denotes telomeres with POT1 bound to the end of the 3’-
overhang (leaving less than 8 nt free at the 3’ end). Free telomerase (T) binds both open forms U andU, that is
U+T→B andU+T→ B, respectively. However, telomerase activity is inhibited by POT1-bound telomeres of
the form Û. Both of the POT1-bound forms, U and Û, inhibit the formation of G-quadruplexes (G). Kinetics
for each reaction in this model are described by their rate constants k and telomerase elongation occurs at
rate ρ. The drug RHPS4 (R) stabilises G-quadruplexes (G+R→C), but also causes POT1 delocalisation from
telomeres, which is indicated in the Figure by the transition rates of POT1 dissociation (k̂b and kb) being
functions of RHPS4 concentration, R.
Simulations of this extended model for different levels of POT1 binding might enable us
to explain ambiguous findings in the literature. Colgin et al. [32] found increased telom-
ere lengthening dependent on telomerase activity when POT1 was overexpressed in a
human fibrosarcoma cell line, meaning that POT1 can act as an telomerase inhibitor and
a telomerase attractor at the same time. When cells were chronically exposed to RHPS4 at
a concentration of 1 µM, RHPS4 triggered removal of POT1 from telomeres [118]. How-
ever, the effect of the drug was suppressed by overexpression of POT1 in human trans-
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formed fibroblasts and melanoma cells. Hence, it may be interesting to predict the effects
of RHPS4 for varying POT1 levels, in particular POT1 being overexpressed or suppressed
in telomerase-positive cells.
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APPENDIX A
Example Codes for Identifiability
A.1 Taylor series method
(* Taylor series method of the five-compartment ODE model of Chapter 3.2 *)
Clear[kXY, kYZ, kZX, kXS, kXA, kYA, kZA, kSA];
Clear[v0, x0 , y0 , z0 , s0 , a0 ];
Clear[subst, yDer, eqn, Soln, newSoln];
(* dv/dt = A v, v(0) = v0, y = B v *)
A =

−kXY− kXS− kXA 0 2 ∗ kZX 0 0
kXY −kYZ− kYA 0 0 0
0 kYZ −kZX− kZA 0 0
kXS 0 0 −kSA 0
kXA kYA kZA kSA 0

; B =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

;
v0 = {x0 , y0 , z0 , s0 , a0} ;
(* Comparison of power series coefficients for two different parameter vectors *)
subst = {kXY->kXYb, kYZ->kYZb, kZX->kZXb, kXS->kXSb, kXA→ kXAb, kYA→ kYAb, kZA→ kZAb, kSA->kSAb}
{kXY→ kXYb, kYZ→ kYZb, kZX→ kZXb, kXS→ kXSb, kXA→ kXAb, kYA→ kYAb, kZA→ kZAb, kSA→ kSAb}
k = 1;
yDer = B.A.v0
{(−kXA− kXS− kXY)x0 + 2kZXz0 , kXYx0 + (−kYA− kYZ)y0 , kYZy0 + (−kZA− kZX)z0 ,−kSAs0 + kXSx0 , kSAs0 + kXAx0+
+kYAy0 + kZAz0}
eqn = yDer− (yDer/.subst)
{(−kXA− kXS− kXY)x0 − (−kXAb− kXSb− kXYb)x0 + 2kZXz0 − 2kZXbz0 , kXYx0 − kXYbx0 + (−kYA− kYZ)y0−
−(−kYAb− kYZb)y0 , kYZy0 − kYZby0 + (−kZA− kZX)z0 − (−kZAb− kZXb)z0 ,−kSAs0 + kSAbs0 + kXSx0 − kXSbx0 ,
kSAs0 − kSAbs0 + kXAx0 − kXAbx0 + kYAy0 − kYAby0 + kZAz0 − kZAbz0}
Soln = Simplify[Solve[eqn == 0, {kXY, kYZ, kZX, kXS, kXA, kYA, kZA, kSA}]][[1]]
Solve::svars : Equations may not give solutions for all "solve" variables. 〉〉{
kXA→ (−kSA+kSAb)s0+kXAbx0−kYAy0+kYAby0−kZAz0+kZAbz0x0 , kXY→
kXYbx0+(kYA−kYAb)y0+(kZA−kZAb)z0
x0
,
kYZ→ kYZby0+(kZA−kZAb)z0y0 , kZX→ kZXb, kXS→
(kSA−kSAb)s0+kXSbx0
x0
}
k = 2;
yDer = B.MatrixPower[A, k].v0
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{
(−kXA− kXS− kXY)2x0 + 2kYZkZXy0 + (2(−kXA− kXS− kXY)kZX+ 2(−kZA− kZX)kZX)z0 ,
((−kXA− kXS− kXY)kXY+ kXY(−kYA− kYZ))x0 + (−kYA− kYZ)2y0 + 2kXYkZXz0 , kXYkYZx0+
+((−kYA− kYZ)kYZ+ kYZ(−kZA− kZX))y0 + (−kZA− kZX)2z0 , kSA2s0 + (−kSAkXS+ kXS(−kXA− kXS− kXY))x0+
+2kXSkZXz0 ,−kSA2s0 + (kSAkXS+ kXA(−kXA− kXS− kXY) + kXYkYA)x0 + (kYA(−kYA− kYZ) + kYZkZA)y0+
+(kZA(−kZA− kZX) + 2kXAkZX)z0}
eqn = yDer− (yDer/.subst){
(−kXA− kXS− kXY)2x0 − (−kXAb− kXSb− kXYb)2x0 + 2kYZkZXy0 − 2kYZbkZXby0+
+(2(−kXA− kXS− kXY)kZX+ 2(−kZA− kZX)kZX)z0 − (2(−kXAb− kXSb− kXYb)kZXb+ 2(−kZAb− kZXb)kZXb)z0 ,
((−kXA− kXS− kXY)kXY+ kXY(−kYA− kYZ))x0 − ((−kXAb− kXSb− kXYb)kXYb+ kXYb(−kYAb− kYZb))x0+
+(−kYA− kYZ)2y0 − (−kYAb− kYZb)2y0 + 2kXYkZXz0 − 2kXYbkZXbz0 , kXYkYZx0 − kXYbkYZbx0+
+((−kYA− kYZ)kYZ+ kYZ(−kZA− kZX))y0 − ((−kYAb− kYZb)kYZb+ kYZb(−kZAb− kZXb))y0 + (−kZA− kZX)2z0−
−(−kZAb− kZXb)2z0 , kSA2s0 − kSAb2s0 + (−kSAkXS+ kXS(−kXA− kXS− kXY))x0−
−(−kSAbkXSb+ kXSb(−kXAb− kXSb− kXYb))x0 + 2kXSkZXz0 − 2kXSbkZXbz0 ,−kSA2s0 + kSAb2s0+
+(kSAkXS+ kXA(−kXA− kXS− kXY) + kXYkYA)x0 − (kSAbkXSb+ kXAb(−kXAb− kXSb− kXYb) + kXYbkYAb)x0+
+(kYA(−kYA− kYZ) + kYZkZA)y0 − (kYAb(−kYAb− kYZb) + kYZbkZAb)y0 + (kZA(−kZA− kZX) + 2kXAkZX)z0−
−(kZAb(−kZAb− kZXb) + 2kXAbkZXb)z0}
eqn = Simplify[eqn/.Soln] (* simplify eqn by use of Soln from k=1*){
0,− 1x0y0 ((kYA− kYAb)y0 + (kZA− kZAb)z0)
(
kXYbx20 + (kXAb+ kXSb+ kXYb− kYAb− kYZb)x0y0 − 2kZXby0z0
)
,
(kZA−kZAb)
(
−kYZby20+kXYbx0z0+(−kYAb−kYZb+kZAb+kZXb)y0z0
)
y0
,
(kSA−kSAb)
(
−kXSbx20+s0((kSAb−kXAb−kXSb−kXYb)x0+2kZXbz0)
)
x0
,
1
x0
(
(kSAkXSb− kSAbkXSb+ kXYb(kYA− kYAb))x20 + 2kZXbz0 ((−kYA+ kYAb)y0 + (−kZA+ kZAb)z0) +
+x0
((
kXYbkYA+ kXAb(kYA− kYAb) + kXSb(kYA− kYAb)− kXYbkYAb− kYAkYAb+ kYAb2 − kYAkYZb+
+kYAbkYZb+ kYZbkZA− kYZbkZAb) y0 + (kZA− kZAb)(kXAb+ kXSb+ kXYb− kZAb− kZXb)z0)−
−(kSA− kSAb)s0 ((kSAb− kXAb− kXSb− kXYb)x0 + 2kZXbz0))}
newSoln = Simplify[Solve[eqn == 0, {kXY, kYZ, kZX, kXS, kXA, kYA, kZA, kSA}]][[1]]
Solve::svars : Equations may not give solutions for all "solve" variables. 〉〉
{kYA→ kYAb, kSA→ kSAb, kZA→ kZAb}
Soln = Simplify[Soln/.newSoln] (* use results from k=2 for results from k=1 *)
{kXA→ kXAb, kXY→ kXYb, kYZ→ kYZb, kZX→ kZXb, kXS→ kXSb}
Soln = Union[Soln, newSoln] (* combine all results from k=1 and k=2 *)
{kSA→ kSAb, kXA→ kXAb, kXS→ kXSb, kXY→ kXYb, kYA→ kYAb, kYZ→ kYZb, kZA→ kZAb, kZX→ kZXb}
(* All rate parameters are uniquely identifiable *)
A.2 Transfer function method
(* Transfer function method of the seven-compartment ODE model of Chapter 5 *)
Clear[kXY, kYZ, kZX, kX0, kY0, kZ0, kXA, kYA, kZA];
Clear[v0, X0, Y0, Z0, XX0, YY0, ZZ0,A0];
Clear[s, H,HI, Y, YCoeffList];
(*dv/dt = Av, v(0) = v0, y = Bv*)
A =

−kXY− kX0 0 2 ∗ kZX 0 0 0 0
kXY −kYZ− kY0 0 0 0 0 0
0 kYZ −kZX− kZ0 0 0 0 0
kX0 0 0 −kXA 0 0 0
0 kY0 0 0 −kYA 0 0
0 0 kZ0 0 0 −kZA 0
0 0 0 kXA kYA kZA 0

; B =

1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

;
v0 = {X0, Y0, Z0, XX0, YY0, ZZ0,A0};
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(* Computation of the exhaustive summary *)
H = s ∗ IdentityMatrix[7]− A; HI = Inverse[H];
Y = Together[B.HI.v0];
YCoeffList = Flatten[CoefficientList[Join[Numerator[Y], Denominator[Y]], s]];
MatrixForm[YCoeffList]; (* output not shown due to length *)
Length[YCoeffList]
49
YCoeffListLinear = Normal[CoefficientArrays[YCoeffList, {kXY, kYZ, kZX, kX0, kY0, kZ0, kXA, kYA, kZA}]][[2]]
(* coefficient list of equations that are linear in the parameters *)
{{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {XX0, X0+ XX0, X0+ XX0+ 2Z0, X0+ XX0, X0+ XX0, X0+ XX0, X0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {X0+ Y0+ YY0, YY0, Y0+ YY0, Y0+ YY0, Y0+ YY0, Y0+ YY0, 0, Y0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {Z0+ ZZ0, Y0+ Z0+ ZZ0, ZZ0, Z0+ ZZ0, Z0+ ZZ0, Z0+ ZZ0, 0, 0, Z0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {X0+ Y0+ Z0, X0+ Y0+ Z0, X0+ Y0+ 2Z0, Y0+ Z0, X0+ Z0, X0+ Y0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{A0,A0,A0,A0,A0,A0,A0+ XX0,A0+ YY0,A0+ ZZ0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}}
MatrixForm[Q = YCoeffListLinear[[{3, 7, 11, 14, 21, 26, 31, 36, 40}]]] (* pick 9 equations that are linear in the parameters *)
XX0 X0+ XX0 X0+ XX0+ 2Z0 X0+ XX0 X0+ XX0 X0+ XX0 X0 0 0
X0+ Y0+ YY0 YY0 Y0+ YY0 Y0+ YY0 Y0+ YY0 Y0+ YY0 0 Y0 0
Z0+ ZZ0 Y0+ Z0+ ZZ0 ZZ0 Z0+ ZZ0 Z0+ ZZ0 Z0+ ZZ0 0 0 Z0
X0+ Y0+ Z0 X0+ Y0+ Z0 X0+ Y0+ 2Z0 Y0+ Z0 X0+ Z0 X0+ Y0 0 0 0
A0 A0 A0 A0 A0 A0 A0+ XX0 A0+ YY0 A0+ ZZ0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

MatrixForm[RowReduce[Q]]
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 −Y0+Z0X0−Y0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 X0−Z0X0−Y0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(* The parameters kXY, kYZ, kZX, kXA, kYA, kZA are uniquely identifiable *)
YCoeffListLinearReduced = Normal[CoefficientArrays[YCoeffList, {kX0, kY0, kZ0}]][[2]]; (* output not shown due to length *)
MatrixForm[R = YCoeffListLinearReduced[[{38, 39, 40}]]] (* pick 3 equations that are linear in the parameters *)
kYZkZX kXYkZX kXYkYZ
kYZ+ kZX kXY+ kZX kXY+ kYZ
1 1 1

Simplify[Det[R]]
−(kXY− kYZ)(kXY− kZX)(kYZ− kZX)
(* All rate parameters are uniquely identifiable *)
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APPENDIX C
Computational notes and data tables
for practical identifiability analysis
In Chapter 3.4, we introduced the Fisher information matrix JF (p̂)
T JF (p̂), which we em-
ployed for deriving confidence regions and correlation coefficients for the estimated pa-
rameters p̂. Here, we describe a method for computing the entries of the Jacobian JF (p̂)
(Appendix C.1), present data tables of the correlation coefficients rij (p̂) (Appendix C.2),
and the eigenvalues µk and eigenvectors uk of the Fisher information matrix to obtain
respectively the radii and directions of the principal axes of the confidence regions of p̂
(Appendix C.3). The data tables are shown for model M∗∗2 from Chapter 5.1 fitted to data
from treatment with 50 nM of RHPS4.
C.1 Numerical computation of JF (p̂)
For the computational side of the practical identifiability and sensitivity analysis, it is
important to find a reliable method for the numerical calculation of JF (p̂), which involves
derivatives of the state variables vj with respect to the parameters pk. Using divided
differences
∂vj(ti,p)
∂pk
=
vj(ti,p+ ǫ sk)− vj(ti,p)
ǫ
+O (ǫ) , (C.1.1)
with sk being the kth unit vector in R
L, may lead to significant errors in the computation
of the derivatives in JF (p̂) dependent on the choice of ǫ. Also, employing the Richardson
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extrapolation (see Johnson and Riess [66]) using, for example,
∂vj (ti,p)
∂pk
=
1
6 ǫ
(
vj (ti,p− ǫ sk)− 8vj
(
ti,p− ǫ
2
sk
)
+ 8vj
(
ti,p+
ǫ
2
sk
)
− vj (ti,p+ ǫ sk)
)
+O
(
ǫ4
)
,
(C.1.2)
to obtain approximations of higher order does not solve the problem of the right choice
of ǫ. A better approach is to use the variational equations [8]
∂
∂t
∂v (t,p)
∂pk
=
∂A (t, θ)
∂pk
v+A (t, θ)
∂v (t,p)
∂pk
, 0 < t < te , (C.1.3)
∂v (0,p)
∂pk
=
 sj if pk = (v0)j for any j0 else
 , (C.1.4)
which are respectively the derivatives of equations (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) in Chapter 5.3 with
respect to pk. We obtain ∂v(t,p)/∂pk for every value t ∈ [0, te] by numerical integration
of (C.1.3) with respect to t. We then compute the ((j − 1)n + i, k)th entry, i = 1, . . . , n,
j = 1, . . . ,M, of the Jacobian JF (p̂) by
∂F(j−1)n+i (p)
∂pk
=
[
B
(
∂v1(ti ,p)
∂pk
, . . . ,
∂vm(ti ,p)
∂pk
)T]
j
[Bv (ti,p)]j
, (C.1.5)
with B as in Chapter 5.3.
C.2 Correlation coefficients for rate parameters of model M∗∗2
p̂k kXY kYZ kZX kZZ¯0 ∆kXX¯ ∆kYY¯ ∆kZZ¯ t0 kZA
kXY 1 -0.3705 -0.7089 -0.5611 0.6719 -0.3118 -0.7014 -0.0160 0.1211
kYZ 1 -0.1513 -0.1607 -0.3471 0.7008 -0.0754 -0.2058 -0.0167
kZX 1 0.9617 -0.4064 -0.0605 0.6632 0.1068 -0.4296
kZZ¯0 1 -0.2750 -0.0385 0.5167 0.2015 -0.5210
∆kXX¯ 1 -0.3917 -0.7752 0.3833 0.0714
∆kYY¯ 1 -0.0711 0.0366 -0.0365
∆kZZ¯ 1 -0.0261 -0.1145
t0 1 -0.0351
kZA 1
Table C.1: Upper triangular part of the correlation matrix Corr(p̂) with entries rij (p̂) computed as in (3.4.7)
for model M∗∗2 (see Chapter 5.1) and the data fit from treatment with 50 nM RHPS4.
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C.3 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the confidence region of p̂
in model M∗∗2
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
µk 0.0666 0.4881 0.8052 6.2742 26.753 39.139 352.33 2285.6 3388.0
lk 39.148 14.466 11.263 4.0348 1.9540 1.6155 0.5384 0.2114 0.1736
Table C.2: Eigenvalues µk and radii lk of the principal axes for the ellipsoidal 95% confidence region of the
L = 9-dimensional parameter vector p̂ for model M∗∗2 and 50 nM RHPS4 (see Chapter 5.1).
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9
kXY -0.0268 -0.0252 0.0569 0.0185 0.0258 -0.2978 -0.5703 -0.7421 0.1725
kYZ -0.0403 0.1203 -0.8698 -0.4670 0.0756 -0.0209 -0.0263 -0.0468 0.0130
kZX 0.8976 -0.3670 -0.0840 -0.0304 -0.1041 0.1818 -0.0204 -0.0858 0.0096
kZZ¯0 0.1778 -0.1597 -0.0264 0.0570 0.3741 -0.8396 0.0593 0.3008 -0.0081
∆kXX¯ -0.0534 -0.1911 0.1360 -0.1956 0.7236 0.3775 -0.4358 0.2182 -0.0185
∆kYY¯ -0.0112 0.0267 -0.4456 0.8572 0.1388 0.1359 -0.1573 0.0568 -0.0043
∆kZZ¯ 0.3968 0.8873 0.1230 -0.0053 0.1751 -0.0029 -0.0887 0.0397 -0.0024
t0 0.0026 -0.0148 0.0141 0.0651 0.5189 0.0986 0.6659 -0.5210 0.0390
kZA -0.0022 0.0044 0.0025 0.0012 -0.0073 0.0475 0.0655 0.1592 0.9839
Table C.3: Eigenvectors uk describing the directions of the principal axes of the ellipsoidal confidence region
of p̂ for model M∗∗2 and 50 nM RHPS4.
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Coefficients of solution (7.3.11)
The coefficients a1, b0, b1 of (7.3.11) are given by the expressions
b0 = E(ĥ) +
ĥ
h
(1− E(h))
× exp
[
kon koff T0
ρ2 h2 ĥ2
(
kon koff σ
2 T0
(
δ h+ h2
)
+ δ h ĥ
(
α ρ− L0 ρ− koff σ2
))]
, (D.0.1)
a1 = F(h) and b1 = F(ĥ) with
h = kon T0 +
k f kr ks R0
kr ks R0 + ku (kd + kr)
, ĥ = h+ δ , (D.0.2)
where
E (Y) = erf
[
L0 − α
σ
√
2
+
σ koff (Y− kon T0)
ρY
√
2
]
, (D.0.3)
F (Y) =
ke kon T0
2 ρY
exp
[
koff (Y− kon T0)
(
2 ρ L0 Y+ koff σ
2 Y− kon koff σ2 T0
)
2 ρ2 Y2
]
. (D.0.4)
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